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CHAPTER I.

General Description of Upper Canada.—Original Colo-

nists.—Anecdote of Scotch Settlers Depressing effect

of Natural Scenery.—Lake of the Thousand Islands.

—Falls of Niagara.—Population.—Toronto.— State of

Parties and Society. — False pretensions of certain

Classes— Neglect of Natural Occupations.— Preva-

lence of undue Influences.—Provincial Lawyers and

SheriflFs—Mr. ex- Attorney-general Hagerman.— (ie-

neral Reflexions.

The general configuration of Upper Canada,

as also its general aspect and characteristics, are

very easy both of definition and right apprecia-

tion.

The country exhibits almost one continuous

flat, unrelieved even by such few prominences
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FERTILE DISTRICTS.

as distinguish Lower Canada; so much so,

tiiat you may travel in it humlrcds of miles in

every direction without encountering any thing

at all assimilating to a mountain, or even to a

nioderate-siml Ju'll; though, in various parts,

there is no want of the pleasing variety induced

hy slightly-undulating ground.

Upper Canada is admirably watered in all its

parts
; hence presenting every facility, if its great

natural advantages be turned to a proper account,

for promoting, to an unlimited extent, internal

trade and social intercourse.

The most fertile and best cultivated parts of

the province arc— the Niagara district on the

southern frontier ; sections of the vast tract of

country which, encompassed on three sides by the

waters of the lakes Ontario, Erie, St. Clair, Hu-
ron (and its branches), foims a complete penin-

sula; and to the eastward, the country about

the bay of Quinte, with the district of Prince

Edward.

Though the Niagara district, in common with

I



FRUIT.—PUOVISIONS.
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the rest, raises corn in aljundance, it is, mon-

essentially than any other, the orchard as well as

nursery.ground of much of the ndL'hbourin.

parts of the province ; and in particular, a very

large (pjantity of the fruit and vegetables cr)n-

siMned annually in Toronto, is derived fi-oin

thence.

liut fruit, and indeed provisions of every kind,

in great abundance, find their way into Upper

Canada from the United States, and are gene-

rally of a very good quality.

With the exception of pans of the Niagara

and Gore districts, in tlie vicinity of the Fulls

and of Brantford, for instance, there are few or

no sections of the country that exhibit any

thing like an ap])roach to the domestic kind of

natural scenei-y which is so dear to Eno-lish

eyes, and appeals so strongly to English feel-

n)gs, let it be seen where it may. In the first-

named district, that rude disfigurement to all

Canadian, and indeed to most North Ameiican

scenery, the zig-zag wood'^n fence, is encoun-

b2
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SENSK OF DEPRESSION.

Ured less frequently than usual; while here

and there, sueh fenee has been superseded hv

the neater and more civilized qu'ck-set he(l«5e,

introduced by English settlers.

Elsewhere, (save and excepting a few rural

>p<)ts on the line of the Ottava). all is vast,

solitary grandeur, in the contcniplauon of which

the mind becomes insensibly depressed, at the

consciousness of its inability to compass the im-

posing magnitude of surrounding objects.

I have heard many personsj not natives of

the country, make this observation ; and for

n)yself, I can bear ready testimony to its tr"th,

as applied not only to Canada, but generally

to such parts of the North American continent

as I have visited.

If you traverse its vast lakes, if you pene-

trate its deep pine-forests, if you cross its ivide-

cxtending jilains, nay, if you wander by the

way-side in the outskirts of its towns, you are

alike struck with a sense of surpassing loneli-

ness, with a sort of melancholy, at finding your-

^^



CANADIAN SONGSTERS. 6

self an isolated unit, as it were, in the midst

of a space so large ; knowing, as you do, in the

one case, that you are not upon the (}cean, and

in the other, that you are not trending upon a

newly-discovered soil

!

But, if t' e pcrc^Mtion of magnitude not to

l)e embraced, produces this effect upon you ;

if, what your eye beholds, though exciting awe

and admiration, yet appeals not to your sym-

pathies or feelings; you are nevertheless com-

pensated, in some degree, for this negative en-

joyment, by the lightness and elasticity of the

surrounding atmosphere; by the clear, blue,

cloudless sky above you ; by the richly varie-

gated foliage of the primeval forest trees; and,

above all, by a grateful sense of the perfect

natural freedom, in wnich, for the time, you

revel.

The absence of singing birds in most parts

of the American continent has often been re-

marked upon by travellers as a great draw-

back to the enjoyment of the natural scenery;

I
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6 BULL-FROGS.

and certainly, the enlivening notes of such me-

lodists would prove an advantageous exchange

for the inhcarmonious concerts of the myriads

of bull-frogs in Canada, whose croaking may be

said to constitute the native music.

I once knew a Frenchman, who, desirous to

learn the English language by self-tuition, tout

d'tm coup (to use his own expression), chose

for his primer, above all baoks in the world,

Sterne's " Tristram Shandy!" because, as he in-

genuously observed, he wished, by identifying

himself with the spirit of that peculiar work, to

compass all that he was seeking to attain. But
tlie difficulty lay in so identifying himself with

tlie object of his study ; and soon finding this to

be the case, he abandoned the undertaking, by
such means, in despair.

Thus it is, at least thus I, in common with

many others, have ever found it, in the con-

templation of almost all North American scene-

ry
: you cannot thoroughly identify yourself

with, because you cannot compass it ; and you
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THOUSAND ISLANDS. 7

cannot compass it unless through the medium

of your *?elings, which, from its very vastness,

it has an innate tendency to repel. Hence, you

may gaze, wonder, and admire, but sympathize

you cannot.

The only instance in which I remember having

failed to acknowledge this influence, was whilst

traversing at sunrise, one fine morning in sum-

mer, the Lake of the Thousand Islands, a wide

expansion of the St. Lawrence, a few miles be-

low Kingston ; and I might then have fairly

fancied myself transported into a fairy land, but

for the steam-boat destroying the illusion.

The whole scene was surpassingly lovely.

The water, undisturbed by a single ripple, save

wha the passage of the boat created, presented

the appearance of a mass of molten metal ; while

surrounding you far and near in every direction,

were islands, some of the most tiny kind, either

scattered or in groups, and all densely covered,

to the water's edge, with the richest imaginable

foilage. As you advanced, all egress from the

til



8 THOUSAND ISLANDS.

labyrinth seemed closed against you ; when
presently, an opening, before unobserved, would
present itself, and, darting through it, you would
^nd yourself in the nn'dst of a fresh scene of
snndar beauty

; the whole series being continued
for a space of eighteen or twenty miles, under
every variety of shape, aspect, and calm repose

;

and the reigning solitude alone disturbed by
your intrusion, or the flight of some bird that
you had been the means of scaring. The picture
wanted nothing to complete it but the presence
ot an Indian, in his primitive garb, paddling a
canoe; and to have seen one wending his way,
in such guise at such a moment, would have'

imparted a keen relish to the positive enjoyment
felt.

The number of these islands never has been,
and probably never can be, correctly ascertained

;

though nominally a thousand, they are computed'
to be at least eighteen hundred, and may pos-
sibly be more. Their foundation is of rock,
similar to that which forms the sub-stratum of I



BILL JOHNSON.
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great part of the adjacent mainland on the

Canada side; and they have no doubt l)een

formed, as have the Falls of Niagara, by the im-

mense body of water above them seeking an

outlet; being probably not much less ancient

than the mighty cataract itself.

Since I last visited them, a notoriety has been

given to these islands which they did not before

possess, by the exploits of a man rejoicing in the

appellation of « Bill Johnson," a sort of Ame-
rican pirate-brigand, who, taking advantage of

the troubled period succeeding the insurrection,

selected them alternately as his place of resort,

from whence to carry on marauamg depredations

along the Canadian shore : a system of harassing

warfare which he was enabled to practice with

impunity for a considerable length of time, owing

to the secrecy of his movements, the fleetness of

his skiff; and the supineness, or, what is perhaps

nearer to the truth, the indifference of the Ame-
rican authorities; his exploits being eventually

only put an end to by the perseverance of cruis-

b3



10 LADY OF THE LAKE.

ing parties from the British naval station at King-
ston.

Nor were the tliousand islands without their

" -^^^y "f the Lake," if the appellation may be
given to the buccaneer's daughter, who sojourned

with him, in his sylvan abode, and was said to

be equally dexterous with himself in the manage-

ment of his unrivalled skiff, which was repre-

sented to be so light and portable as to admit of

ready transportation from place to place. A
sort of romance was thrown around these two

personages of the 'Canadian drama;' and a

belief in half the reports that were current of

their marvellous proceedings, involving almost

the power of ubiquity and prescience, would
trench very closely upon a belief in the super-

natural. They were at one time almost objects

of idolatry among the Canada-liberating popula-

tion of the American frontier, and were received

wheresoever they went with corresponding

honour
:
but their star is no longer in the ascen-

dant
; like other once popular characters, they



DRAMATIC SUBJECT. 11
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have had their day, and are now seldom heard

of

The scene of their adventures, with the ad-

ventures themselves, would furnish ample mate-

rial to the dramatist or romance-writer disposed

and able to turn them to account ; and it is only

surprising in these days of trans-atlantic steam-

ing, that a theme so fertile should have been lost

sight of by the caterers to the amusement of that

very numerous branch of John Bull's family,

the lovers of the marvellous.

Only imagine, for instance, the charm attach-

ing to some such a romantic title as « The
Lake of the Thousand Islands, or the Bucca-

neer's Daughter /" It would be perfectly irre-

sistible; and, on the doctrine that thousands

produce thousands, must be highly profitable.

But a work of nature's hand, immeasurably

surpassing in its marvels the enchanting Lake
of the Thousand Islands, and baffling alike ade-

quate description or correct analysis of feeling,

in regard to thf impression it creates, yet remains

r:
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I 12 FALLS OF NIAGARA.

to be spoken of. Need I say, that I allude to

the mighty cataract of Niagara ; or, as it is

termed, par e,vcellence, " The Falls?"

It is far from my intention to attempt the de-

lineation of an object which pens, far more able

and practised than my own, have, at best, im-

perfectly succeeded in portraying; but it would
evince such signal disrespect to the monarch of
cataracts, and, moreover, constitute so marked a

defect in a work having Canada for its theme,

not to make incidental mention of such most
striking f.ature of the country's aspect, that I

feel it incumbent on me to say something on the

matter.

I have twice visited the Falls, and, like most
other persons who have expressed an opinion

on the subject, have found them to improve very

much upon acquaintance, cultivated through the

medium of close solitary studying, if I may use

such term in the sense in which I wish it to be

understood. But I am unable to comprehend

how, as is frequently averred, anything like dis-
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appointment can be felt, even by the most super-

ficial observer, at a first view of them. The wildest

revellings of the imagination could by no possibi-

lity conjure up any object serving in the least

degree as a standard of comparison whereby they

might be measured, and, therefore, their reality

surpassing, as in effect it does, all possible con-

ception, one is positively debarred the right to

contrast present enjoyment with past anticipa-

tion.

Were persons who complain of the Falls not

realizingtheir expectations, required to answer the

interrogation, What did you expect to see? by a

minute description of the object they had men-
tally created, they would be sadly bewildered

for an answer, and this is the only effectual

means by which their inconsistency could be made
apparent to themselves.

The way in which I found that I could best

comprehend the magnitude and character of the

stupendous cataract, was by lying flat upon the

ground in its near vicinity, mentally dissecting

\l-
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14 FALLS OF NL\GARA.

it as it were whilst so recumbent, and then form-

ing combinations of the particles ad infinitum.

I know not if this suggestion be, or not, a novel

one
;
but in my own case, its adoption was the

result of accident, as I found that, when close

upon them, I could not regard the Falls for

many minutes together in an erect posture, with-

out succumbing to an attracting influence, which

I can compare only to the fascination exercised

by the loadstone or the eye of the rattle-snake.

I, therefore, adopted the alternative of prostrat-

ing myself (which answered the two-fold purpose

of reverence and convenience), and was in such

wise enabled to contemplate, for hours together,

without apprehension for my personal safety, the

stupendous monument of ages that stood reared

before me.

Another means of arriving at a right appre-

ciation of the magnitude of the Falls, is to

perch yourself on the summit of the tower which

stands upon a ledge of rock just below Goat

Island, and to look clown from thence, not upon
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the Falls, but upon the centre of the rapids,

and then following with your eye the maddened

waters, as they converge, seemingly grasped by

the out-stret/ohed fingers (gathering from all

points) of a concealed giant's hand, towards the

middle of the Chute, trace them until they are

finally precipitated into the troubled vortex

below.

All immediately above, as also immediately

beneath the sheet of water projected over, appears

to be hurry, turmoil, wrath, and wild confusion

;

in the midst of which the propelled body, as if

tacitly chiding the struggling waters in its rear

for the display of so much petulant impatience,

assumes to itself a calm placid dignity and busi-

ness-like air, implying that there exists no neces-

sityfor haste, and drops, by means of its dense

cubic weight, in close compact solidity to the

bottom.

It appeared to me that in thus contemplating

the Falls, there are many valuable moral les-

sons to be learned ; not the least prominent of

m

i
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16 FALLS OF NIAGARA.

which, are arrangement, design, and the pre-

servation of order in the midst of seeming con-

fusion.

As regards the rcaliz^iiun of grand scenic

effect, in tlie appearance of the Falls, I fully

concur in the opinion I have seen expressed,

that the best means of inducing it consist in cross-

ing the river at the ferry, to within about one-

fourth of the distance from the American shore,

and in so directing your gaze from such point

of view (never heeding the tossing, nor the sa-

turation consequent on remaining in such a po-

sition), as to take in the American and British

Falls together. Goat Island, which lies between

them, being entirely shut in by the oblique line

of vision.

The imaginary fabric you thus raise, is the

complete side and the half-elliptic end of an

immense chrystalline hall ; and you have only

to people it with corresponding genii, supposed

to be dimly visible through the mist, effectually

to complete the delusion.
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On the occasion of my first visit to tlio Falls,

which chanced to he just after the opening of

the navigation, they still retained some portion

of their wintry dress. On the second, on the

contrary, their environing adornments were

j;reen trees and foliage ; but it is to my mind

doubtful even now, if these, after all, were so

much in unison with the peculiar character of the

main object, as the previous accumulated snow

and clustering icicles.

The mingled feeling of awe, wonder, and

admiration, which one experiences at sight of

the Falls, how often soever they may be visited,

is speedily succeeded (at least I, in common
with many others, have 'found it so), by a wish

to be alone with them, in order to ponder over,

without the fear of interruption, their varied

claims to attention, as well as to revel in the

peculiar train of meditation which they have a

tendency to awaken.

A sad accident had happened at the F "

just before my arrival there last summer, k ^it

(

i

"
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18 AVALANCHE.

''II

avalanche of rocks from Goat Island having

crushed to death an American gentleman (a

Dr. Hungerford, if I rememher rightly), who

chanced, unfortunately, to be beneath them.

The guide informed me with a dolorous ac-

cent, that this occurrence had also operated

prejudicially to his interests, as people were de-

terred in consequence (and not unnaturally),

from venturing as fearlessly as formerly, within

the space of the Horse Shoe Fall, curtained by

the sheet of water.

To facilitate the means of progress over the

precarious slippery causeway of the narrow

pass, he informed me that it was intended to

affix to the wall of the rock, iron cramps, sup-

porting a railing, whereby the visitor might

hold on
; and certainly, much praise should be

the due of those whose ingenuity and daring

might succeed in perfecting such a peculiar piece

of smithery.

It is only surprising that a greater number of

accidents does not happen at the Falls beyond

P
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such as nciually take place, since the rocks on

every side are gradually detaoiiing themselves

from their old positions, while the famed Table

rock itself, judging by the wide fissures it ex-

hibits, appears about to follow the general ex-

ample.

The poetry of the Cataract is unquestionably

seriously impaired by the prose of every day

life pervading its vicinity ; but how much so-

ever this innovation may be a cause for lamen-

tation to the admirer of nature in her wildest

solitude, it is at least conducive to his individual

comfort and convenience.

But to evert to a former topic : there is this

peculiarity about the air and temjx^rature of Ca-

nada in f-eneral, that they are ill adapted, from

their searching qualities, always of an extreme

kind, to persons of sedentary habits and pur-

suits; and many, by indulging in such, during

their residence in the country, have materially

impaired their constitutions. On the other hand,

for individuals of robust frame and active bodily

1
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occupations, no region can be more salubrious,

provided they take due precaution against the'

sudden variations of temperature by which they
are frequently assailed. Hence the country is

admirably adapted, as a place of residence, for

that class of persons of which it stands most in

need—agriculturists and labourers.

To show the necessity which exists for the

exercise of unremitting caution in regard to

clothing and habits of body, it need only be

mentioned, that when the thermometer is at an
extreme point, either of heat or cold,-say, in

the first case, at ninety degrees, or upwards, and
in the second, at twenty-five or thirty degrees

below zero, it will suddenly vary to the extent

of thirty, forty, or even fifty degrees ;--remain

at this variation for a few hours, and then revert,

as suddenly, to the old point. These, it is true,'

must be considered as extreme cases, but they

nevertheless occur, and must therefore be guarded

against. In the Upper Province, such extremes

as those first mentioned seldom last above two or
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three days together, but on the whole, the seasons

there, though far more tempered, are much less

regular than in the adjoining province. The
winter in Upper Canada is also shorter, as well

as less severe
; but in either province, spring and

autumn, properly so called, and as understood in

Europe, are scarcely perceptible. So rapid is the

vegetation when the snow has fairly disappeared,

which happens in Upper Canada about the mid-

dle, and in Lower Canada about the end of

April, that you may almost persuade yourself

into the belief that you see it springing from the

earth, as you walk along.

The parts of Upper Canada which have been

the longest settled, are the Niagara and Prince

Edward districts, with the country comprised

within the limits of the Bay of Quinte, an in-

denture of Lake Ontario, a few miles above
Kingston, and the country in the rear of Corn-

wall, extending to the confines of Lower Canada.

The original population of the first-named dis-

trict consisted of settlers from the New England

i!i;
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22 OLD L0VALIST8.

states, (,f whose descendants, constantly rein-

forced by fresh American immigrants, the majo-

rity of the j)resent popuhition is conjposed. The
original population of the latter districts ccm-

sisted, in like manner, of settlers from the state

of New York, but chiefly of Dutch origin
; and

of their descendants, though now fully amalga-

mated with British settlers, the present popula-
tion is also mainly composed.

These early settlers in the infant colony were,

for the most part, individuals termed U. E., or

United Empire Loyalists, because of their pre-

ferring to continue their allegiance to the British

crown, after the American war of independence,

to becoming citizens of the new llepublic. To
compensate tiiem for the sacrifices they made in

abandoning their homes, the British Govern-
ment awarded them grants of land proportioned

to their claims or services, with tlie ri<dit of

selecting ihose portions from any part of the

crown lands remaining unappropriated. Armed
with this privilege, they, of course, fixed upon
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Many, after estahlishing their title to the

lands assigned to them, ahstained from settling

thereon, preferring to reserve them as future

heir-looms, in the expectation that, as the pro-

vince increased in population, so, also, would
they increase in value. Many, on the other
Imnd, to whom a life in the wilderness was re-

pugnant, or who were needy persons, sold their

land-rights, often for a very trifle, to specula-

tors, whose representatives, with those of the

non-settlers first-mentioned, now constitute some
of the largest landholders in the j)rovince. There
are, however, many claims of U. E. loyalists

outstanding at the present day, and they are

occasionally put in, in payment for the lots of
land which are disposed of at government sales.

But it is full time that a limit were assigned to

this practice
;

and, in order to the effective

working of any future systematic plan fur the

I
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24 DEGEXKRATIOiV.

disposal and settlement of waste lands, the

speedy adoption of which (as I simll endeavour

constantly to show), is of vital importance to the

welfare of the province, a law should be passed

for the equitable commutation of all such out-

standing claims, if preferred within a <:ertain

period - say twelve months—and annulling them
if not so preferred.

It is a curious coincidence, well worthy of

remark, as conveying an instructive lesson, that

throughout the disturbances which have agitated

Upper Canada during the last few years, the

descendants of the old refugee royalists have
been precisely those who, taken as a body, have
been the least zealous in the cause which it was
the object of tlieir forefathers to sustain: namely,
tile supremacy of British institutions whereso-

ever established on the North American conti-

nent; and tho.se, also, among whom an unduly
large proportion of disaffected persons has been

found.

The class of the population mainly instrumen-
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tal in preserving the colony to England, were,

as the Earl of Durham has correctly stated, the

men of British race, who became settlers in tlie

country subsequently to the last American war.

It is thus obvious, that in a constant stream

of immigration from the British isles, lies the

only real safeguard for retarding to a stdt-

able period the dissolution of connexion, as

now constituted, between Canada and England,

which musi eventually take place. In illustra-

tion of the first point, I would observe, that

just as the European caloric of the British set-

tler in Upper Canada slowly yields to the insi-

dious influences of climate, unless invigorated by

healthful bodily pursuits, so, also, must his im-

ported attachment to British institutions insen-

sibly become impaired by the anti-British influ-

ences going on in the small community around

liim, unless the social system, of which he forms

a part, be fused, from time to time, with the

renovating stream of warm-blooded British feel-

ing, flowing into it from its native source;

until such time as the country, being in a con-

vo.,. n.
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dition to stand alone, all danger of amalgama-
tion with the neighbouring Republic should have
ceased. It is only surprising, considering the

germs of democracy gradually introduced into

the country by American settlers-the moral in-

fluence exercised by the powerful on the weak,

dwelling in close contiguity-but, above all, the

want of a steady, progressive immigration, that

Upper Canada should be at the present hour a

dependence of the British crown.

That the ratio of increase, up to l82/>, of the

two chief bodies politic, must have soon prepon-

derated in favour of tne democratic party, ov,

at least, have brought both parties to such a

balance as must have placed the continuity of

British connexion in serious jeopardy, is, in

Canada, a very generally admitted fact ; while

it is equally acknowledged, that such contin-

gency has been alone averted by the timely im.

migration (insignificant as in the aggregate it

has been), which took place during, and for a

iev^ years subsequent to, 1825, and which suf-

ficed to turn the beam the other way.

*-
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^

As regards the actual state of parties in Upper
Canada, it is somewhat more difficult to speak
with equal accuracy; but, on the point alone of
preserving British connexion for an indefinite

period, can the two great branches,--m>. the
bulk respectively of the native Canadians and
the modern British settlers,~of the anti-Repub-

licans be said to be cordially united.

In parts of the Niagara, London, Home, and
Midland districts, democratic tendencies, aiming
at subversion, and not amendment, are estimated
to Ik. more rife than in the rest; but in all the
districts indiscriminately, there must be said to
prevail, more or less, an earnest desire to effect,

l>y constitutional means, such cimnges in the
administrative system as shall cause it to work
more smoothly than heretofore.

The common danger with which the country
Ims been, and still is, threatened, secures the
alliance of the loyal members of the British irn-

^nigrant class already mentioned, and of the
native Canadian party. But even in the absence
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of such common clanger, no disruption between

tliem need be apprehended, would the latter

only tolerate the establishment of sucli a state of

tilings as should place the former on a perfect

footing of equality with them ; and this, in fact,

IS all that has ever been demanded or contended

for. The union of the provinces, if judiciously

carried out, in conjunction with other fundamen-

tal measures, may be expected to exercise, in the

respect just mentioned, a healing tendency, by

destroying present monopoly of place and power,

and thereby neutralizing those antipathies which

tlie restraint of a present mutual dependence alone

serves to keep in subjection for the general good.

To conclude this brief attempt to analyze the

state of parties in Upper Canada, it remains only

to observe, that the democratic ranks, thoutrh

including men of all classes and spheres of life,

are generally understood to consist, for the

inost part, of Americans, either by birth or by

descent, who are domiciliated in the province,

and who, from similarity of tendencies and de-
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signs, may, with equal truth, be said as much
to constitute the/o7%w population of the Upper

province, as do the French Canadians the foreign

population of the Lower.

In some places, the amalgamation of the old

Dutch settlers with the later comers of British

race, was apparently, not very readily effected,

owing to the mutual antipathies which at first

prevailed, and which, (as I was told by a gen-

tleman long resident in the particular locality),

an incidental occurrence, somewhat ludicrous in

its origin, but likely to have proved serious in

its effects, tended materially to keep alive.

He stated, that some years ago a body of

young Scotch Highlanders, speaking nothing but

Gaelic, came to settle in the neighbourhood, and

being desirous to commemorate their arrival in

the land of their adoption, resolved to indulge in

a merry-making among themselves, which should

terminate with a dance. As regarded, however,

the success of the latter part of their arrano-e-

ment, the majority of them being bachelors, the

i|!
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w»ntof female pare, rs pre«;nte,l a serious Hiffi.
culty, until it was sugse,,.^ that .hey ,!,„„I.I
«ol.c.t thcr neighbours, the Mynheers, to allow
the.r wives and daughters to favour them with
the,r company; a few of the male dders being also
invited to give countenanee to the proceeding.

Accordingly, the invitation was sent, and
be-ng accepted, the matrons and damsels came
«"th their protectors at the appointed time, and
were suitably entertained.

>*ow, whether it were that the Highlanders
had been offering up too freely at the shrine of
Bacchus, and were thence induced to transfer
thetr worship to that of Venus, certain it is, ac
cording to the authorit, of my informant, that
- the hour of separation d.cw nigh, they recoiled
from the prospect of returning to their former
^tate of loneliness, and positively refused to let
the dancing nymphs depart.

To prove they were in earnest, they ejected
from the building in wluch the entertainment
was held the few Dutchmen who were present,

.1
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and shut themselves up in it with their fair en-

slavers
; thus re-enacting on Canadian soil the

classic scene of old, wherein the Sabine women

are represented to have played so conspicuous a

part.

Such a flagrant violation of the laws of hos-

pitality roused even the ire of the phlegmatic

Dutchmen, who, hurrying to their settlement,

speedily returned with a strong reinforcement

of their countrymen, and did battle to the

Highlanders; whom, far outnumbering, they

finally compelled, after an obstinate conflict, to

surrender up their unlawful prizes.

I did not learn in what way the ladies and their

captors deported themselves towards each other

during the brief period they remained together
;

so that my readers are just as well able as I am
to draw probable conclusions from the premises

adduced. The courtship must at least have been

strangely carried on, since neither party spoke

or understood a word of the other's lano-uaw

I only further ascertained that the affair, as

f
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was .mturally to be- cxpocted, caused ut tl,e tinu-

" great cmmotion am..n^r the whole fraternity of
Dutchmen, and was productive of son.e subse-
tjueiit affrays.

Independent of those districts to which special

allusion has In^^n made in the foregoing obstT-

vations, there are other parts of the country,
which, though less highly favoured in point of
natural advantages (being situated in a more
northerly direction) are nevertheless weJl adapted
for the purposes of progressive settlement and
cultivation.

The country in the rear ot Kingston and of
Cobourg, fom,ing part of the Midland and
Newcastle districts, as also many places on the
Ottawa, up to Bytown, (the rising little capital
of the Ottawa district,) come more especially

within this order of localities, and may be ren-
dered available for the support of an unlimited
population. It is true, that in the vicinity of
the Rice Lake, the soil is of a marish nature;
but this impediment is not so great but that it

v^.^'
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and otlier processes.

As regards the population of Upper Canada,

there is in it this striking feature, that, unlike

the rival population along the opposite shore of

the lakes and rivers forming the line of demarca-

tion between the two countries, it possesses lengtii

without adequate depth. A single glance at tin-

uiap will suflice to define my meaning; and, in

further illustration of it, I can find no fitter

simile for the population as it no>" is, than that

of a long, straggling line of infantry, in some

parts scarcely two deep, and exposed, conse-

(juently, to disruption at almost any point, with-

out the power of closing up.

The deepest section is perhaps between To-

ronto and Penetanguishine,* which last is a

mere military station, at the foot of a branch of

Lake Huron, extending inland in a southerly

• An Indian compound word signifying' "Look! it

is running sand," from tho quieksunds which theiL-

iibouni.'.
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direction. The whole distance does not exceed
eighty miles, and the chain of populated parts
is by no means continuous ; many interstices yet

remaining to be filled up.

Comparing this with the deep square masses
on the whole of the American side of the lines,

there will be found just cause for apprehension

that those masses, whensoever put in hostile

movement, as at any time they may be, must
bear down, by sheer weight of pressure, the

shallow frontage that would stand opposed to

them, unless the same be strengthened.

According t. a late annual return made to

tlio Provincial Government, the total population

of Upper Canada in 1839, amounted to 400,346

individuals, thus distributed over the thirteen

districts into which the Province is divided :—

^''^<ricts. Pojmlaiion.

^"^'^'•"
28,837

^"^"^^
8,483

*'°''"'*°^^'"
32,669

^''''^'''''
24,632

ly^'
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Districts. Population.

Prince Edward 14 018

Newcastle 35 Hfi

^^^'dland 38^254

Home (including City of Toronto 12,] 53) 69,953

Niagara 09^953

^''"6
51,000

'T^ilbot 9^053

London 40 qo r

^^estern ]go23

Total.. 400,34(;

Or, in round numbers, 400,000 inhabitants.

I do not possess any data shewing the propor-

tion borne in the foregoing census, by males to

females; but in Upper Canada, as in most

newly-settled countries, the former are the pre-

ponderating number, although probably not to

any great extent.

As shewn by Returns made by the chief

agent for immigration, the number of immigrants

from the United Kingdom who landed at Que-

bec in the seven years ending 1837, was 217,285 ;

the annual average being thus 31,041. The
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36 IMMIGRATION,

maximunx was 51,746', in 1882, and the mini-

mum 12,527, in 18S5.

It is impossible to hazard a conjecture as to

what number of these immigrants remained either

in Upper or Lower Canada, no records of their

final destination being kept ; but at all events

allowance must be made for a portion of them
being merely on their way to the Western States

of the Republic.

The amount of immigration in the years

1838 and 1839 was trifling in the extreme; and,

according to all accounts, was far exceeded by
the deficit caused in the standing population,

by re-emigration and expatriation, the natural

consequences of the troubles which prevailed.

But it is time to say something of the seat of

Government of Upper Canada, at which place I

resided from about the close of the summer of

18.38 till the beginning of December last.

Toronto, though exhibiting little to bear out

its pretensions either as a city or a capital, and
still less to justify the metropolitan airs which

^
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the elite of its denizens assume, is a place bear-

ing (unlike Kingston) the appearance of having

been much improved within these last few years;

but it as yet possesses only one good street,

which runs east and west, and this is in some

parts advantageously set off with an array of

well-filled shops and stores.

At the western extremity of such street, on

opposite sides of the road, stand a sort of over-

grown party-coloured* cottage, dignified by the

name of " Government-house," and a neat assem-

blage of red brick buildings, comprising the

sciiool-house and private dwellings, appertain-

ing to " Upper Canada College," of whose

history I shall hereafter speak. Between the

Government-house and the bay an unseemly mass

of brickwork, encasing the legislative chambers

and various of the public offices, rears its head ;

while, a mile beyond this again, is an ill-con-

structed stockade-sort of fort, with an incommo-

dious barrack within its circuit.

I m
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t
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* One-half is painted yellow, and the other white.
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Eastward, Toronto's chief edifices arc, a

church, a bank, a town-hall, (having behind it a

market-place,) and, lastly, a sessions-house and

gaol, besides a second prison-house in progress

of construction, to signify the moral improve-

ment of the people.

This end of the town is much eschewed as

vulgar, by the high order of patricians, whose

abodes, consisting in many cases of good-sized,

substantial, though isolated houses, are for the

most part situated in the three opposite direc-

tions. Of these, the Yonge Street Road, run-

ning north, is decidedly the most eligible loca-

lity
; and, a few miles out, it exhibits some very

pretty scenery.

Nevertheless, the city of Toronto will not

bear mentioning in the same breath with either

of the American towns Rochester or Buffalo,

(both, I believe, of later origin), though I am
iware that in making this assertion I incur the

ri^k of being thought tasteless, not to say a

i-ebel in disguise, by the majority of those

amongst whom I have been so lately dwelling;

i-sjJ^
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since they would consider as derogating from

their city's dignity the mere institution of any

such comparison.

Speaking generally, however, of contrasts be-

tween Canadian and American objects indicative

of relative progressive improvement, I lament to

add my humble testimony to that of many other

visitors to both countries, that the comparison

is immeasurably in favour of the States ; aiiJ

the fact is rendered strikingly apparent to the

unbiassed observer, not simply by his passing

through the States on his way to Canada, but

by his residing in the latter country for a

lengthened period, then traversing the neigh-

bouring States, and afterwards returning to the

British territory.

The effect of such transition cannot perhaps

be better illustrated than by supposing that you
have plunged unconsciously from a stagnant

pond into a vivifying stream, and tumbled from

the latter back again into a miry slough.

Let not, however, the fundamental cause of

I
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this liuiniliating contrast be misunderstood, by

ascribing it to a difference of political institu-

tions; b.'.t rather let it be traced to its chief

origin., i • ' urce, the virtual exclusion of capi-

tal and lauour from the country, owing to the

injudicious alienation of their primary aliment-
land.

At Toronto, the example of a knot of high-

salaried officials induces a style of living far in

advance, even on their part, of present means of

sustaining it; and hence very frequently occa-

sions serious pecuniary inconvenience to various

classes of individuals ; the originators of the

mischief being, however, equally inmuciant as

to their own embarrassments in this respect,—-

since, practically, they are attended with a vir-

tual impunity,—or to those of others that may
be occasioned by them.

For such reasons, and because of the invidious

distinctions as well as inequalities which the

j)ractice mentioned has a tendency to create,

Toronto itself cannot be considered an eligible

1^^
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place of residence for that class of immigrants

who may be desirous to economize their means

;

while the manifestation of such desire virtually

excludes them from the round of social inter-

course (such as it is) on which they may have

relied.

It is not, perhaps, hazarding too much to say,

that a person or family with moderate means

might make them go further even in expensive

London than in Toronto; and, at any rate,

assuming the positive outlay to be equal, the

comparative expenditure would be at least five

hundred per cent, against Toronto, if the qiiaUty

of the comfort and enjoyment purchased were

taken into the estimate.

In the latter place there is very little beyond

mere articles of consumption (and these not

always) that can be considered cheap; house-

rent, furniture, servants' wages, fuel, and the

hke, being the exact converse; or, to speak

more ocrrectly, surpassing all legitimate pro-

portion in the general scale of domestic expendi-
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ture, particularly if considered with reference to

the place of domicile.

For residents not remaining sufficiently long

to care about encumbering themselves with the

cares and anxieties of housekeeping, of the ex-

pensive nature of that in question, the means of

local accommodation are even more scanty than

in other towns of the province. Private apart-

ments are very difficult to be procured, and
such boarding-houses as exist are of a very in-

ferior order; while there are but two hotels to

which persons of respectability could resort, and
from their generally crowded state, they are at

best comfortless places to reside in beyond a few

days together.

These, as is indeed the case with all hotels

throughout Canada, are conducted on the Ame-
rican fashion of public rooms and public tables

;

but the majority of them are very inferior in

most respects to similar establishments in the

United States; and, as compared with such,

are dirty, incommodious, and unsystematic

4r
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The most notable exceptions to this category,

are one or two of the chief hotels at Quebec akid

Montreal, and Macdonald's North American

hotel at Kingston. At this last I resided some

months, and can conscientiously recommend it

as one of the most comfortable and best con-

ducted in the whole country.

I must not forget to mention that a club has

l)een established in Toronto, in a tolerably com-

modious building hired for the purpose; but,

being son\ewhat in advance of the times, it is

very inadequately supported, and has, I believe,

great difficulty in keeping on its legs. It is,

however, after all, very little better than a mere

hotel and eating-house, its means of supplying

mental aliment to its frequenters being limited to

a few provincial and American papers, with a

New York reprint of one or two of the British

periodicals.

Regarded in a military point of view, Toronto

i, l.i
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seems a very unfit selection as the locality oi the

seat of government; inasmuch as it is not only

naturally defenceless, hut incapable of being put
into a state of eflectual defence, owing to its situa-

tion on a level space rendering it easily approach-
able on every side should an enemy chance to

have the command c. the lakes. Such being
the case during the last An.erican war, the place
was easily taken by the Americans, and a great
part of it destroyed. With reference to mere
«tren>,th of position, Kingston, though in other

respects objectionable, would have been a far

more eligible site tlu^n Toronto as the head-

quarters of the local executive.

The question of transferring the seat of go-

vernment to some other part of the province has

frequently been agitated, but conflicting local

interests have always obtained too strongly to

allow of any change being effected ; ^nd, at the

present period, the measure of the legislative

union effectually supersedes the necessity of any
further discussio' on the subject.

If
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Both Hamilton and IJytown, as well as Kings-

ton, have put forth their claims to be made the

place of selection ; but the first, a rising, plea-

sant little town at the head of Lake Ontario,

would have been as objectionable on the score

of its close proximity to the Niagara frontier, as

would the second on account of its inapposite-

ness as a central position ; though in most other

respects, either perhap.^^ would have Iwn pre-

ferable to Toronto.

It may be emphatically said of the natives of

Upper Canada, that, taken as a body, they have

as yet no exclusive character; but exhibit in

their speech, liabits, manners, and de.neanour,

a strange admixture of the leading features of

English aristocratic feeling with cL niocratic sen-

sibilities.

They are, in fact, though insensibly to them-
selves, the recipients of two opposite impressions,

which leave their respective marks; but while

extremely indignant at being thought to exhibit

any ambiguity in this respect, they are not suf-

ficiently careful of their own culture to induce
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such a decided preponderance of specific tone

in tiicir moral organi;!ation us should rescue

them from a neutral position.

(Xit of such materials, a distinctive feature,

serving to characterize them as a i)eople, remains

to he formed ; and according to tlie means em-

ployed to mould it, so would it eventually as-

sume a j)leasing or repulsive shape.

Among that class of the community termed by

courtesy the gentry, there is creeping up a false

state of things, which, unless it soon find a cor-

rective, is calculated to retard very materially

—

if, indeed, it has not already retarded,—the pros-

perity of the province, and consequently of its

young society.

I allude to the disinclination evinced by far

too large a portion of the Canad'nn youth of the

class designated, to engage in those pursuits wliich

the primitive condition of the country thev in-

Jiabit, no less than their own well-being, impe-

ratively requires that they should follow. In lieu

of devoting themselves to agricultural and com-

mercial occupations, they blindly seek, in an

^^
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undue ratio, to qualify themselves for those of a

professional nature ; because, froui the fallacious

notions in which they have been reared, they con-

ceive, or affect to consider, the two first to be

l)eneath them.

Hence,—to adduce a striking illustration of

the evil,—a host of young men, who might l)e

advantageously employed in aiding to develop

the natural resources of the country, either re-

main in idleness, or are annually let loose upon

society as half-fledged, needy lawyers, the majo-

rity of them being driven to prey, owing to the

disproportion o ^.jr aggregate number to the

general want, upon the very vitals of the people

for the means of a bare subsistence.

Another mischief arising from this pernicious

practice, is that many of the young aspirants in

question, being disappointed in their expecta-

tions, and possessing interest in influential quar-

ters, become applicants for office in the public

service, and are promoted to vacancies in district

appointments, perchance, to the exclusion of jx-r-

sons more entitled to fill them, or else n-ait the
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cliance of some new post being created, for

which they may compete.

At the head of the practical part of the legal

profession in Upper Canada, nominally stands

Mr. Christopher A. Hagerman, a gentleman res-

pecting th*^ solidity of whose acquirements as a

lawyer a high legal authority* in England has

publicly expressed himself in any thing but

flattering terms, and in regard to whose charac-

teristic manners and demeanour, an accomplished

authoress! of the day has recorded a no les-^;

unfavourable opinion.

This gentleman, long avowedly obnoxious to

a great part of the community as attorney-gene-

ral, has lately, it appears, vacated that lucrative

post for a less profitable judgeship : a promotion,

which, however, it may contribute to his per-

sonal ease, can scarcely be considered to compen

sate him for the loss of political importance it

occasions.

• Lord Brougham, in a speech in the House of Lords
in 1839.

f Mrs. Jameson, in her work, " Winter Studies, &c.
in Canada."
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He has been succeeded, it should seem, in his

former office by Mr. Draper, lately solicitor-

general, a gentleman of more liberal, yet equally

conservative (as regards British connection) prin-

ciples, whose nomination must be well calculated

to give satisfaction to the loyal Britsh immigrant
class, of which he is a leading representative.

I must be distinctly understood as speaking
of both these gentlemen (as, indeed, of any other

prominent functionaries whom I may chance to

mention), ecoclmively in their public characters,

which, being identified with the affairs of the
province, are, with these, open to free discussion

by^all who, like myself, may be seeking the
illustration of the latter.

To protect the native legal talent, a lasv was
passed by the Provincial Legislature, at the
alleged instigation of interested parties, provid-
ing that no English attorney (that part of the
profession being in Upper Canada the v.ost lu-

crative one) should practice in the province ss
such, until after the expiration of a five years'
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I

noviciate with a local lawyer : in other words,

that he should go through his apprenticeship de

novo. This might have been very well, and very

proper, as tending to exclude mediocre or slip-

pery practitioners ; but it was known to be le-

velled at those who might be altogether unex-

ceptionable, being passed at a time when an

extensive immigration from the British isles was

taking place. The law in question has always

created a very strong feeling among the great

body of British settlers ; and ought (if still un-

repealed), no longer to be allowed to disgrace the

provincial statute book. Fair competition would

have been the greatest safeguard to the commu-

nity in a mctter of this nature ; the di^.erent

competitors, whether British or Canadian, being

left to find their own level.

Could the party whose influence carried out

this measure, have followed to a greater extent

their exclusive notions, in respect of the employ-

ment of British talent, they might possibly have

enacted, that no man whose capital was merely
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Of a ;..«.«, kind; who, possessing European
knowledge and experience, desired to turn them
to account in a new country requiring their use
should be allowed to settle in Upper Canada

;

such permission being restricted to those who
should come with the means to buy, and the
boddy strength to cultivate, the vast extent of
wdd lands, which, by a strange profusion and
improvidence, had been suffered to become pri.
vate property.

Such is the spirit which has animated, for
years past, and which still animates, the bulk of
that portion of the population of Upper Canada
who are descended from the earlier settlers, or,
m other words, who are native Canadians.

It is, perhaps, the widely-extended existence
of this intolerant exclusive spirit, rather than
Its actual palpability beyond a certain limit,
which must be considered as constituting the
theory of what the Earl of Durham, with many
others, has not unaptly embodied under the de-
signation of the « family compact." Neverthe-
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52 FAMILY COMPACT.

less, such spirit practically resolves itself, and

seeks its perpetuation in a nucleus of officialism,

which centres at Toronto, and of which the

ramifications, extending throughout the province,

are, for the most part, cemented by the ties of

intricate combinations of relationship.

For instance, A., B., and C, hold respectively

at Toronto high official stations. Each is con-

nected with the other by consanguinity of va-

rious degrees, and each has a relative holding

a district appointment, such as a magisterial

office, a collectorship of customs, a clerkship of

the peace, &c., who, again, are similarly con-

nected with each other, and have their own ad-

herents, who, also, are in the enjoyment of smaller

benefices elsewhere; so that an interminable

chain of mutual interests and dependencies is

thus kept closely interwoven.

All this might be very natural, and also very

harmless in the early social condition of the

colony, when intellectual capacity was in tri-

fling request; but when, through the progress

w
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of population, stimulated by immigration, the

country began to grow into something like shape,

the case became very different, and the general

interest, no less than the general want, impera-

tively demanded that close monopoly of place

and patronage should give way to open competi-

tion, and stationary to progressive habits.

But a desire to render heir-looms to their own
posterity, objects that, being common property,

were not susceptible of such transmission, com-

bined with a consciousness that undue acquisi-

tions, in the shape, more particularly, of waste

lands, had been made under the old r{qime, has

hitherto induced a dogged resistance, by those

who would have been greater gainers by the exer-

cise of a little foresight, to such changes being

gradually carried out, as were compatible with

the temporary circumstances and condition of a

country essentially requiring to be brought for-

ward.

Had such timely concessions to popular expe-

diency been made, we may be assured there would
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54 FREE COMPETITION.

have been left but a narrow field of operatio!.s,

for such demagogues as Mackenzie and his ini-

mediate partisans, since in this case they would

have possessed no ready domestic handle where-

with to turn the machine of political agitation.

In a word, from the combined effects of long

impunity and distorted views, the very circum-

stances which should have insured the admission

of the general elements of renovation appealing

at the portal of improvement, have been precisely

those which have been heretofore permitted in

a general sense, to operate to their exclusion.

The beneficial result of throwing wide such

portal, must have been the gradual infusion of

liealth and vigour into the social system of the

country, by the steady influx into it, as candi-

dates to labour in the public service, of a class

of men fresh with the varied experience of Eu-

ropean Hfe ; but the majority of the standing

order of officials, apprehending the consequences

to themselves of an issue, rendering competence

the standard of election, have hitherto success-
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fully combined to keep things stationary, and

have shewn themselves opposed to all progressive

changes save those which should dovetail pre-

cisely with their momentary interests.

Numerous examples of the baneful system of

party nepotism, that has practically prevailedfrom

an early down to a very recent period, might

readily be adduced, but the following illustra-

tion will suffice.

When a certain office connected with one of

the Government branches last became vacant,* a

prominent public functionary who enjoys tlie un-

enviable privilege of being thought one of the ani-

mating spirits of the so called « family compact,^^

claimed the appointment on behalf of the son of

the late occupant, an inexperienced youth, who
had scarcely attained his majority, thus seeking

to render the office in effect hereditary.

This monstrous requisition was met by the re-

jection which it merited; but the refusal was

virtually qualified by an offi?r to nominate to the

• In the summer of 1838.
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66 HEREDITARY OFFICE.

vacant post a near relative (who chanced at that

moment to require providing for) of another re-

puted leader of the aforesaid compact; and this

arrangement having met the sanction of the ex-

acting party, the appointment was made.

Now, how qualified soever might have been

the individual selected (a point that does not con-

stitute the one at issue), it is manifest that in

this case all fair and open competition was pre-

cluded, and that the main ground of the pre-

ferment was not that on which it should have

rested.

The feeling of hereditary right to office is in

general very strong on the part of the native

Canadians, who deeply resent any invasion of

the privilege they claim and endeavour to assert

on all occasions, particularly if the intruder, as

he is termed, be a mere British settler.

Such feeling was very strikingly exhibited on

the occasion of the appointment of the present

provincial secretary, a talented, experienced in-

dividual, who, educated at an English university,
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and avowedly qualified above all his competi-

tors for the duties of the office, had been selected

from the ranks of the British immigrant class.

His nomination was viewed by the whole body
of exclusives as a dangerous innovation on all

established rule, and the greatest sympathy was
excited amongst them for his chief opponent, the
son of a former occupant of the disputed post;
such individual himself strongly entertaining the
notion that the most flagrant injustice had been
practised towards him.

Though, as a general principle, it must be
conceded that no person who is not either a
native or a settled inhabitant of the province
should be selected for public employment, the
rule is one which admits of many exceptions in

a young country, whose purely native talent

adapted to the public service requires inces-

santly to be fused from extraneous sources, in
order to preserve a healthful system, and on
whose Government, moreover, it is essentially
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incumbent to bring to its own support all the

variety of talent it may be able to command.

Assuredly, in such a country, that state of

things imperatively demands revision which ex-

torts, as it very recently extorted from a high

local authority, the avowal that " no new comer

has a prospect of employment in the civil service

in Upper Canada, because the claims of appli-

cants are so much discussed as to render the

filling up a vacancy a sort of political peril to

the officer administering the Government !"

Fair competition is all that can be, or ought

to be, consistently demanded ; but this in Upper

Canada being virtually prohibited, the public

interests suffer in proportion, and endless heart-

burnings are created.

The general matter of complaint is not, after

all, so much that the nuniVi of public offices in

Upper Canada is too great, as that sufficient at-

tention has not been invariably paid to the quali-

fications of the individuals selected to fill them

;
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and that, in regard to the higher appointments,

the salaries are excessive, compared with he ser-

vice rendered, and have (as it is elsewhere inti-

mated) a pernicious tendency, as inducing a false

style of living in a country where simplicity

should prevail. Forasmuch, as the general ma-

chinery of government must be the same in a

scanty, as in a large and redundant population,

it follows that in Upper Canada, as in other new

countries, the number of public employments is,

and must be ostensibly, and for a time, far larger

in proportion than in older and more densely

populated states. Hence, in carrying out mea-

sures of reform in the public departments, care,

obviously, should be taken to distinguish be-

tween the utility of an invidious office, and the

efficiency as well as the remuneration of the party

filling it ; a distinction wliich has not always

been consistently adhered to by the advocates for

improvement in the administration of the public

service of Upper Canada.

The slatternly, dilatory manner in which by
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^'cniTfil assent, far too much of the l)us)nes8 of

the public departments is conducted, owing to

their very unsystematic internal arrangements,

the indifference (arising from their virtual irre-

sponsibility) of the different functionaries, toge-

ther with the want of an efficient check system,

and general supervision over matters of detail,

by a central controlling power, has long been

obvious to all impartial persons in the province,

and a notorious cause of popular dissatisfaction.

In the course of last year, the House of

Assembly requested, by address, that some/^

and disinterested person or persons should be

employed to institute such a rigid scrutiny into

the nature of the business, the mode of conduct,

and the system of organization, of every public

department in the province, as should lead to

the forming of a report on the state thereof,

with a view to the introduction of those bene-

ficial changes in respect of each, that might seem

to be expedient.

Accordingly, a comnnssion was issued, ap-
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pointing wrUxin individuals, classed in sectional

comniittees, to perform the required duty ; but

the parties thus nominated were very far from

answering in their qualifications to the requi-

sition of the Assembly, being chiefly official

functionaries, or gcntlemon said to possess little

or no practical knowledge of business avocations.

The popularity of the executive was much

impaired by tne seeming error of judgment

evinced in this selection ; and the commission

itself, after running (as such,) the gauntlet of

public derision, became at last a standing joke.

What its labours have resumed in, I have no

present means of knowing ; but, at any rate, the

want of general confidence evinced in them

prospectively, augured little for their practical

utility.

Whilst treating on the subject of public em-

ployments in ripper Canada, I may observe,

that there is perhaps no class of appointments

in respect of the nominations to which, greater
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caution is considered, requisite than the provincial

shrievahies.

In former times, very httle attention appears

to have been paid to the quahfications of the

parties selected to fill these offices, notwithstand-

ing the peculiarity of the duties attaching to

them, which partake of far greater diversity and

minuteness than similar offices in England ; but

though involving an equal degree of responsi-

bility and trust, are not practically under the

same controlling influence of public opinion.

The absence of a law requiring the sheriffs to

lodge in deposit, at a public department or a

bank, until claimed, the monies of which they

are the recipients on behalf of suitors, combined

with the general lax and careless mode in which,

as already mentioned, the public business in

Upper Canada is generally conducted, leads

very often to the institution of suits against the

sheriff for the recovery of that which he has

himself been levying. I have been assured by

I ! < ''
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a gentleman, on whose veracity I can implicitly

rely, that once on board a Canadian stec?m-bo«t

he actually saw a sheriff placed under personal

restraint, in virtue of a writ resulting from a

litigation of this nature. This, however, must

be considered an extreme case; but the possi-

bility of such occurrences ought surely to be

guarded against.

As a further illustration of the want of suf-

ficient safeguards to the community, in matters

of this nature, the following incident may be

narrated :

—

A lawyer accused a sheriff of unjustly detain-

ing a sum of money which he was bound to pay

over to him on account of a client. The sheriff

retorted by urging in his justification an alleged

liability of the lawyer towards himself, on ac-

count of some private transactions between them,

identified in some way or another with the offi-

cial matter. The result of this mutual recrimi-

nation, as affecting the poor client, I did not

hear
; but the amusing part of the story was,
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that not a thought of tlie hardship of the case to

him, seemed to be entertained by either of the

contending parties.

I must be understood as speaking of these

things, not as evidences of any want of personal

integrity, or premeditated neglect of duty, on

the part of the individuals concerned, but as

consequences of a faulty system, imperatively

requiring to be revised ; and they are of sufficient

notoriety in the province to justify their exhibi-

tion here. Among the provincial sheriffs of the

present day are many high-minded, honourable

individuals, whose character alone insures a

guarantee to the community, and who, while

equally deploring with other members of the

community the imperfections of the existing law

for regulating the sheriffs' duties, would gladly

see such law revised for the credit of their order.

Another class of public officers, whose effici-

ency or impartiality is very frequently im-

pugned, are the local magistrates and the coni-

niissioners of the courts of request.

^^
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The want of sufficient technical knowledge is

the chief complaint against the former, and it is

sometimes productive of serious inconvenience,

as the following incident will show :

A full bench of magistrates on the western

frontier, gravely subjected to examination, and

sentenced to imprisonment, an American citizen

for having whilst in the United States, used

treasonable language as regarded Crnada, and

uttered threats against Canadian subjects!

The American authorities, hearing of the

transaction, imperatively demanded the man's

release, on the ground of a violation of constitu-

tional principles ; and the impossibility of sus-

taining the course of proceeding taken, being

now apparent, even to the perpetrators of the

illegality, they were constrained to rescind their

own proceedings, and to release the prisoner,

at the expense of exhibiting themselves in a some-

what ludicrous character to the local community

on either frontier.

The commissioners referred to, are chosen ge-
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66 COURTS OF REQUEST.

nerally from a lower grade of persons than the

local magistracy, and are represented as being for

the most part very illiterate men. Complaints of

the harshness, illegality, and partiality, of their

proceedings have ever been most numerous ; and

if half that is alleged of their conduct be correct,

the sooner some different system of dealing with

the small cases referred to their decision be adopt-

ed, the better.

The substitution, as by some suggested, of

occasional circuit courts, presided by the judges

of the several district courts, with summary

powers of decision to a limited extent in some

cases, and with liberty of appeal from their deci-

sions to a jury in others, would seem a feasible

plan for obviating the continuance of the courts

of request as now constituted, and would, at any

rate, according to all appearances, be favourably

received by the community at large.

An intelligent, gentlemanly merchant of Lower

Canada, with whom I was once travelling, ex-

pressed himself with much bitterness, but with

m
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great truth, on the subject of the anomalous

state of society in Upper Canada. He remarked,

that far too many of the Upper Canadians were

imbued with notions of relative distinctions that

were wholly incompatible with the state of things

around them
; that they aimed at appearing as

—what they were not, and could not be for years

to come— independent gentlemen; neglecting

their proper sphere of action, which was essen-

tially mercantile and agricultural, and impairing,

instead of improving, their means of wealth.

This class of persons is, indeed, more nume-
rous than might be supposed in so small a com-
munity, and gentility, rather than utility, is

with them the chief object of emulation.

The circumstance is much to be regretted, in

whatsoever light it be regarded, and cannot but

re-act prejudicially to the parties themselves.

In a country where the general standard of

merit and of intellectual acquirement is so low

as avowedly it is in Upper Canada, it might

naturally be thought that there would exist
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68 BRITISH IMMIGRANT.

something like a demand for British talent as

well as British capital and labour. But no such

thing
:
the two latter elements alone are coveted;

the former being virtually under a prescriptive

ban.

But it cannot reasonably be expected, that

unless the three be welcomed in conjunction,~all

being alike needed in their due proportions, as

a means of improving both the moral and the

physical condition of the country,—those only

which chance to be acceptable to a particular

party monopolizing power, will be introduced to

any considerable extent, whilst there remain

open more eligible channels for their employment.

The mere privilege of labouring on the lands

of others, in a remote colony, holds out no in-

ducement to the English peasant to forsake his

native country. In expatriating himself, he re^

quires the stimulative prospect of becoming,

within a reasonable period, a landholder himself.

But from this just expectation he is, in a great

measure, precluded in Canada, because of the

n
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excessive price demanded for the object of his

desire. He, therefore, transports himself to a

more eligible colony , or else u, the United States,

where his Industry is more suitably, as well as

more speedily rewarded. By the latter move-

ment, it is obvious that a two-fold injury is in-

flicted upon Canada; inasmuch as it is deprived

of bodily labour, that it might have secured,

and such 1 dily labour is transferred to a country

whohc hostility is to be apprehended.

In like manner, the British capitalist, being

debarred in Upper Canada from a fair parti-

cipation in the social advantages which his

wealth has a tendency to create, invests that

wealth elsewhere, and keeps aloof from a coun-

try where his means are welcome, but his pre-

sence is not, if he venture to assert his social

privileges.

As regards the man whose staple article of

traffic is of the purely mental kind, his ware is

of too Hne a temper for the Canadian market, as

now constituted ; and, if needs must, he had far
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70 FRAMEWORK OF SOCIETY.

better allow it to become a little rusty at home,

than expose it to the risk of being bruised or

shivered in a land wliere the damage would nei-

ther be appreciated nor regretted. As things

now are, there is no room for such as he ; but

his exclusion, by keeping down within a narrow

sphere the ton of moral vigour, serves also

commensurately to retard all physical ameliora-

tion as regards the country at large.

As Lord Durham has very justly observed,

the country requires to be made attractive to

immigrants of all classes ; and until it be so,

assuredly it cannot prosper, since immigration

is the basis of its welfare.

It must, however, be borne in mind, that what

is chiefly needed in Canada, and in Uj)per Ca-

nada more particularly, is not the transplanta-

tion thither of a complex fabric ox society, the

fac-simile of that which, from the force of cir-

cumstances, exists in England, but an improved

framework of English society, which, though in

consonance with the spirit of British institutions,
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should become, through the process of re-arnalga-

niation, a purified body.

Of the bulk of the rural population consti-

tuting the yeomanry of Upper Canada, it may
be emphatically said that, although for the most
part rough, blunt, and uncultivated, they are

nevertheless a brave, an open-hearted, and a hos-

pitable set of people. But the last part of this

observation by no means equally applies, as

bodies, to those individuals forming what is

termed the « society" of the towns, who, gene-

rally speaking, are ostentatious without being
truly hospitable.

The formal restrictive etiquette prescribed by
the custodes moriim of eacli place, for the regu-

lation of its social intercourse, but ill harmo-
nizes witii European notions of comfort and en-

joyment
;
and one cannot be surprised at Mrs.

Jameson's exclamation against the state of Cana
dian society, such as she found it at Toronto,

compared with the society of continental Europe :

for, in effect, no more striking contrast could
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probably be exhibited, than the unnatural at-

tempts at imitation and the distortions of the

first, with the natural ease and graceful fnedoni

of the last.

Nevertheless, nothing is more tr e than that

in society in all parts of Canada, as in society

elsewhere, you meet many estimable persons, who

justly claim exemption from the rule just men-

tioned
; and it is no less true, that if the natives

of Upper Canada would content themselves with

being natural, aiming at simplicity in lieu of put-

ting forth pretensions incompatible with their

condi ,)n, they would appear to strangers under

a much more favourable aspect than they do at

present.

Though somewhat, also, the slaves of eti-

quette, the British inhabitants of Lower Canada

have much the advantage over their brethren in

the Upper Province in point of social qualities,

and are in most respects, but more especially

from their greater harmony and concord, a far

more agreeable people to reside amonost.

I;
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The foivcr„i„g observations as to the social

conditio, of Upper Ca..ada. have been ha/arded
in no <lcsire cither to disparage or revile, but
^"nply to show that a da.s of the native Cana-
dians l.ave themselves uncousciou \y been the
mean.,, i„ coninnction with other causes (yet to
I'e adverted to), of keeping the country in the
»)ackward state in which it lan^ jshes.

The sources whence its renovation is essentially
to be derived are, imn.igration an,' education;
but n.

. inuuediatelv the firs^ If the means of
facilitatin^r this be accorded, and all classes of
rentiers I)e alike welcome, -whether the capital
t'K7 take with then, be bodily labour, intellec-

tual acq,nV.,„ent, or realized wealth,_the work
or g,^era\ improvement n.ay be expected to c.o

on apace, and Uj^per Canada speedily convert^!
from a weak and sickly patient nto a strong
and healthful subject.
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CHAPTER II.

Pernicious System of Land firantin{r.—Public Lands

and rmniififration.—Proper Management of the one
and Kncourafjemontof the other, the Basis of all Pros-

perity.— U'orkinjj of the small lot System.—Military
(Colonization.— Fallacy of Land Endowment for pur-

poses of Education.-Meansof Education.—Abuse of

Trust Funds—Cleryfy Reserves.—Marriuge Licences.

It can neither be too often repeated, nor too

strongly urged, that the greatest existing draw-

back to the .physical improvement of Canada,

arises from the lavish profusion with which ex-

tensive grants of waste land have been made un-

conditionally to private individuals, and also as

endowments.

From the early history of tlie colony until

within a few years past, this was considered an

easy mode of recompensing real or imaginary

public services; and thus, whilst tracing to a
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''^"' of fore,i^^ht, a wilful disregard of future
consequo- ... „, , baneful system of favouritism,
tl.e ver> ..do., evil which has been entailed upon'
t'^e provi-.u-e. .vo cannot but perceive that the
covetousness of the great landholders presents a
^rave difficulty in the way of the adoption of
such measures as would prove in effect reme-
diable.

These persons, nevertheless, are pursuing a
course of policy the most subversive of their
permanent interests that could possibly X^ de-
v-cl; for, considering the present aspect of
a«-s, it would positively be worth the while,
»>"th of themselves and the Government, to give
away a portion of the lands at the disposal of
-ther, to those willing to settle on and cultivate
them, ,n order not only to secure the ren^ainder

'"' '° P"^'^"^ ^'- -"»^ry itself from slipping
through their fingers in a fit of weakness
The waste lands in the surveyed parts of

panada are comprized under the titles of
Crown and Clerirv Reservp« • i ifey iieserves; lands set apart

£ 2
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»!)l

" ''Mucational Endowments ; lands belonifinf*-

ublic Companies and Private Individuals.

Interposing, as vast tracts of all these sections

do, between settled districts, and presenting, for

the most part, no immediate equivalent for the

excessive price that is set upon them, they operate

in a twofold sense as direct impediments to im-

provement; first, by deterring the class of persons

most needed from becoming purchasers; and

secondly, by retarding general progress.

To increase the mischief, the residue of un-

granted waste lands, which remained at the dis-

posal of the Crown, has been ceded to the con-

trol of the Provincial Legislature ; the last

dispensing power to which such a cliarge should

have been entrusted, seeing that a large propor-

tion of its members, being themselves extensive

proprietors of waste lands, have an innnediate

private interest to oppose to the [)ublic benefit,

in keeping up prices which they are not justified

in asking, whether as regards the present positive

value of the lands in question, or the low anil

i;
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uniforn, price at which similar purchases may be

effected in tlie United States.

As a general principle, it may be taken for

granted, that no positive alienation of waste
lands, in a country requiring progressive set-

t:ement, should be permitted, unless for the pur-

ix)se of actual cultivation
; while, further, no

l)ositive sale of those lands should take place,

without a proportion of the proceeds of such

sale being approj^riated to the promotion of

immigration.

But what do we see in the case of Canada ?

Why, the sale of lands made a source of profit

to the Government; the proceeds in part ap-

plied to the support of an overpaid civil esta-

blishment and in part to the maintenance of a

clergy already amply provided for by the en-

dowment called the Cle.-gy Reserves. This is

at once rendered obvious by the fact, that a

very considerable portion of the Crown revenue

consists of the annual payments made by the

Canada Company for the lands which they have

purchased of the Government.

! J
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78 CANADA COMPANY.

By the terms of the original agreement entered

into, (as appears by published statements,) the

whole of the Crown Reserves, amountinjr to

a?Joat 1,384,400 acres, and also a portion of the

Clergy Reserves, amounting to 8.'29,400 acres,

were to be sold to the Canada Company at 3s. (id.

per acre, and the Company was to complete i'ls

part of the contract at the expiration of sixteen

years, from the 1st July 1826, the annual pay.

ments to the Government, or purchase-money,

being fixed as under

:

Year ending J uly 1827

- — 1828

— -- 1829

— — 1830

— — 1831

— — 1832

~ — 1833

— — 1834

— — 1835

1836|

18421

Vearly, from

to

i\

j£20.

... £20,000

... 15,000

... 15,000

... 15,000

... 16,000

... 17,000

... 18,000

... 19,000

... 20,000

000 -s=. 140,000

Total £295,000

*::i
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The difficulties which supervened respecting

the question generally of the Clergy Reser- s,

led to the resumption of that portion of them

ceded to tht Company, and to the substitution

of the same, by a tract of about 1,000,000 acres

in the Huron district, the difference of quantity

being given because of a lower estimate of pre-

sent value; and in consideration of these cir-

cumstances, the Company appears to have been

allowed the privilege of expending on local im-

provements, one-third of the purchase-money of

this particular territory, in lieu of paying it to

the Government, as at first stipulated.

The acquisition of ready-money would seem

to have been the prime object of the Govern-

ment in effecting this extensive alienation of

public lands from its control; but without

entering on a discussion of the violation, thence

resulting, of the primary principle of colonization,

already alluded to, it must be admitted that the

Company has done much local good within the

sphere of its actual vocation, how much s<x-ver

i
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80 CROWN REVENUE.

its existence may have conspired, with other

c-auses, to maintain the price of waste lands se-

oeially at a comparatively undue rate.

In the session of the provincial legislature,

ending in April 1839, a bill was passed accept-

ing the offer of the surrender of the Crown
revenue, on condition of a civil list being grant-

ed
;

but rejecting the proviso that the charge
borne upon that revenue for ecclesiastical pur-

poses should thencefoi-th be defrayed by the

province. On the other hand, it was contended,

that the fund derived from such portion of the

reserves as had been realized, being insufficient

for t],e support of the clergy to be maintained,

fully justified the imposition of such charge:

thus giving to the clergy, i„ addition to the

enormous quantity of land already set apart

for their especial use, the benefit of an annuity

mainly derived from the sale of other land, to

which they had not the shadow of a pretension.

If the realization of the clergy reserves did not

proceed so rapidly as was wished, or was neces-

[
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sary for the objects of the endowment, then a

demand for those lands, constituting some of

the most valuable in the province, should have

been stimulated by affording increased facilities

of immigration : while, under any circumstances,

it might have been left optional with the legis-

lature to provide for any temporary deficit by

an annual grant, in lieu of being called upon

to become a consenting ])arty to entailing on

the general provincial fund, as a fixed annuity,

a charge which, if incurred, could only with

])ropriety have been regarded as an advance

on the security of the clergy reserves, repayable

whensoever those reserves were rendered avail-

able for the purpose.

The bill, being a reserved one, was rejected

by the Home Government on account of the

omission in question ; because, as it was stated

by the colonial minister, the faith of the Oown
was pledged to the receiving parties: in other

words, that because the colonial office had di-

verted annually a certain sum from its legitimate

e3
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W TAX ON WILD LANDS.

object, the provincial legislature were to per-

petuate the spoliation.

At the date of my leaving Canada, this matter

remained in abeyance; and during the last ses-

sion of the provinc'al legislature, no further dis-

cussions in relation to it appear to have ensued,

while, indeed, the measure of the Union obviated

the necessity of their taking place.

The settlement of Canada, in proportion to

its extent, being the object to be promoted as

the fundamental means of rendering it hence-

forward tenable, whether primarily as a British

province, or eventually as an independent state,

no effort should be left untried to induce the
passing of such legislative enactments as should
place within the reach of every class of pur-
chasers the wild lands requiring to be brought
under progressive cultivation.

Now, in addition to tlie imposition of a tax

on wild lands, being private property, recom-

mended by the Earl of Durimm, no measure

appears so Avell calculated to accomplish the

I
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great end in view, as a law fixing at a low

uniform rate, the price of all other denomina-

tions of wild lands, so as to bring down by its

operation the price of all private waste lands to

the same common level.

It ill accords with the dignity of the British

Government to resolve the sale of waste lands at

its disposal into a source of mere pecuniary profit.

Its sole, its only object, should be to procure the

settlement of the country needing population ;

and so long as indemnity for the actual expenses

incurred in the administration of the land de-

partment be obtained, no further pecuniary ad-

vantage should be sought.

Throughout the United States, the custom

has obtained for years past, of fixing a com-

mon price upon all public lands indiscriminately

that are brouglit to market; and such rate has

not exceeded, nor does it, I believe, exceed, a

dollar and a quarter, or about five shillings

and tenpence per acre; while, indeed, it has

been proposed in Congress to reduce the mar-

*,.i
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84 MAXIMUM PRICK.

ketahlo price, on an innnense tract of territory

west of the Mississippi, to throe-fourths of a
dollar, or throe shillings and fourpence-half-

penny sterling, per acre.

In tlie States, the rate being every where the

•sa.ne, and generally known, the intending pur-
cliaser has nothing to do but to make his selec-

tion where he pleases, pay his money, and retire,

Hftor a very brief delay, with his title-deed in

his pocket.

Five shillings currency, equivalent to four

shillings and sixpence sterhng, should be the

very maxinu.m of the price per acre, set upon
tlie waste lands in Canada that are not private

l)roperty
;
by which means, and by the imposi-

tion of a tax, the latter must also speedily be
brought down to the same rate.

Nothing short of the adoption of some funda-

mental measure of this kind, can be expected to

attract immigration from Europe, or to insure

such competition with the United States as shall

at least effect a fair division of the renovating
f<

it;
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stream, winch is at present almost exclusively

n.on(,,,olized hy that country, at the expense of

Canada.

It. forn.er tin.es, th. following high l„cati<,n

fcvs, constituting a heavy tax on i.nnugration,

seoni to have been demanded l,y the government
for lots of land conceded :

For 100 acres ...

200 do.

300 do.

400 do.

500 do.

600 do.

700 do.

800 do.

900 do.

1,000 do.

1,100 do.

1,200 do.

-JO 12 sterling.

iiO

60

75

125

150

175

200

225

250

275

300

Subseciuently, such fees were reduced to the

following scale :

llll

HI
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I '

For 100 acres

200 do.

300 do.

400 do.

500 do.

600 do.

700 do.

800 do.

900 do.

1,000 do.

1,100 do.

1,200 do.

I * • ••%

••• •••

• •• •«

•

£5 lis. Id. sterling.

16 17 6

24 11 7

32 5 8

39 19 9

47 13 10

55 7 11

63 2

70 16 1

78 10 2

86 4 3

93 18 4

At the present time, the government practice

of granting lands on payment of fees, has been

superseded by that of jjcriodical sales of waste

lands, in various parts of the province, such

sales being conducted by local agents appointed

for the purpose. The lots intended to be (hs-

posed of are put up to auction, at a varying

upset price, regulated by the average value of

wild lands in the particular neighbourhood, and

are knocked down to the highest bidder.

/
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Ihis practice, though (lofhtlcss an improvc-mm OP he f. r one, is nevertheless a very
inaduiu - -ure of relief as regards immi.
grafion itself; .,nce it wants the primary recom-
mendation of uniform low price, and has, more-
over, the disqualih'cation of inducing .ollusion,
and hence practical ahuses.

Under this new regulation, a change has also
l^en effec, in the arrangements respecting the
l^^nd claims of individuals who have retired from
the military and naval service; such clain.s
being now liquidated by an allowance, termed
" ''"""'"" •"^"^y'" Sradoated according to the
rank of the party, on the an,o„nt of the price
which the land put up for sale may reahVe

Portions of those tracts of waste lands yet un-
abated, might advantageously be set apart for
the purposcsof military eolonization:that

is, frec^
grants ofland might be made, on condition of mi.
l^tary service by the grantee, at any time requi-

r'
7;"^^ ^ -^^^^" P--'

^
by which means, the

two-fold object would be answered, of streng,.
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88 U. E. LOYALISTS.

ening the population, and dispensing with a por-

tion of the regular military, as well as militia

force, else necessary to be maintained.

The funds accruing from such sales as might

be effected, as also tliose derived from the medi-

tated ta:i, should be conseciated, for some time to

come, to the cause of immigration alone, and

more especially to its promotion, by facilitating

the endeavours cf industrious persons, desirous

to become settlers, to transport themselves and

their families from their native land.

The outstanding claims of U. E. loyalists,

wlio, as stated in another chapter, possess the

invidious right of locating wheresoever they may

find a vacancy, should be forthwith called in, to

render the above, or any other remedial plan effi-

cacious; but no fresh grants should be made, even

to this favoured class, unless upon condition of

actual settlement; their claims being, moreover,

forfeited unless preferred within a prescribed time.

As an auxiliary to the foregoing means of set-

tlement, remains to be mentioned a plan of lo-
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cation, termed the small lot system, which, from

every statement, has already been successfully

adopted on a limited scale, and may be very bene-

ficially extended. This system appears to have

had its origin in the following circumstance :~
About eight years since, frequent complaints

were made by agriculturists, residing in the vici-

nity of certain towns in the Gore district, of the

great scarcity of labourers; and in order to

remedy, in some degree, the inconvenience there-

by occasioned, the executive government directed

the location of some indigent immigrant families

on parts of the government reserves situated near

the towns in question.

Lots of five acres each were accordingly laid

out, and huts erected thereon, at the expense of

government
; the parties installed in them re-

ceiving an assurance, that if the land were not

required for the purposes for which it was origi-

nally set apart, and they conducted themselves

with propriety, they would not be disturbed in

their locations.

H
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90 SMALL LOT SYSTEM.

Upwards of sixty families, as I have under-
stood, were thus provided for, who, it is believed,

have not only done well for themselves, but been
of great service in the surrounding neighbour-
hood.

It is obvious that this system, wheresoever it

can be acted upon in a country like Canada,
possesses many great advantages. In the first

place, it gives the labourer an immediate home,
and enables him to find employment in the culti-

vation of his own lot, in the intervals of his hired

services being in requisition ; while, on the other

hand, it opens a market to those who stand in

need of a labourer's assistance.

I have further understood that in a year or two
after the first experiment, between fifty and sixty

families of the same class, who arrived late in the

season, and for whom immediate employment
could not be obtained, were located on similar

lots, in two other townships in the eastern part

of the country; but as there were then no settlers

there who could afford to hire labourers, the
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parties in question were employed, at the public

expense, in opening roads and clearing lands,

during the winter months.

According to all accounts, these poor people
have also done well ; all of them now possessing

cattle, and many having saved wherewithal to

purchase land which they are engaged in im-
proving.

It is at best problematical, whether the town-
ships referred to would not have remained un-

occupied to the present hour, but for this mode
of settlement. One of them, it appears, from its

superior fertility and the possession of a saw
and grist mill, has made greater advances than
the other, and withdrawn, indeed, from these

causes, a portion of that other's population to

itself; but both have gone on steadily prosper-

ing, and have furnished, on more than one criti-

cal occasion, a hardy well-afFected race of men,
for the defence cf the province.

In the whole country there is, in fact, scarcely

a town or village in the vicinity of which from

tall
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five to twenty-five families might not be thus

advantageously located, were means set apart

for the i)urj)ose, as readily they might be, under

a revised method of conducting the affairs of

the whole land department, and a legitimate ap-

proj)riation of its funds.

The entire expense of locating in this wise, a

family of five persons is computed to be from

£7 lOs. to £10 currency (a ninth less in sterling),

allowing £5 for the construction of a hut, and

from £2 10s. to £5 for transport and provisions.

The expense would of course be greater in new,

unsettled townships, because the government

would have to provide employment for such

settlers until they should bring their lards under

cultivation, and there should be a higher grade

of settlers to require their labour. But this is

an objection far too trivial to be entertained,

considering the very great importance of the

object to be promoted, nor should it be al-

lowed to militate in any way against the practice

of the measure advocated.

"1 ;r
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I (iuote from a very able and interesting

work, published anonymously in 1834,* the

following passages, serving to bear me out in

many of the conclusions at which I have arrived

in regard to the alienation of the public lands

in Canada from tlieir legitimate object.

Speaking of the baneful effects of Crown and
CUergy Reserved Lands interposing between

cultivated allotments, the author says : « As
«our is an element of bread, so is w^aste land an
element of colonization

; but as flour which has

been turned into pie-crust will not make bread,

so neither is waste land which has become pri-

vate ))roperty an element of colonization.

" It is the disposal of waste land in a certain

way which is the primary means of colonization,

and when the land has been disposed of in

another way, the power to dispose of it in the

right way no longer exists. Land, to be an

element of colonization, must not only be waste,

• Englnnd and America: a Comparison of the Social
and Political State of both Nations. 1 vol. large 8vo.,
Nfu- York edition.
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but it must be public property, liable to be

converted into private property for the end in

view. In the art of colonization, therefore, the

first rule is of a negative kind : it is, that go-

vernments having power over waste land, and

seeking to promote the removal of people, should

never throw away any of that power; should

never dispose of waste land except for the object

in view, except for the removal of people, for

the greatest pjogress of colonization.

" This rule has never been strictly observed

by any colonizing government: it has been

grossly neglected by all such governments ex-

cepting only the United States, which, since

they became entirely independent, have been

more cautious than any other colonizing o-overn-

ment ever was about the disposal of waste lands."

Again: "General Lafayette* has been re-

quested to sell his grant to people who will use

• Alluding^ to the grant of land in the United States

made to the late General Laftvyette by the American
people, in testimony of their sense of the services ren-

dered by him to their cause during the War of Inde-

pendence.
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it, because, that is, being at once desert and pri-
vate property, it is a bar to the progress of
settlement in all directions towards its centre
This again is the case with the land of the
clergy in Canada, who have obtained vast tracts
which they cannot use, and with a still „.ore
absurd kind of property created in that colony -

namely, tracts of land « reserved' by the Crowii
"' the midst of land which has become the pro-
perty of individuals. In this last case the
Government behaves worse than the dog in the
"'anger, who only prevented others from using
that which he could not use himself. Besides
cloingthis, the Government of Canada injures
all the people who surround its reserves of
land, by interposing deserts among them; it is

as if the dog had bitten the cattle, besides hin-
dering them from eating the hay."

In Upper, as in Lower Canada, the means of
affording a sound and useful education to the
people are, by common assent, far in arrear of
the general want.
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IIcio u^ajn, it will hv found, upon » close in-

vostigalion, that in this, as in every other matter

aft'ecting the social happinins of the Canadian

pet)ple, an unwise adminiNfratum of the pnh/ic

lands has been the real root of all existing

incongruities; first, by i)reventing scttlenient to

the extent needed, thereby checking population,

and consequently retarding the physical im-

provement of the country ; secondly, by creating

therein a false state of society ; thirdly, bv vest-

ing in unqualiiied hands a trust purely national;

and, lastly, by a general niisajiplication of means

to enils.

Independent of the invitliousncss of special

land endowments, and the viciousncss of their

principle in a new country, no more convincing

proof of their impropriety, in the present in-

stance, could, perhaps, be adduced than the fact

that, ample as they are, the slow measure of their

productiveness, inseparable from their prospec-

tive value being set upon them as their present

worth, has ill adapted them to the end designed,

Iill
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while their
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-nc-cssion ha, not suporscclod th.
necessity of roitnvn^ i .

fur iwuninry grants

!

-;;'-';;. .•-e,a.,.o ,„,„,,,,,,,,,,,

"
:

'"'"" '" ^''''-- '••"•"''». - i. i. in-«- .o ...a, „„„,ncc. .„,.«, ,„„, , „„,, ;

'"' ''"'' "' '^«-* '^ndo-ncn,., fi. ,|,o 1
l"»es of education.

'

A few ,ea. after the i„j„,,,i„„,, j,.,,„„ ^^
"'^ '-™- "f Que,,ee i,.„. „, ,„.„^,.„^,^,^

lJp,.-..ul Lower C„na,la. it „s ,,,Vee.„. tl,a.

V'""',""
'" •'"• "''" '-<'» "' .IK. Crown

:;""""' '" "" f""-' »'-W be .e. apart for'
<'.e endowment of grann„ar school, „„j„.„„„,-so t™e,al» of a university. AccordJ,,,-era townships were seiec.ed, con.pHs-,,
after the usual deductions for Crown and cler.;
reserves, aliout 549,200 acres.

At the expiration of the next ten year, so
nnfruitful liad proved this «v.„ •

1
lovea tnis extensive grant, that

VOL. II.
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the local Icpslatiire was under the necessity, in

order to meet the |)ressing wnnts of the com-

nmnity, of appropriating^ from the revenue of

the province the annual sum of i?100 'urrency

to each district, for the maintenance therein

of a school, corresponding in some degree to an

English grammar school.

These schools, cstablir.hed in virtue of legis-

lative enactment, were subject to cetcain regula-

tions, and placed under the direction of trustees

nominated by the Lieutenant -governor. There

are now twelve, if not tliirteen, of them in exist-

ence; but, according to <A\ accounts, in a very

inefficient state.

Within the ensuing fifteen years, the land

endowment still remaining insufficiently produc-

tive, the legislature found itself called upon to

assign annually to each district a further sum

of £250 currency, for the support of a common

school, and the s;i .le, as far as the provincial

funds will admit, is still continued. Indepen-

dent of these special pecuniary giants, a general

Ri
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one, uiiiouiuiti!? t<i ff, fuu\
" '••'''"'*' ""rency appoars „„

one. o<«.s,„n t„ have, be..,, ,„a,le.

.^' Co.„„,a, Sectary
p,,.,,,,, ,,„„„„.;

"
'";-™ ™""-"™' '"•" 'oo i..n« a-vcL, ,„

7'''"7'";'""--->-'""-»nage,.,e„. ,,

,7'
'"

^r'"" '---S^^ '"'''»« ,..-o„,i„e„,
S'tations at Toronto.

»';.".l,du,.,„g.be,e„,earstb„n-u.„n.i,„„Ji„

«-.e„c.o, te,„K^ a, ,;„,. ,„ ,„„„„„^ „,^, ____^

-n,a, object .,f,,,„„,«,,„„^„._,,^^

'" .X .l.e ca.,se of ele,„e„car,
,-„s.,.ucdo„-as

1 n
"""" ''''"' '«''^ "—

"

--,„„, auhe..e<p,i,,o„onhe„„„.eo
A™ .,, ™„j.e, ,„ .ho.e eo„,„, „, ,„e„,^.
-piaced an ,.e.e„„e delved fto„. pas., or ,o

'"' *'"""•-"
f".--eab-e„a,i„„.
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I am not aware what further sums ha e bee.i

realized under this new arrangement; though,

considering the almost entire cessation of immi-

gration, and the unsettled state of the country

for some years past, they cannot have been very

great.

But there is a point, connected with the pro-

ceedings the Board just mentioned, which

remains i^ be adverted to. It has been stated

that the land endowment, forming the subject of

discussion, contemplated, among its other ob-

jects, the establishment, in process of time, of

an university. Now this, if it meant any thing,

surely implied the pre-existence of a state of

things which should justify the erection of such

an institution : for a condition of society ca.i

scarcely be conceived so anomalous as to require

H seminary conferring the higher grades of aca-

demic learning on the few, while the means of

extending elementary instruction to the many,

should be almost wholly wanting. The Toronto

Board of Education took, however, an entirely

different view of the question : either assuming
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hat elementary education in Upper Canada
had attained its zenith; or deeming it better
'' ^^^- -t the apex and work downwards
to the base of the structure they were called
"Pon to rear, than to follow the old-fashioned
custom of first laying the foundation, and then
working upwards. In other words, they sought
to invert the entire order of the whole scheme of
the endowment, by strenuously endeavouring to
raise the projected university at the expense of
the primary schools.

To this end, a royal charter of incorporatio,.
was applied for, and grafted. The next pro-
ceeding taken was of a far more profitable na-
ture. Influence was successfully exerted with
the Home Government to induce the King to
resum. out of the original general endowment
about 225,900 unproductive acres, and to assign
m exchange for tho same the like quantity fro.n

scattered Crown reserves, partly under lease, i„

old settled townships, where the lands bore a
.greater present value, as a special endowment

P 'II'
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for the university. This nii^rht or mi^ht not

1)0 grasping for a single object an undiu' sharc

of the primitive grant : hut this was not so much
the question, as that what could ho done for

special education was not done for popular edu-

cation in preference ; seeing that the latter was

miserably languishing for the means of extension

and support, and the wherewithal was wanting

to accomplish both objects in conjunction.

Tiie stimulant, however, of snug benefices t nd

j)atronage in prospective, attaching to the one

casi' was deficient in the otlier, which had alone

to recoumiend it, the advancement of the public

good.

TIius far all had gone on in accordance with

the views of the Board, but the further progress

of their undertaking was frustrated by an unto-

ward incident.

The charter, when it arrived, gave such gene-

ral dissatisfaction, from the exclusive relitrious

tests which it required of theCollege Council and

professors, the nomination of the Archdeacon of
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Toronto, for the time being, as President of the.

University, and some minor matters of detail,

that the legislature petitioned the King to super-

sede it by another, excluding the obnoxious

clauses.

This was declined, as an irregular method of

proceeding, but the Provincial Legislature was

empowered to pass an act, making such amend-
">ents to the charter as they might deem exju.-

(lient. Numerous sessions elapsed in vague and
acrimonious discussions on the subject : nor was
it until the early part of 1837, that the points at

issue were finally adjusted in the manner sug-
gested.

Pending these occurrences, a march had been
stolen on the projectors of the University, by the

present Lord Seaton, then Lieutenant-governor

of the province, who succeeded in establishing,

in January 1830, after much difficulty ar.d

labour, the institution known as Upper Canada
College, and which corresponds in its princij)!.

to superior grammar schools in England.

I mv
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As a special endowment for this seminary,

the further quantity of 66,000 acres was ab-

stracted from the school lands, and exchanged,

as in the case of the embryo university, for an

equivalent in more valuable Crown reserves.

Moreover, it had assigned to it an eligible loca-

tion in the best part of Toronto; while the land
pertaining to a ' royal ' grammai- school already

existing there, which it superseded, was sold for

its advantaffe.

It might have been supposed that these bene-

fits, combined with the ordinary revenue arising

from the fees of tuition, would have sufficed for

the efficient maintenance of the institution, but
such has not hitherto been the case; and it is

evident, from documents submitted to the pro-
vincial legislature, that yearly appropriations •

from the funds of the university endowment,
have alone enabled the college to go on.

These appropriations now constitute positive

alienations from the endowment in question ; for,

by a clause in the provincial act amending thJ
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university charter, the college ha. been i„c„r.
porated wi.h that institution as a subsidiary
branch; so that the endowments of cither have
thus virtually become common to each ; tho„»h
practically, the advantage has been rendered al.
together one-sided by the pt^-existence of the
-liege, and the endowment of the university
l«ng more immediately productive.

Such being the state of the case up .„ .,,c-ly part of 1837, it may readily be surmised,

™ a review of the circumstances of the country
-bsequently thereto, that the university stoo;i
but lutle chance of assuming a more tangible
^hapethanformerly..

while, in point of fact
"hat between the foregoing causes, and one or
two others yet remaining to be mentioned, the
-heme of its present er«tion has completely
fallen through.

In the session „f ,,,, ^^^^ ^^^^^^^
-ure ending i„ April ,839, an act was pass«l
••Pl-roprialing a still further portion of the an
""•" """"" --""« from the U„iver«,v
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endowment, to the support of Upper Canada

College and the District Grammar Schools, on

the ground that education would be thereby

more effectually advanced, considering its pre-

sent state, than by the erection of an University.

The proceedings incident to this measure

Iiaving necessitated an inquiry into the actual

state of the University funds, it was discovered

that large abstractions had been made therefrom,

for private purposes by the officers entrusted

with their management; that loans had been

granted from them on mere personal security

;

and that, in fine, profiting by the state of abey-

ance in which the University had so long been

left, the officers in question had most shamefully

abused the trust reposed in them. Two of the

subordinates were at once dismissed; but the

general Board, witli whom the responsibility vir-

tually rested, escaped harmless ; though it was

obvious that the work of spoliation must have

been going on for a considerable length of time.

From printed statements submitted to the

! 1
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House of Assembly, it would appear, that the
aggreoate value of the lands of the endowment
sold or leased, to the end of 1838, was £100,809
currency, whereof £53,224 had been actually
received, leaving £47,585 to be realieed. ()„
the other hand, the amount of the alienations
to Upper Canada College was (including, I be-
l^eve, nominal interest) £33,944; the estimated
value of loans and investments, &c. £15,237-
and the apparent cash balance £8,368, miking
an aggregate amount of £57,550 in assumed
assets; but very little of which, it was believed
could readily be made available.

As regards the land endowment, a review of
much that has preceded, taken in conjunction
with some further returns to the legislature, will
give the following results.

Disposal of original grant of 549,200 acres •

Resumed by the Crown, in lieu of
scattered reserves granted to the

University

Resumed by the Crown in lieu of

>M> I
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scattered reserves granted to Upper

Canada College , 66,000

Apparent balance for Elementary

Schools 257,300

Total 549,200

Disposal of the above special grants

:

Alienated. Disposable. Total.

University en-

dowment ... 93,700 132,200 225,900

College ditto... 17,388 48,612 66,000

111,088 180,812 291,900

As regards the school residue, deducting

the 12,000 acres alienated by the Board of

Education, and also about 17,000 more, which

are stated to have been granted to surveyors for

professional services in lieu of money payments,

there will remain a seemingly disposable balance

of 228,300 acres; but allowing for what may

iiave been since reahzed, and for mis-statements,

it will be perhaps safer to estimate the actual

tjuantity available at 200,000 acres.
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I have been thus minute in the history I have
attempted of one great branch of the special

land endowments in Upper Canada, from a de-

sire to prove, that while such endowments are

incompatible with the condition of a new country
requiring to be quickly settled, they are, how-
soever ample, inadequate as a means to the ends
which it is their professed object to promote.

The case brought under review presents a
striking illustration of this fact; establishing,

moreover, that even were the principle of the

endowment a correct one, the method of its

development was replete with fallacy and injus-

tice
; attempting as it did to invert the legitimate

order of a common inheritance.

Though, unquestionably, an object most de-

sirable perse, the establishment, if it were pos-

sible, of an institution in Upper Canada, confer-

ring only on the few the higher grades of literary

and scientific learning, would be a strange bur-

lesque, so long as elementary instruction remained

in arrcar of the general want. A very strong

Mm
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feeling consonant with such view, obtains on tliis

subject in the province; and it was signally

displayed when there seemed a probability of an

University and a College figuring in conjunction,

at Toronto, when the rest of the country was

inadequately supplied with schools.

Another serious evil arising from the neglect

of popular education in Upper Canada, is that

throughout the rural districts, numerous Ame-

rican adventurers, '^lany of them persons of the

lowest grade, and imbued with sentiments the

very reverse of friendly to everything that is

British, have " squatted" as elementary teachers,

wheresoever they found the field unoccupied;

pursuing their speculation with pecuniary profit

to themselves, but with any thing but advan-

tage to the moral discipline of th Ar youthful

jiupils.

There are a few good private schools in the

different towns of the province, conducted by

competent individuals ; but such are of course

useless as regards the rural population, as is

ll .1 iii
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also the Wesleyan Methodist College, esta-

blished at Cobourg, which, notwithstanding the

clamour raised against it by persons of ultra

notions, is, according to every account, a very

well conducted and very useful seminary. It

has received from the local government, in aid

of its funds, a loan or grant of about £800 ster-

ling, and is under the management of a Board
of trustees.

The only effectual remedy for the untoward

state of things thus induced in regard to educa-

tion, by a wrong course of action, would ob-

viously seem to lie in tiie apj^ropriation of the

whole of the present annual revenue, derived

from the University endowment, to tlie connnou
purposes of elementary education, as it is now
in part applied ;—the resumptmi, so as to

effect the speedy realization of the residue of the

entire educational endowment yet unalienated,—

say, in round numbers, from former statements,

380,000 acres,-by fixing on it in common with
the Clergy Reserves and all Crown Lands, a
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price timt should mulily coimnand piirclinsoM;

and finally tlu' investment of such proceejls in a

productive stock, the interest v/herefroin to lu'

pro^rrcssively applied in promoting the jrent-ral

eausc of eilucation, irrespective of its hipliest

branches.

When a fitting time arrived for the erection

of the proposed University, the object nnglit Ik'

accomplished by the joint agencies of a special

|XH:uniary grant (since it may be assumed that

the country would thni Ik? in a condition to

artbrd it) and the voluntary contributions in

subscription shares or donations, of individuals

interested in its establisinnent, in the same n)an-

ner that we have seen practised in England in

the cases of the two Metropolitan Universities

of rece..t oriffin.

]i\ the realization of the lands of the endow-

ment, the two-fold object would be effected of

extendnig education and promoting immign-

tion : while, regarding as we must, on the f,ne

l)and, former unwise alienations of the public
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» i .!

lands in Canadu. „» the fi,n<ln,nental cnusc <,f its

proHcnt weakness
; at. I, «„ the other, wholesale

iinn.igration, as the ehief element of its future

strennrth, it is apparent that the remedy wiiich

"lav serve to remove the one, must etji-ally con-

tribute to advance the other.

Apart from the abstract consideration of the

•'"l">licy so frequently adverted to, of a colonic-

ing /rovernment releasing from its own control,

for uny purpose whatsoever, the n.eans of re'

gidating the settlement of a country needing

population, it cannot reaso..ably be doubted,
l<t'e])ing in view the arguments already adduced
in regard to education, that the cause both of
•digion and sound publu morality in Upper
Canada would have been far better promoted,
liad that element of f] -e polemic strife, the

" Clergy Reserves," never been introduced into

the province; and had pecuniary provision been
made in lieu thereof, for the support of a

Christian ministry, from the very extensive fund

hi
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which might readily have heen accumulated

from the projvressive sale of all public lands in-

discriminately at a moderate price.

They who, from personal observation, are

aware of the minute sectarianism, and the spirit

of religious independence, which obtain so gene-

rally in Upper Canada, will at once concur in the

opinion that no dominant church, of any kind

whatsoever, could have maintained itself there,

even had such been established in the outset;

while to hope for the establishment of one now,

or of any thing in the least approaching to it,

would be the very acme of self-delusion. This

is obvious, when it is borne in mind that the ranks

of Canadian society are essentially recruited by

individuals who are not of the Episcopal Church

of England
; and that no one great Christian

denomination sufficiently predominates over the

other to entitle it to any thing savouring of ex-

clusive privileges.

Possibly, the scale of gradation respecting
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numbers, may be such as it is shown in the at-

tempt It a religious census,* lately made at the

instigation of the provincial parliament, namely;
1st, Church of England ; 2d, Churcli of Scot-

land
;
3d, Methodists, of all kinds; 4th, Church

of Home
; 5th, Baptists.

But implicit reliance must not be placed on

the returns in question, because, in the first

place, they were wholly devoid of such autho-

rity as would give them weight; in the next,

were lamentably deficient in uniformity and cor-

rectness of detail ; and lastly, were admitted, in

very many cases, by the parties who made
them, to confound indiscriminately together,

the number of individuals and the number of

families.

I speak advisedly, and from positive know-
ledge on this point ; having had the opportunity

of seeing the whole of the separate returns them-

• An abstract, apparently of this census, has lately

appeared, if I remember rightly, in .some of the public
prints.

1^.,
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selves
; than which nothing could be more vague

or unsatisfactory, as statistical data.

Though much information has already been

promulgated on the subject, it may not be amiss,

in this place, to state briefly the history and sta-

tistics of the clergy reserves of Upper Cnnada.

The reserves consist of one-seventh part of all

surveyed lands throughout the province, and

were set apart pursuant to a provision made at

the time of the division of the province of Que-

bec, for the support, as the terms expressed, of

the Protestant religion.

The ambiguity of this wording, while it has

given rise to much ingenious controversy, both

in and out of Canada, appears to baffle satisfac-

tory solution. But whatever might have been

intended, it should seem obvious that the de-

signation in question does not necessarily imply,

even in spirit, a purely episcopal clergy, and

therefore, each pretending party is left an oppor-

tunity of construing the meaning according to

its own particular view. We may be assured,

;'^.l|
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however, that no degree of precision would have

sufficed to overcome the jealousy which spe-

ciality would have excited on the part of a

community whose components are of the cha-

racter of those described. Argument, there-

fore, upon the matter becomes useless; the Ca-
nadian people will a distribution of some kind

;

and where are the means available, supposing

their employment to be justifiable, of resisting

their fixed determination ?

I am not aware of the precise nature of the

groimds on which the members of the Romish
church rest their claim to a participation in the

clergy reserves; but I have understood that

they would readily forego it, were a portion of

the forfeited estates of the extinct order of Je-

suits in Lower Canada set apart for their use.

These estates are said to be very valuable

;

but the notion of ^x^y further land endowment
for the purposes of Catholicity, seeing how
amply it is already provided for in Canada,

cannot be too strongly repudiated. The Ca-
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tholic priesthood in Lower Canada already enjoy

very undue advantages over their Protestant bre-

thren, whether dwelling there or in the Upper

Province, and the extension of similar privileges

to the members of their church in the latter,

would be a proceeding no lees impolitic than

unjust. In addition to their tithes, the Romish

priesthood of Lower Canada hold an immense

amount of real estate there, under the feudal

tenure, notwithstanding that their retention of

such property in seigneurial right, is a direct

violation of the conditions on which the tithes

were granted to them.

As regards the « Jesuits' estates" referred to,

the legitimate mode of dealing with them would

seem to be tiieir speedy realization by sale, the

proceeds derivetl therefrom to be invested in a

connnon fund for tJie promotion of religious and

secular instruction
:, in which case, the Catholic

clergy of Upper Canada might, without impro-

priety, come in for a share of the pecuniary

grant.

n ,!
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This is the most they can reasonably expect,

and the most, at any rate, that should be con-

ceded to them in common with the other chief

Christian denominations.

According to official statements submitted to

the provincial legislature in the early part of

1839, the amount of clergy reserves taken

from surveyed lands, is nearly 2,400,000 acres

;

consequently the aggregate of the latter is not

far short of 17,000,000 acres.

The number of acres actually sold or leased,

appears to be about a third part of the whole

endowment, thus leaving a residue of about

1,600,000 acres to be realized.

Up to tliat time, the stated value of the sales

effected was (computed in sterling) .^294,221

;

the net amount of the sums realized, and in-

vested in England, ^97,628 ; the balance re-

maining to be paid .£'179,991.

Payments on sales of clergy reserves are

allowed to extend over a period of nine years,

and interest on any instalment is not charo-e-
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m
.

able, unless such instalment should be over-

due.

In regard to leases, there is left, I believe,

no right of pre-emption at their expiration.

From what has preceded, it is seen that the

present annual income accruing to the episcopal

clergy from the land endowment is composed of

rents on leased lands, dividends on investments,

and interest on outstanding balances. I know

not what may be the aggregate amount of these

items; but its alleged inadequacy,—thereby

proving the mischief of the endowment as regards

immigration,— entails upon the Crown fund,

as I have elsewhere stated, an annual ch.ro-e

amounting, I believe, to about dCTsTOO. From

the same fund, also, the Presbyterians, the

Wesleyan Methodists, and the Roman Catho-

lics, receive amongst them about dfc'4,500.

Judging from certain manifestations within

my cognizance, that betrayed themselves to- .

wards the close of last year, the episcopal cler(n-

of Upper Canada would seem to be animatetl
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by a desire .„ deprive the local government of
the power of issuing marriage licences, and to
secure to themselves, a. an ecclesiastical right
the profits of this civil privilege. It would be'
a matter of very deep regret, if any attempt

ofthiskindshouldineffect be made; because
not only must it end in failure, but also entail
upon the clergy i„ question a degree of odium,
not very desirable under existing circumstances
to incur.

The preferment of the claim would prove, we
•"ay be well-assured, a second Clergy Reserves'
squabble; nor could any greater mischief than
;rs success, if success were possible, be perpe-
trated; since the effect would be to unhinge
the general contentment which obtains in

re-

gard to the mode at present practised, and which
effectually obviates the slightest sacrifice of con-
science.

The fee on each of these licences is 30. cur-
rency, or 26s. 8d. sterling, two-thirds of which
form a perquisite of the Lieutenant-governor,
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who approjiriiitos it to the use of liis civil se-

cretary, the i-em.-iininir third heiii<>- retained by

the district a^UMits, eliar^r^il witli the distribu-

tion of tile licences.

It would no doubt be more desirable that the

proportion of these fees, aeeruin<r to the I.ieu-

tenant-govcrnor (averagin<;- annually it is said,

during the last i'cw years, from ,Xn,5>0() to

X*l,40()), should merge in the general funds of

the province (to be applied, if necessary, to

ecclesiastical purj)oses), than that they siiouid

continue to form part of the emoluments of a

civil officer, whose salary, on the contrary,

should be fixed and paid in the same manner as

that of any other public functionary ; but it

would be the height of imprudence, for the

reasons stated, to transfer from the person ad-

ministering the government, the privilege he

has so long exercised with advantage to the

community at large.

Though the settlement of the long-agitated

Clergy Reserves' question by any pacific means
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command purchasers, and thence promote immi-

gration.

It is not projx)sed to alienate the proceeds

arising from such sales from their original pur-

|)oses; but, on the contrary, to apply them

exclusively to those purposes, (together with

the annual revenues actually derived from the

lands that have already been sold or leased,) in

such proportions as the relative numbers of any

recogniiied class of participating denominations

might render necessary ; while any deficiency

requiring to be made up for the adequate sup-

port of all, should be supplied from the common

revenue of the country. By this means all pre-

sent conflicting interests would cease ; the cause

promoting religious dissension would be re-

moved; and tranquillity might confidently be

expected to succeed the reign of bitter sectarian

discussion.

They who argue the religious cause of Canada,

by analogy with that of England, argue upon

fallacious grounds, since not the shadow of
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analogy exists between the two cases. A land
endowment in Upper Canada, for religious

purposes, (particularly if they be of a special

"atnre,) must be considered as in every respect
unsuited to the primitive condition of the coun-
try

;
because it not only defeats its own object

by retarding general progress, but subvertsthe
social order which it is its professed object to
maintain.

Adequate pecuniary grants are the substitutes
needed to place both religion and education in

Canada on the efficient footing on which it is

desirable that they should be established there;
nor can it be doubted that such grants might'
easily be furnished, were the necessary measures
taken to improve the general provincial revenue,
by the judicious management of waste lands, so
as to induce immigration, and by the right deve-
lopment of the country's vast internal resources.

The means to the end last mentioned will

forin the subject of the succeeding chapter.

' i
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CHAPTER III.

State of Public VVoiks—Their completion an element
of prosperity and strength—Means of effecting this

Sources of future Revenue—Trade and Commerce.—
Facilities for Smuggling—Large (jonsumption of smug-
gled Tea.—Remedy suggested—Ordinary Revenue.

Inasmuch as the first step requisite is to

secure possession of the country, by increasing

its population through the medium of an exten-

sive immigration, promotcvl hy the judicious

management of the land department, so, depen-

dent upon these preliminaries, nothing appears

more essential to the financial prosperity of Ca-

nada than the completion of the public works

commenced there, to be effected by means of the

capital, skill, and labour which such immigra.

tion would introduce.

The works in question are the canals, for the

partial construction of which the bulk of the pre-

.3' !
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sent public debt of Upper Canada has been in-

curred; and V Mch, in their present state, are con-

spicuous only as the absorbents ofa large amount
of credit capital, raised on debentures remain-
ing to be paitl, the annual interest whereof not
Imving been s ecially provided for, as it should
have been at the respective periods when the
debt was incurred, is thrown upon the ordinary

revenue, which it nearly equals in amount; and
has consequently plunged the province into a
similar state of bankruptcy to that (yet to Ik-

adverted to) entailed upon the commercial com-
munity by the local banks.

Though the design of the expenditure was
good, it is clear that nothing could be more
improvident than the method of developing it

;

and there is no saying where the imprudenc(>

practised might have stopped, but for the salu-

tary lesson given to the Canadians by tlieir

re})ublican neighbours, in the exhibition of re-

verses consequent on a spirit of enterprise car-

ried to an extent ...at not even the immediate
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CANALS OF CANADA.

realization of the great prospective advantages

anticipated from the gigantic undertakings com-
menced, could liave sufficed to keep in counte-

nance.

Commenced in like manner on a scale (minor
only by comparison), calculated with reference

less to a present than to a prospective state of
things,-the main stimulant to which, immigra-
tion, was strangely neglected,--the canals of Ca-
nada, or such parts of their general chain as have
actually been brought into operation, could not
be expected to yield an immediate profitable

return proportioned to the outlay upon them,
but which alone could avert the pecuniary dis-

aster that must result from the imposition of a
heavy special charge upon a fund already hea-
vily encumbered with general services.

The question, however, now to be considered
is, whether the works commenced in Canada
shall be converted by their completion into

elements of progressive wealth, proportioned to
the creative industry of a population, whose

i
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numbers should be continually augmented by
the extraneous aid of immigration, or be left

in their present stagnant unfinished state, in-

volving in their own decay, the irretrievable loss

of what has already been expended on them ?

Assuming, as we have a perfect right to do,
if no half-measures be adopted, the contingency
of the country remaining for some years longer
a British province, preparatory to becoming an
independent State of England's rearing, con-
nected with her by the ties of a common inte-

rest, the strongest of all national alliances

there need be felt but little hesitation in answer-
ing affirmatively the former interrogation. lj„t
if the rightful means to secure the coimtry be
neglected, why then, certainly, it would be the
height of folly for England to aid in perfecting
that, the benefits of which would be reaped by
others, who have interests adverse to her own.
With reference to the first of these hypo-

theses, a very few remarks will serve to ijlus-

trate the view here taken of the future capabi-

o 3
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130 WELLAND CANAL.

lities of Canada, contingent on the increase of

its population by means of immigration.

TheWelland canal, overcoming, as it is known,

with a length of twenty-eight miles and three

hundred and forty feet of lockage, the diffe-

rence of elevation between Lakes Erie and

Ontario, though in active operation for several

years, has been so injudiciously constructed, as

to involve an aimual expenditure in repairs

alone, surpassing the whole amount derived

from it in tolls, notwithstanding that these have

been steadily increasing. The locks being built

of timber in lieu of stone, sufficiently accounts

for the necessity of the heavy outlay men-

tioned
; but the facility of getting timber, does

not palliate the oversight which led to such a

mode of structure.

The original dimensions of this canal were

adapted only to the passage of ordinary canal

boats, but they were afterwards enlarged so as

to admit of that of the lake schooners, not ex-

ceeding an individual burthen of two hundred
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tons. It was commenced by a private company
who expended on it i?117,000; but the bulk
of the outlay on the work, as it now stands, has
heen defrayed from other sources, viz. £273,000
from the public debt of the province; ^73,000
fron. the British Government, and=£'25,000 from
Lower Canada, making, with the item first men-
tioned, a sum total of .£'490,000 currency.

Tlie adaptation of tlie canal to future exi-
gences could probably alone be effected at the
cost of as much more

; since tlie locks, now fast

falling to decay, would require to be rebuilt of
stone, and the channel sufficiently enlarged for
the passage of steam-boats of a large siije.

But, if these improvements were made, it is

"o exaggeration to predict that the increased

profits arising from the superior navigation af-

forded would amply repay, at no distant pe-
riod (contingent always upon immigration), the
whole expense of the mulertaking, from first to

last, and yield besides a large surplus revenue.

It is further computed, that by means of
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these operations, the present annual expense of

«£*19,000, incurred for repairs an-\ management,

would be reducvd to ^5,000, thereby effecting

a saving of nearly three-fourths.

Apart from mere domestic considerations, we

must consider the Welland canal with reference

to its capabilities in regard to extraneous ob-

jects.

It has already been the means of diverting

from the tedious navigation of the Erie canal,

much of the carrying trade required for the

New York market ; Oswego, at the eastern end

of Lake Ontario, thus becoming the chief out-

let for the extensive traffic between the Atlantic

cities and the great Western States, in lieu of

Buffalo on Lake Erie, the common centre to-

wards which, as it is generally admitted, all the

great arteries of the internal communication

have a tendency to converge.

The very large number of American steamers

plying on the latter lake, sufficiently warrants

the conclusion, even were other evidences want-
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ing, that the mutual relations of those States
and the older States of the Union, are con-
tinuous and increasing; while, indeed, the po-
pulation of the former are already extensive

consumers of manufactured goods, and raise

more than sufficient produce for their own con-
sumption.

The transit, therefore, of merely a portion
of sueh increased commerce through Canadian
waters, would seem almost alone calculated to
insure the reimbursement of the expenditure
necessary to secure it, in common with the
profit derivable from an augmentation of do-
mestic trade.

But independent of pecuniary considerations,

It is proper also to regard the Welland canal
with reference to its susceptibility of being
made, in case of emergence, a strong military

barrier of defence, along that part of the south-
western frontier where it is situated.

I blush, as an Englishman, to state that on
the British side of Lake Erie, a steam-boat
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is quite a rarity ; a fact perhaps in some de-

gree accounted for by another, equally la-

mentable, tliat unless at tlie extremities, or on

the American side of this ^t<H sheet of water,

there is scarcely a port , , ,our wherein a

vessel might find refuge from vhe storms which

frequently prevail upon it.

The improvement of the Welland canal might

possibly, amongst other advantages, induce the

building of steamers, and the formation of ports

on Lake Erie: let us hope that such would be

the case.

The unwise cession by Great Britain to the

United States, of an island in the St. Lawrence,

termed " Earnhardt's Island," having brought

such portion of the navigable channel of that

river within the limits of the Republic, led in

a great measure to the construction by the Bri-

tish Government, at the cost of more than a

million sterling, of the great military work,

known as the Rideau canal, which serves to con-

nect the waters of Lake Ontario with those of

the river Ottawa.
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Tlu. utility of this canal, thougl, complete ,o
an extent, is rendered, on the whole, imperfec
by the want of proper adjunct links between By'
town, where the canal strikes the Ottawa, and
that river's mouth. The canal itself is navigable
for a small class of steam-boats

; but on parts „f
the line of the 0„a™, forming its continuation,
-oh is not the case; the channel tern.ed the
GrenviUe canal, and also that at the rapids a.
St. Ann's (one lock of which is owned by a
private company), admitting of the passage
only of small canal boats of the usual kind.
By enlarging these two points of the naviga-

t.on, and purchasing ,he right of proprietary i„
tl'e lock (measures no less necessary for n.ili
tary than for commercial purposes), s.ean.boa,.
could ascend the Ottawa, without obstacle, from
Lachme (within nine miles of Montreal), and
proceeding along the Uideau to Lake Ontario
could thence descend the St. Lawrence fro,,^

Kingston to some miles below Prescott, per-
formmg, in this wise, a complete circuit of navi-
gation.
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This effected, conjointly with the completion

of the Welland canal, in the manner hereinbe-

fore suggested, facilities of internal c-mmuni-
cation would be supplied, which would amply
suffice for the trade cf Canada, based upon the

wants of a fast-increasing population, for many
years to come.

As regards the St. Lawrence canal, intended

to remedy the difficulties of navigating parts of

the St. Lawrence, and projected on a scale to

admit the passage of large steam-boats and sea.

going vessels of a certain draught, I confess

myself to be of the number of those (and they

are many in Canada) who consider it to have

been prematurely undertaken, and also very un-

wisely prosecuted.

One great objection to this canal is, its close

contiguity to the United States' frontier, and its

consequent liability to be at any time injured or

destroyed by marauders from thence. It is for

the prosecution of this stupendous work that the

bulk of the provincial debt has been incurred

;
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Without, as I have already stated, the shghtest
provision being .nade for payment of the in'terest

thereof, until the realization of profits on the
undertaking. A portion of this canal, near Corn-
wall, is in a forward state; but such portion,
even if finished, could not be made available for
any useful purpose without the construction of a
continuous chain of further extensive works in
both provinces-a contingency, under all cir-

cumstances, somewhat remote.

At any rate, the necessary steps for its com-
pletion should be deferred until the other two
canals be placed in av efficient state; since the
prospect of it yielding a profitable return is far
too distant to entitle it to a preference

; and it

would be obviously impossible to acquire the
means of effecting the triple object simultane-
ously.

It was said to have been anticipated, by those
who advocated the construction of this canal,
that the effect of its operation would be to divert
almost entirely from the port of New York, to

)!' j i
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138 FUTURE TRAFFIC.

Quebec and Montreal, the yearly increasing ex-

port and import trade carried on with the

\Vestern States; and to induce the building

of sea-going vessels on Lake Ontario, which,

laden with Canadian produce, should proceed

at once to England and her West India posses-

sions.

That the latter object might have been at-

tained is probable; but, as regards the first,

the chance is somewhat more doubtful; for,

however willing the Americans might be to

use a British canal, enabling them, like the

U'^elland, to traffic more readily between two

of their own ports, as Buffalo and Oswego,

they are not a people likely to withdraw from

their great commercial emporium, a flourish-

ing trade, in order to throw it into the hands

of rivals ; the more particularly when the dan-

gerous navigation of the gulf of St. Lawrence

is set off in the account against the safety

of the Hudson. Speculation, therefore, in this

instance, must be considered as h'vjng exceeded

i .iit
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reasonal)le limits, wlmtsoever its degree of plausi-

bility. Were tlic navigation of the St. Lawrence
in American hands, or were the Oswego and
Erie canals not constructed, the case would in-

deed be different
; wliile, in effect, it is seen that,

prior to the completion of the canals in question,

the produce of the American frontier States

was conveyed by the British to the New York
market, via the St. Lawrence and the ocean ;

but the opening of these canals speedily changed

the aspect of affairs, and the Americans thereby

secured to themselves all the advantages which

their neighbours had been in the habit of en-

joying.

It was this circumstance which, at first act:n^

depressingly on the Canadian people, suggested

the formation of the Vv^elbnd canal ; and the

numerous American vessels that pass through it

afford a partial indemnity, as regards Upper
Canada, for the loss previously sustained ; but,

on the other hand, it would seem, from official

statements, that since 1825, the year signalized
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140 CIIAMHLY CANAL.

by the completion of the Erie canal, the general
revenues collected at the port of Quebec have
gradually diminished.

Notwithstanding what precedes, I must not
be considered as arguing against the completion
of the St. Lawrence canal, (howsoever unwisely
It may have been commenced,) if means be plen-
tiful; but as contending merely for the prior com-
pletion of the two more important works first

referred to, present means being insufficient for
all these objects simultaneously.

In Lower Canada, the canal commenced be-
t.'een Chambly and St. John's, for surmounting
the impediment to navigation presented by the
rapids of the Richelieu in that direction, remains
m an unfinished state

; but it is in every respect
desirable that the work should be resumed >d
perfected, in order to preserve unbroken the line
of water.communication between Lake Cham-
plain and the St. Lawrence.

I extract, from a recent report of a finance

committee of the House of Assembly of Upper
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Canada, the following p,„i,„,„,^^^^^,^^
""gin, progrc, „„,! ,es„l,, „f „„ ,„^„,

,

un e„„ e „,,,„„ ,,^, ,^^^ ^^^ ^_^__^^
^^<

S.a.e of New York, ,, ,„„, ,,„,^„„^,„^ ^.^^
-ve a, „ p«.„;,, „f „,^, ,^,^^,,._^

^|__^^ ___

l« expected to acerue to Canada fro,,, si,„L
sources

:

"I" 18"," say the committee, "
tl.e NewWk legislature ap,.aa.d wholly „„„,n»ous

of .he,r ability to c„,„p,ete the Erie a„d Ontario
-nal, when .hey applied for aid to the General
trovernnient andall tbeP^i,, -f . i-'t" ine

. ..u,.- .iterested in their
success.

"I"l821,fouryearsafter they had com-
'nenced, the comptroller of the State, in obedi-
ence to a resolution of the legislature, estimated
the revenue of the canal, for the ten years next
succeeding its completion, at 150,000 dollars
-uall,. The amount actually received during
that period, exceeded ten millions of dollars

" '" '^' "^^'"^"^^ «f Governor Morris, before
1

1
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the commencement of the work, he predicted

that, within twenty years, 250,000 tons would

be annually borne to tide-water.

« In 1836, 697,347 tons reached tide-water

by that conveyance; and tlie total tonnage

that year, ascending an.l descending-, exceeded

1 ,300,000 tons.

" The tolls," add the committee, " were in

1824, ... 340,000 dollars.

18^5, ... 566,000

1826, ... 762,695

1833, ... 1,542,695."

It is almost superfluous to observe, that the

imports into Canada consist of all sorts of British

manufactured goods and colonial produce, be-

sides various commodities from the United States;

and that the exports comprise grain, lumber,

jiot and pearl ashes, and barrelled pork. Both

the one and the other, though now considerable

in the aggregate, are a very trifle compared with

what they might become, were the physical con-

dition of the country raised to the high standard

which it is susceptible of attaining.
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In a review of Mr. McGregor's work on
British America, in a number of Blacktvoods

Magazine, I find the following passage respect-

ing a portion of the internal elements of wealth

possessed by Canada, and its general accuracy

may be relied on :

" One pledge for the future prosperity of Ca-
tiada, is found in her mineral wealth. Even
petalite, the rarest of fossils, is yielded by her

soil
;

iron, of the best quality, copper, tin, lead,

plumbago, &c. &c., and all the metals predo-

minant in the useful arts, have been found

already; nor do we recollect a single mineral

which is indispensable to manufacturing indus-

try, except only coal, which has not been dis-

covered in Canada. Salt* and gypsum, are

* A great part of tlie salt consumed in Canada, conies
from the State of N,m York, in which, near tlie towns
«>f Syrac.so, Liverpool, &c., there are very extensive
salt works. An American ^-entlenian in whose company
\ visited one of them, told me, the annual aggregate
<|uuntity of salt yielded by tiicse works; but I have lost
the note I made of the particulars, and remember only
that the produce was immense.
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144 EARL OF DURHAM.

now produced in abundance. Even coal* would

probably have been detected long ago, had the

woods been less infinite. And, should it even

appear that coal were never detected, still the

vast coal fields in the neighbouring province of

Nova Scotia, are known to be sufficient for the

consumption of all America, through very long

periods of time."

The Earl of Durham, when in Canada, was very

strongly impressed with the importance of com-

pleting on an enlarged scale, the various public

works, to which I have alluded, and made very

urgent representations to the Home Government

on the subject; besides directing that surveys

and estimates should be undertaken.

Having thus attempted briefly to ex})lain the

advantages to be anticipated from the completion

and improvement of such of the water lines of

communication in Canada, as are in a partially

* I have undei-stood, but do not vourli for the accu-

racy of the information, that coal has been found in parts

of the country, lying a little to the rear of the shore of

Lake Ontario.
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operative state, it remains for me to add a fe^y

remarks, as to the sourceswhence the funds neces-
sary for the purpose are to be derived.

In the first place, the meditated union of the
provmces, wouhl so far overcon.e the financial

difficulties under which Upper Canada is labour-
»ng, as to throw on the common fund of both
provinces, the charge for interest on outstanding
liabilities, which the revenue of the Upper Pr(>
vince is singly inadequate to bear; but it could
not, of itself, provide new capital, to avert, by
the completion of the public works, the sacrifice

of that already expended.

Premising, from the reasoning adduced, that
those works if i„ effectual operation, would
gradually rei„d,ursc their cost, the great 'desi-

deratum is to raise a loan to finish them, and to
provide specially for payment of the annual in-

terest thereof, until such time, as the under-
takmgs themselves should become profitable.

As the loan to be so raised should, to prevent
further embarrassment, be limited to the power
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of the province, to meet the yearly interest from

funds immediately realizable ; it follow?, from the

debt already incurred by Upper Canada, being

sufficient to absorb an undue share of the pre-

sent revenue, even of the United Province, that

such revenue must, by some means or another

be first augmented proportionably to the in-

creased demand upon it.

Now, there appear to be but two practicable

ways of doing this :—first, by direct taxation ;

or secondly, by an increase of duties on im-

ported goods, as suggested by Mr. Poulett Thom-

son, in his recent speech on closing tlie session of

the Legislature of Upper Canada ; but which-

ever method be adopted, immigration must be

made its source of nourishment.

However free from objection in itself, con-

sidering the importance of the object to be pro-

moted, and however lightly it might bear upon

them, seeing that they have never laboured un-

der similar burdens, the former scheme might

prove, from its direct appUcation, less palatable
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to the Canadians than the latter ; which, in ad-
dition to its relative advantage as an indirect

tax, would obvio,:sly yield, contingent upon
immigration, a more fruitful revenue, from the

additional circumstance of an increased con-

sumption of the articles yielding duty.

The older States of the American Republic
have hitherto relied, as a temporary means, upon
a special revenue, collected within their respec-

tive limits, for paying the interest on loans

contracted for effecting local improvements; de-

pending afterwards on the productiveness of
the works constructed, gradually to defray the

expenditure upon them.

The new States, on the contrary, l,ave de-

pended on the sale of lands ceded by the Ge-
neral Government, to pay such interest pending
the construction of their works; by which ar-

rangement the waste lands sold are brought
under progressive cultivation, and replaced by
objects of a profitable nature. The present em-
barrassment of these States, in respect of the
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engagements they have contracted, does not vi-

tiate this principle of action, inasmuch as those

embarrassments are attributable not to discre-

pancies between means and ends, but to enter-

prise having been carried to a wild excess.

The pernicious land-granting system so long

practised in Canada, effectually precludes, in

the case of that country, the adoption of such a

method of proceeding, even if it were desirable

further to divert the proceeds of the sales of land

from the purposes of immigration ; and therefore

it is, that the only present alternatives for insur-

ing the completion of the public works are, as

already stated, a recourse to the practice of the

old States of the Republic, or the increase of

the Customs' duties.

According to printed statements* of the le-

gislature of Upper Canada, the public debt of

that province, consisting of outstanding deben-

tures, amounts to upwards of a million sterling,

requiring an annual provision for interest of

• Vide Appendix.
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about £60,000, while the annual permanent ex-

penditure of the civil government, amounting

at a moderate estimate to about as much more;

the yearly charge upon the province, may be
set down in round numbers, at £120,000. To
meet such charge, the utmost amount of revenue

available does not apparently much exceed

£70,000, so that a deficit of nearly £50,000
remains to be supplied from extraordinary re-

sources.

About four-sevenths of the above revenue

are understood to be derived from the propor-

tion (thirty-eight and a-half per cent., or up-

wards of one-third) of duties levied at the port

of Quebec, accruing to the Upper Province

;

and it is computed that the amount in question

would readily be doubled (making £80,000 in

lieu of £40,000), were those duties increased in

the way in which they admit of being so, with-

out any serious pressure upon the community.

Upon this basis of calculation, allowing a

like ratio of increase for both provinces, the
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amalgamation in a common fund, of future pe-

cuniary means consequent on the union of the

provinces, would create, at a low estimate, a

special revenue derived from import duties

alone, of £200,000. Assuming, therefore, a

loan of a million sterling for the objects men-

tioned, to be negociated on the credit of the

united provinces (under the guarantee of En-

gland, if necessary), it is obvious that ample

means would be available for defraying not

only the interest it might bear (say five per

cent.), but also the interest accruing on the debt

actually incurred
; while the surplus might be-

come a reserved fund, for the redemption of the

debentures representing the latter, according as

they became due.

On the other hand, the duties levied for this

special purpose might be gradually relaxed, as

the public works, completed by their means,

became productive, by yielding tolls. As com-
pared with similar and also other duties levied

in the United States, this temporary burden on

'
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trade would be very inconsiderable, and in a

positive sense, it would be but lightly felt, con-

sidering how trifling are the present Canadian

imposts.

As an auxiliary to this scheme of increasing

the commercial revenue, another means yet re-

mains to be spoken of, vim. the repeal of the law

prohibiting the importation of tea into Canada

from the United States, and the admission of

that article on payment of a moderate duty.

It is notorious that the far greater part, say

full three-fourths of the tea consumed in Ca-

nada, is smuggled into the country from the

American frontier towns; and it is self-evident

that on such an extensive line of open frontier as

Canada presents, no effectual measures can be

devised for putting an end to the practice. The
low price at which the tea so smuggled can be

sold, as also its better quality, forbids all com-

petition to the fair trader who effects his pur-

chases at Quebec ; and thus a virtual monopoly

is secured to the contraband dealer, which the

1
^
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^^2 SMUGGLED TEA.

Canadians themselves have a direct interest in

supporting. Indeed, generally speaking, they
make no secret of their sympathies being en-

listed on this side of the question ; while it is

affirmed that many persons amongst them, whose
position in society would appear to place them
above suspicion, are extensively concerned in

the wholesale transactions alluded to.

The Canadians, in fact, from a code of mo-
rality by no means peculiar to themselves, not

only see no impropriety in evading a law, which
they justly consider an unwise one, but regard
their transgressions of it as a merit.

I am warranted in this conclusion both by
my own observation, and by conversations I

liave had with different parties, thoroughly ac-

quainted with the subject, and who possessed

ample opportunities of acquiring corr^-t infor-

mation in relation to it.

But to facts of detail, corroborative of the

foregoing premises.

Common black and green t-,,, . ...np Je on

'C,
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the average at %. Gd. currency per lb., have
very few consumers in Upper Canada beyond the
poorer clas ^3 in the towns; whiJe the demami
for old hyson and gunpowder teas, sold retail at

the resijective prices of 4.. ^d. and Ss. currency
per lb., is also very limited. What, then, is the

description of tea in general use in Canada .? and
whence is it supplied .p are questions that natu-
rally suggest themselves. It is a sort of young
l^yson, of tolerably good quality, costing fro.^i

3*. to 36-. 6d. per lb. to the consumer ; and must,

from the latter circumstance alone, even if popu-
lar testimony did not prove it, have been pro-

cured from the United States through the inter-

vention of smuggling.

Now, such tea is to be purchased to sny ox-

tent, along the American line of frontier, at

from U9d. to 2.5. 3d. per lb. ; the difference

between these sums and those first stated, con-

stituting the profit derived from the contraband

transaction, and being generally divided between

the smuggler and the dealer. The way in which

ij3
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164 SMUGGLED TEA.

the smuggled tea is generally paid for, is in re-

turn cargoes of deal planks, a staple produce of

the country; nor is such mode of payment con-

iined to the illicit article alone, being extended

to various imported commodities of legitimate

commerce, which is said to be steadily increasing

between the two countries.

On my journey hoireward from Toronto, I

availed myself of a brief sojourn, in two or three

of the frontier to ,vns to make some inquiries re-

lative to the smuggling of tea, and swm learned

sufficient to have convinced me, had doubt before

existed in my mind, of the general accuracy of

my previous information on the subject.

I had besides, on one of these occasions, oc-

cular demonstration of a part of what I wished

to ascertain.

I chanced to be standing at the door of one of

the hotels, conversing with the landlord, when a

large country waggon heavily laden with chests

of tea drove up ; at sight of which, my com-

panion's eyes glistened, and forthwith a close
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parley ensued betwpon lum and the driver, ap-

parently as to the place where it should he stowed

away. On his r jjoining me, I said carelessly, Uo

though the thing were a perfect matter of course,

" I .suppose that is intended to rejoice your friends

on the other side ?" He smiled significantly in

affirmation of my surmise
; presently adding

—

" I guess youVe hit it, hut the nights are not yet

favourable." That is, they were too moon-light.

Tea is not the only article that is smuggled

into Canada from the States ; but it is the chief,

and also the most profitable one, constituting in

fact the whole nucleus of the system.

Formerly, the importation of tea was por-

in'tted under Canadian Acts, which have hetii

long since repealed by a statute of the British

Parliauient.

For some time afterwards, tea was subject t()

a duty in the United States; but such (Uity

having been within these last few years, entirely

withdrawn, the check it placed on smuggling

has, of course, also been removed.
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156 SMUGGLED TEA.

There are many warm advocates in Canada

for the repeal of the prohibitory law, and the

enactment, in its stead, of one. authorizing the

admission of the nominally excluded article, at

a low rate of duty; nor can there be a question

that a very considerable revenue might be derived

therefrom. Strong representations as to the im-

})olicy of the present law have also been made to

the home government by the provincial legisla-

ture; but, as far as I have heard, such repre-

sentations have not produced any satisfactory

result.

I am not prepared to offer an estimate of the

(juantity of tea, that is annually consumed in

Canada
; but such consumption must be very

great
;

since the habits of the rural population

assimilating in this, as in many other respects,

more to those of the Americans tlian of the

English, lead them to drink tea with almost

every meal they take.

As regards the onHnary sources of Canadian

revenue, the little I have to say respecting them,
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may have already transpired through other pub-

lications, but it is nevertheless expedient that

the subject should receive in this place a passing

notice.

Both Upper and Lower Canada, are entirely

free from any thing savouring of direct taxation.

The funds constituting the ordinary revenue

of the first, are (as already mentioned), chiefly

derived from a participation in the duties levied

at the port of Quebec ; from duties on imports

from the United States (about £10,000 per

annum)
;

from interest on loans for public

works; from harbour dues and canal tolls;

from duties on licenses for the sale of spiri-

tuous liquors, as also for distilling; from

fees on militia commissions; from fines; and

from various incidental sources. The casual and

territorial revenue is mainly derived, from the

produce of sales of crown lands and timber ; rents

of crown reserves, rents of mill seats, ferries, &c.,

and from the annual payments of the Canada

company referred to in the preceding chapter.
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In Lower Canada, the public revenue is de-

rived from the crown duties levied under certain

Imperial Acts; from local duties in many respects

similar to those of Upper Canada, and like them

levied under Provincial Acts ; and thirdly, from

the casual and territorial revenue.

This last fund, it will be remembered, was

ceded to the provincial legislature in 1831, in

accordance with the recommendation of the Ca-

nada committee of 1828; and thus another dan-

gerous weapon was placed in the hands of the

Anti-British faction, who lost but little time in

resuming by its means, their former hostile atti-

tude.

Of the fund conceded, the annual portion ap-

plicable to the purposes of a civil list, indepen-

dent of any vote from the assembly, was esti-

mated at i'28,000; and the following appropria-

tions from it appear to have been suggested,

though I am not aware how far they were iden-

tical with those actually made :

—
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Salary to the Governor .£'4,500

Ditto to the Judges 10 000

Gaols and Maintenance of the Peace 5,000

Salaries of Executive Councillors ... 900

Salary of Civil Secretary 500

Contingencies of his Office 500

Attorney-General's Salary 300

Solicitor-General's Salary ^OO

Law Officers' Contingencies 1 800

Judges' Circuit Allowances 375

Pensions -^q

Retired Allowances no
Expenses of Managing Crown Lands

and Revenue 5^400

£'27,V37

By the suspension of the constitution of Lower
Canada consequent on the insurrection, the casual

and territorial revenue of course reverted to the

crown.

The strong objection which obtained to placing

the crown revenue of Lower Canada, at the dis-

u •
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i'^

posal of the French Canadian Legislature, can-

not be considered to exist in the case of vesting

it, conjointly with the like revenue of Upper Ca-

nada, in the future legislature of both Provinces,

under the measure of the union, assumintr that

union to be properly carried out ; and it is to the

interest of the Canadian people to secure the

transfer, even at the price of a heavy civil list,

in order that the whole revenue and expenditure

of the country may be brought under their own

n>nnagement, as also under one system.
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CHAPTER TV.

Canadian Banks and Banking.—Suspension of Specie

payments.—Rural mode of Barter.—Anomalous state

of the Provincial Currency.

In ca former chapter on the affairs of Lower

Canada, I took occasion, incidentally', to advert

to the subject of the suspension of specie pay-

ments by the l)anks there, consequent on the

f,^eneral suspension which a great commercial

crisis had just before necessitated throughout the

United States.

I now proceed to offer a few remarks on this

interesting topic, conjointly with other matters

having reference to the Canadian banks in

general.

Banking, as practically understood in Lower

and in Upper Canada respectively, exhibits, by

general assent, very striking shades of difference.
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1()2 SYSTKMS CONTRASTED.

In tlio former, thoiinrh siiscoptiblc of imich im-

provcnu'nt in mattors of detail, it assimilates in

a great degree with the system ])iirsiie(l in Kng-

land, that is, it is essentially counnercial in its

eharaeter : in the latter, on the contrary, it is

(]uite peculiar to itself.

'I'he banks of Lower Canada are for the most

part conducted as though they were intended to

he a source of mutual advantage to the pn)-

prietors and the public ; while, on the contrary,

those ot ll])per Canada may be said to be so

conducted, as to render the advantage altogether

one-sided, and to induce almost a belief that

they were never intended for the public lK>nefit.

It is of consequence to dwell on the proceed-

ings of the banks of Upper Canada, as contra-

distinguished from those of similar institutions

in the Lower Province, because to the first may

fairly be ascribed much of the general pecuniary

embarrassment under which l^j)per Canada has

long been laboin-ing.

When, in the early part of 1837, great com-
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niercial (lidltultii's, followed by a fi;c>iioral sns-

pfiision of sptric ])ayiiionts, took ])lace in the

United States, it was foreseen h^ experienced

ni(n on both sides of the Atlantic, who really

iintlerstood the bearings of the (|uestion, that

the nionied institutions of Cniiada nmst, ex

necessitate, follow the example, if it were deemed

a worthy object to preserve Ironi utter prostra-

tion, the local connnerei;, connnunity, and con-

sequently, the numerous classes whose prosperity

was dependent upon theirs.

There were, however, these striking- points of

difference in the circumstances of the two coun-

tries : that in the United States, the previous

bankruptcy of the merchants occasioned the

bankruptcy of the banks ; or rather that their

nmtual improvidence, arising from a spirit of

enterprize far exceeding the utmost means to

meet it, even by forced measures, had produced

the insolvency of each other: whereas, in Ca-

nada, the measure of suspension was impera-

tively called for to save both the banks and the

Mil
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merchants from tlic fate which had already over-

taken their American contemporaries.

Furthermore, the step was not required to

confer immunities from the consequences of past

imprudence, but solely as an act of preservation

against the effects of error elsewhere committed ;

which effects could not be averted by any other

means. In a word, it was as necessary to this

end, as the shifting of the helm to insure a ves-

sel's safety in the vicinity of a lee-shore, or the

erection of a dyke to stay the progress of a fierce

inundation.

To suppose that monetary or commercial

transactions could go on smoothly in Canada

when they were suffering extreme derangement

in the United States, was something like sup-

posing that the general bankruptcy of London

would not exercise a controlling influence over

the affairs of the whole civilized world. Never-

theless there were theorists in Upper Canada

whose conclusions must have been deduced

from some such arguments as these, to account
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for the course of policy they advocated on this

occasion.

The real question for the Canadian banks to

consider was, whether they sliould suspend with

their coffers full or empty : the first being a

matter of choice and precaution, to preserve what

they had : the second being one of compulsion

and necessity, when there should no longer be

any thing to protect. In the one case the banks

saved the commercial community with advan-

tage to themselves; while in the latter they

sacrificed it without deriving the least possible

benefit whatever.

The point at issue was speedily decided in

Lower Canada, by the banks consenting to sus-

pend, in compliance with a requisition to that

effect made to them by the community, though

virtually, they incurred the forfeiture of their

charters by so doing ; but as there was no legis-

lature* to control them, and the Government

• The House of Assembly vviis fortunately, at this

time, in a state of practical abeyance.

5 III
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166 BALANCE OF TRADE.

did not oppose itsdf to the general wish, they

were enabled to act at once with decisive

energy. In the Upper Province the apparent

indifference of the banks to the interests of th'

community, or the c<tnti'oi to which they were

subjected, caused, unfortunately, an opposite

course to be pursued, and thenceforth, all was

confusion.

The position here assumed, cannot, perhaps,

be better illustrated than by supposing that the

banks of liOvver Canada had refused to suspend,

and by then appl; iig, in a positive sense, such

hypothetical argument to the case of Upper

Canada, where no timely suspension t(x>k place.

The balance of trade being at the time, as it

generally is, in favour of the United States, and

also susceptible of increase by fictitious means,

an inunediate drain of specie for exportation

would have been the consequence, and hence a

sudden contraction of the circulation within

narrow limits.

Though large in thi' aggregate, and amjily

I
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sufficient for all present purposes, J -d M'lf.pro-

tection l)ecn the only object of the banks, the

stock of spe( in their vaults would have been

tiuite inadeciuare to enable them to naet their

circulation tnd afford coevally to the mercantile

comniunit
, the usual ext- nt of acconnnoda-

tion. To re-issue notes under -^uch circum-

stances, even if a fresh supply of specie i.ad

bt-cn readily ocurahle, would have precisely

resembled the operation . attem])ting to carry

water in a sieve.

Nur was this all. The merchants being more

largely indebted to the banks than were the

banks to the community, could not have sus-

tained themselves under the twofold pressure of

the demands thai the banks must have made

upon them for the iiquidatioii of their liabilities

in specie, had they themselves been pressed, ai 1

the difficulty of finding means to carry on th«

transactions. Lastly, the stock of specie on

hand, if onr- Lxhausted, could not ha\ e been

replaced from the UMial place of supply. New
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168 RECKLF.SSNESS INDUCKD.

York ; and thus, the banks, after being ihe in-

strument of the ruin of the mercantile commu-

nity, must have suspeiuled, sooner or later, from

a positive want of means to jKiy on. The sus-

pension, therefore, in lieu of being an indica-

tion of insolvency, was essentially the medium

through which insolvency was to be averted.

When it is considered how closely interwoven

are the connnercial affairs of the two provinces,

and that the trading community of Upper Ca

nada was indebted to the Montreal and Quebec

merchants, in the same proportion that these

were indebted to their local banks, the Conse-

co uences may readily be imagined, of two sets of

banks acting upon entirely different principles

;

or rather, of one set acting upon a right princi-

ple, and the other set upon no principle at all,

Rendered reckless by the manncTin which their

interests had been sacrificed, through the erro-

neous course of policy pursued by tlieir monied

institutions, the Upper Canadians became compa-

ratively indifflrent as to meeting their en<'age-

i! !i"
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nients with tlieir creditors, an*! saw, with scarcely

an effort to prevent it /"thou- none would have

been successful), an snune*.. . amount of their

paper returned dishonouie.! \n Montreal.

To obviate this, in some measure, the bank of

Montreal had liberally furnished to the banks

of Upper Clanada (whose issues were now very

greatly contracted), a supply of its own notes, to

be paid in fresh discounts in the latter province,

so that they might subsequently come down
age in from thence as remittances; but all was

unavailing effectually to alleviate the general

pressure, or to allow tiie mercantile community

of Upper Canada to retrieve its credit.

Though reeling beneath the heavy blow in-

flicted on them by the commercial bankruptcy

of the Upper Province, resulting, as it must

be manifest, far less from the positive insol-

vency of individuals, than from the erroneous

policy of the local banks, the merchants of Lower

Canada were nevertheless enabled, with but few

exceptions, to sustain themselves by means of

VOL, II. I
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170 HOSTILE BANK.

the liberal sn'^'o^t of their own monied institu-

tions, and ining of their credits upon

England to th . uttermost limits.

I must here qualify a previous observation,

admitting by implication of the interpretation,

that entire unanimity prevailed amongst the

Lower Canada banks in their proceedings on this

occasion. Such was not the case, though the ex-

ception was so trivial as to be scarcely worth re-

cording, were it not that it may serve to illus-

trate a further object,

Tliere was one bank, of recent establishment,

whicli opposed itself to the general system, and

made a merit of continuing to pay in specie;

when the fact was, as every one knew, that the

extent of its liabilities consisted in nothing more

than the balances of a few personal accounts.

It procured for itself an unenviable notoriety,

and lost, during many months afterwards, all the

l)enefits it might have actjuired and conferred as

a bank of issue, which it was seeking to become

:

moreover, in order to avoid the alternative of

discontinuing its business altogether, it was even-
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tually driven to the mortifying expedient of aid-

ing to circulate the notes of the very institu-

tioiis whose proceedings it had affected to stig-

matize as fraudulent ! More experienced and

better conducted, those institutions laughed at

its heroics, pitied .is delusions, and benefitted by
its folly

;
while the majority of its customers,

shrewdly profiting by the opportunity senselessly

afforded them, withdrew their littie balances in

specie, in order to sell such specie at the pre-

mium it commanded.

Comparing small things with great, we see in

the false position in which this helpless bank
stood placed by its own act towards its powerful

local contemporaries, and towards the public at

large, an exact type of the false position (in a

financial sense) in which tho feeble province of

Upper Canada also stood placed by its own act

towards not only the Lower Province, but to-

wards the entire continent of North America.

The eminent indivich.al* then administering

• -Sir F. n. Head, Ihut.
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the government of Upper Canada, though clear-

ly actuated on this as on all other occasions of

his public notoriety by the most high-minded

and patriotic sentiments, must be considered to

have wholly lost sight of the very peculiar

merits of the case under consideration, in the

earnestness of his desire to offer such contrasts

l)etween monarchical and republican institutions

as should be apparently humiliating to the

latter.

The point contended for, that " the principle

of monarchy was honour,"* might very well have

been conceded, without the banking institutions

of the country being made the medium of illus-

trating the doctrine; and. even otherwise, it

would have first been requisite that those insti-

tutions should have been what in effect they

were not— state property—before the argument

adduced could in any way be tenable in regard

to them.

At any rate, judging by results, the axiom

* Montesquieu—" Esprit des Lois."
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propounded would now be worth nothing, were

the standard by which it was measured in the

case of Upper Canada, as above exhibited, a

correct one; since, in efFett, the banks of Upper

Canada, after struggling for a short time against

the common interest and wish, were at last

compelled, as all acquainted with such matters

predicted that they would be, to solicit permis-

sion to suspend their payments in specie, from

sheer inability to continue them. Their request

was accordingly complied with, on certain con-

ditions
; but the remedy came too late to be of

service to the community, and answered only

^ selfish purposes of the banks themselves.

In the summer of 1838, the necessity which

had originated, and which justified the suspen-

sion of the Canadian banks, having ceased, by a

general resumption of cash payments in the

United States, the suspension itself also ceased

in Lower Canada, where the banks voluntarily

resumed their former mode of business.

Not so, however, in the Upper Province. The

i
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174 FALSE POSITIONS.

banks there, having now tasted the sweets inci-

dent to their new position, became so enamoured

of them, that they as pertinaciously resisted the

general clamour to resume, as they had before

resisted the general desire that they should sus-

pend ! They therefore again stood in an entirely

false position towards the sister province and

the neighbouring States; exhibiting themselves

this time in the character of positive insolvents,

v/hen all around them were in a situation to

meet their liabilities.

This persistance in a twofold error added

greatly to the general perplexity ; inasmuch as

the notes of the Upper, were not receivable in

the Lower Province, unless at a rate of discount

which alike forbade their being sent as remit-

tances or taken in deposit.

Again, therefore, liad the Lower Canada mer-

chants to sustain the serious inconvenience of

foregoing the present realization of their assets

in the Upper Province, owing to the proceedings

of its banks.
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But thougli these institutions were enjoying

the full immunities conferred by the measure of

suspension, they did not a bit the more extend

to the community at large any commensurate

increase of accommodation. They temporarily

enlarged their issues, it is true, in the purchase

of provincial debentures and commissariat ex-

change; but the notes so put in circulation,

when repaid to them in the way of business,

were not reissued in the shape of discounts, to

an extent at all corresponding with the legiti-

mate demand.

They had an interest, apart from that of

the community, in continuing the suspension

after the justification of it had ceased; because

it yet remained for them to realize large profits

on exchange transactions, to be derived from the

funds they had accumulated in London by tlie

sale of the remittances referred to.

During the period of their suspension the

banks of Lower Canada also realized large

profits on exchange transactions, the drawing
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rate of premium averaging at intervals for some

consecutive weeks at least twenty per cent., or a

fifth part ; but in this case the pressure, though

heavy, was less felt, because the facilities for meet-

ing it were greater, while the practice was not at-

tempted to be prolonged by any artificial means.

But in Upper Canada, long after the justifi-

cation of the suspension had ceased, the amount

of discounts afforded, was made in a great

measure to dovetail with the demand for ex-

change or the desire of the banks to draw : if

the demand were brisk, the price was run up,

and discounts regulated accordingly ; but the

stream of continued accommodation iuiperatively

required, so far from being allowed to flow into

its proper channels, was checked or expanded

by the most capricious motives. For a consi-

derable period indeed, the bank of Upper Ca-

nada would not draw at all ; but kept as it was

said, a very considerable portion of its capital

locked up at interest in London, thus positively

subtracting it from the province where alone it

nJ.
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ought to have been employed. Subsequently,

however, when a resumption was rendered un-

avoidable, this bank imported a large amount of

British gold.

It may naturally be asked why, if there ex-

isted a Provincial Legislature, no interposition

of its authority took place, to preserve the com-

munity from the efiects of these most unnatural

proceedings ? The answer to such inquiry may

readily be furnished. Considering the materials

of which the legislative bodies of Upper Canafla

are composed
; that the members of those bodies

being for the most part, persons engaged in

agricultural and commercial pursuits, who are

more or less dependent on the banks ; and fur-

ther, that many among them are concerned in

the management of those institutions, possessing

in them large vested interests; but 'ittle sur-

prise need be felt, at the perfect impunity with

which the banks were enabled to carry on their

pernicious system, in defiance alike of public

opinion, conmion j ustice, and common sense.
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178 CONTINUED INCONSISTENCY.

Plausible pretexts were never wanting to in-

sure the extension of the privilege of suspension

from session to session, by means of the sympa-

thies and influences to which alli.sion lias been

made.

Tlie only instance in which this power can

be considered to have been judiciously exercised,

was on the occasion of tiie measure of suspension

being again resorted to in the Lower Province,

towards the end of 1838; not, however, from

commercial, but from political causes, ard as a

powerful means of checking the designs of the

insurgents in tlie second insurrection.

By mere accident, the banks of Upper Canada

found themselves this time, in a right position ;

but their consistency was of short duration

;

since, four or five months afterwards, v. hen all

immediate danger had disappeared, they refused

to resume simultaneously with the Lower Ca-

nada banks, and persisted in their old course of

error, until November 1839, when their privi-

lege having ceased, and there being no Legisla-
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ture assembled to protect them, they were com-

pelled, much against their inclination, to meet

their engagements.

But the effects of their past conduct were not

very easily to be remedied ; and Uj)per Canada

will long suffer from them.

It is due to the other institutions to say, that

the bank of Upper Canada was, accordin"- to

public testimony, on all occasions, throughout

this interesting period, the main obstacle to the

adoption of a right course of proceeding; and

that the connnercial bank of the Midland Dis-

trict evinced a far greater disposition to act in

unison with the public wish, but could not at-

tempt to do so singly.

Of course, the great advantages secured by a

timely suspension of specie payments in Lower

Canada, were not unattended by some minor

drawbacks. Of these, the most conspicuous was

the abuse of the practice resorted to by indivi-

duals of issuing, for the purpose of circulation as

money, their own promissory notes for the frac-
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tional parts of a dollar, varying in amount from

3rf. to 2s. 6d. currency.

This practice which originated in a desire of

some members of the mercantile community, to

subserve the public convenience, degenerated in

many cases into fraudulent acts; notes with

forged or fictitious signatures being issued by

worthless persons who passed them off as genu-

ine on the unwary. A considerable profit, too,

must have been realized by the issuers in gene-

ral, as the paper whereof the notes were made

soon became tattered, and their trifling value

caused their preservation to be little heeded.

Many of them were very tastefully executed.

I subjoin as curiosities in their way, speci-

mens (in so far as the mere letter-press is con-

cerned,) of two denominations which I chance

to have by me, of the order of the legitimate

shin plasters"* first mentioned.a

• The fainiliar appellation given to the notes in 4ues.

tion.
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The voluntary suspension of specie payments

by monied institutions can, of course, be as little

advocated, ir an abstract sense, as recourse to

so extreme a measure can be held justifiable on

every occasion when a state of temporary finan-

cial difficulty may seem to call for its adoption.

But there are cases when it becomes not only

a justifiable, but a prudent act ; nor can such

cases be more strongly exemplified than in the

circumstances which led to the suspension of the

Bank of England, towards the close of the last

century, and in those which occasioned the two-

fold suspension of the Canadian banks in 1837

and 1838.

If a country be threatened with a drain of

the precious metals from without, by the em-

ployment of unnatural means, it has a perfect

right to place itself in a posture of defence ; and,

as a general rule of action, what tht necessity

requires, it justifies.

It has been shewn, that in Upper and in

Lower Canada respectively, the suspension of
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ANNUAL PROFITS.

specie payments worked very differently; but

the causes of this anomaly have also, as I trust,

been satisfactorily explained, without ^he aid of

further illustration.

As regards the ordinary transactions of bank-

ing in the two provinces, they may be briefly

described. In both, as is generally the case

where monopolies prevail, the profits are very

large; the proprietors dividing among them, on

the average, an annual dividend of eight per

cent., with occasionally a considerable bonus.

The fixed rate of interest charged by the

banks on all transactions is six per cent, per

annum
; but, with the exception of one lately

instituted, they allow no interest on deposits of

any kind
; and those at the bank of Montreal

alone are said to vary between ^^200,000 and

=£'300,000, including the Government deposits

and also the sheriffs' balance, but not mere

drawing accounts. Protested bills of exchange

on foreign countries bear ten per cent, damages

;

while, by an old French law, dishonoured bills

tk^.V,'*^
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of the Lower Province on the Upper, bear four

per cent, damages. During the great pressure

on the Lower Canada merchants, consequent

on the occurrences I have been describing, the

banks liberally remitted, in most cases, the da-

mages in question, or exacted only the half of

what they had a right to claim.

The difference between the respective rates of

exchange on London, in Canada, and New York,

is generally the rate of drawing of the Canada

banks o, .ae latter city ; though this rule often

admits of exceptions, according to the demand

for exchange in either place. They generpUy

draw on London at sixty, and on New York at

ten days' sight.

New York being sometimes a better market

for the sale of Canada exchange on London than

Canada itself, such investments are often made

there ; and, being drawn against, yield by the

twofold operation a handsome profit, indepen-

dent of bearing interest during the time they lie

dormant. Bills payable in various parts of the
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i' :

Iti:

United States, are also sent to the New York

agents for collection ; the proceeds being drawn

for, as in the former case.

The banks further procure from New York

their usual supply of specie; but, in winter,

there is frequently a difficulty attending its

transmission. The whole cost of transport, when

the specie is forwarded by contract, covering every

risk save that of navigation, is about the half of

one per cent.
; but the banks more frequently

content themselves with sending a trusty mes-

senger to fetch it, at their own risk, and the

cost is then much less.

Formerly, it was the custom of some of the

Canadian banks to redeem their notes in New
York, by means of their agents there, but they

no longer do so.

In ro d numbers, the present aggregate

banking capital of the two provinces may be

estimated at about a million and a half sterlino--

whereof, about two-thirds belong to Lower Ca-

nada. About a fourth part of the stock of the
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City Bank of Montreal is, or at least was, owned

by persons resident in the United States.

Of tlie aggregate amount of notes in circula-

tion in the two provinces, I have no means of

judging with any degree of accuracy ; but the

aggregate amount of capital will furnish some

criterion whereby its probable proportion may be

estimated.

The Bank of Montreal is, by common assent,

the best conducted institution of its kind on the

whole North American Continent, and enjoys,

in many respects deservedly, a high degree of

popularity.

I know not if it be the case with this establish-

ment, but many of the Canadian, like the New
York banks, have the reputation of frequently

increasing their profits by selling exchan :e for

credit
; taking a higher rate of premium than

.would be required for cash, and charging interest

on the paper received in payment in addition to

the usual discount.

With respect to discounts generally, there is

nil
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this difference in the mfxle of proceeding prac-

tised in the two provincas,—that in Lower Ca-

nada, a man is drilled to a habit of punctuality

in meeting his engagements, from which he can-

not swerve, if he wish to preserve his credit

:

whereas, in Upper Canada, such is the prevail-

ing laxity, that few consider it a duty to pro-

vide for their liabilities at maturity, and think

but little of their paper remaining overdue in

the banks until they are sued for the recovery of

it; when, in nine cases out of ten, they effect a

compromise.

Under scarcely any circumstances, does an

Upper Canadian think of retiring when due, by

payment of the full amount, the note or bill,

which, having been discounted, is held against

him by the bank.* The most that is to be ob-

tained from him is a third or fourth part with a

renewal for the remainder ; by which means he

procures a fresh lease ; and he is sometimes un-

* The Canadian banks do not circulate the paper
which thev discount.

<m
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conscionable enough, at the expiration thereof,

to demand a repetition of the process, even for a

very trivial sum.

The banks are themselves much to blame for

the prevalence of this miserable system; but

having tolerated it in the first instance, they have

lost the means of checking it, unless by ob-

noxious measures.

Its evil consequences are obvious : it not only

induces the general want of punctuality afore-

said, on the part of the community, but it con-

fines bank accommodation to the same circle dur-

ing one-half or two-thirds of the year, thereby

preventing others from receiving assistance in

their turn ; and leads, moreover, to a very bane-

ful system of favouritism.

The case is very different in Lower Canada

:

a bank debtor is afforded every reasonable faci-

lity to meet his engagements ; but failing to meet

them so as to cause his credit to be impaired, he

forfeits his former advantages.

One very profitable branch of banking busi-

; IJ
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ness peculiar to Upper Canada, is that of cash-

ing letters of credit on the Lower Province.

The merchants of the latter, who effect large

purchasesof UpperCanada produce, such as lum-

ber, flour, &c., are accustomed to make advances,

bearing interest, to those with whom they deal,

on account of })rospective consignments, in the

same manner as is usual with IJrilisli and New

York merchants in regard to the cotton and to-

bacco growers of the Southern States.

\ letter of credit for a given sum, in favour

of a particular individual, is lodged at one of

the local banks, and dratvn against in such sums

as may be agreed upon, the drafts being gene-

rally at ninety days' date, and payable at Mon-

treal. By this process the bank obtains the usual

rate of discount, the half of one per cent, for

agency, and is enabled, by remitting the drafts

for collection in Montreal, to draw against the

same, on the strength of its credit there, at a

further profit of a quarter or sometimes half

per cent. The only olf-set against this lucrative

A'V \- •"
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combination is, that the hank pays to its corrcs-

|)ontlcnt a (|iiarter of one per cent, for agency,

and also interest if its account be overdrawn

beyond a stipulated limit.

Now, what between the bank a:id the Lower
Canada merchant, the Upper Canada producer

labours under very great disadvantages
; but in

order to raise money, he is compelled .^o accept

it on the conditions mentioned, or deprive him-

self of a ready market for his commodities.

Were capital more abundant around him, so

that he might obtain it with facilty on the secu-

rity of lus sterling means, his [wsition would

be very greatly ameliorated : inasmuch as he

could secure to himself the full fruits of his

industry, and cease to be dependent upon

others.

In various parts of Upper Canada, remote

from the neighbourhood of towns, a curious pri-

mitive sort of trade is carried on by the inhabi-

tants among themselves, with scarcely the inter-

vention of money except as it serves as a stand-
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ard for regulating the relative value of the com-

modities which they have to barter.

For instance, one man has a superfluous yoke

of oxen which he wishes to turn to account;

while another wishes to obtain them, but has not

by him such articles as the first will be likely to

accept in exchange.

The alternatives of each party would conse-

quently lie in disp. =ing with the coveted object

altogether or purchasing it with cash, and the last

could not be done without incurring sacrifices to

which neither would be willing to submit.

But the barter system soon overcomes the dif-

ficulty. The bidder for the oxen goes to a

third party, at»d procures from him, through

the medium of a mutual interchange of commo-

dities, advantageous to Ixjth, sucli cirtiJes as he

knows the owner of the cattle will accept ; and

thus, by a very simple process, three indivi-

duals become accommodated each with what

he wants.

The system admits of great variety, atid prac-
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tically, some of its ramifications are verv con-

plex, requiring ahr.ost as much forotliou<,'l.t, tact,

and ready calculation, as abstruse operations of

excliange.

The nicest distinctions are made between what

are termed cash articles—that is, articles com-

manding cash if taken to n.arket ; and articles

le^s readily convertible. The Hrst obtain, of

course, the better prices; ar.d in ihe barter, the

difference of value when not made up in (juan-

tity, is settled by an equivalent in money; a fur-

tiier allowance being made in this i-ase for the

relative value which money bears.

Cash, though rendered by this process a mere

commodity, is nevertheless, from its higher value,

of the same advantage to its possessor, if he

manage it judiciously, as the holding (to use a

homely simile) of a governing card at the game
of whist.

In newlv -settled districts, a person owning

land, who employs labourers upon it, can, if he

possess sufficient capital (and but little is re-
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quired) to maintain a miscellaneous store, repay

in kind all the value he receives in labour, with

scarcely the disbursement of a single dollar to

his workmen ; while, moreover, he possesses the

advantage of realizing the usual profit on retail-

ing goods purchased at wholesale prices; and

which, in most cases, will have been paid for by

bills at lengthened dates.

Thus, the same individual may combine the

occupations of an agriculturalist, a miller, a

merchant, a retail trader, and a money-broker,

with great advantage both to himself and others,

in places where bank accommodation is not

readily to be procured.

It is apparent that such a traffic as the one

desc. 'bed is peculiar to a new country, and

that tlie system, necessarily circumscribed, must

give way in proportion as capital and population

increase.

In farm-labour, the resident proprietors who

have no store, generally prefer employing single,

to married men, because they can lodge them in

their dwelling, and board them on the produce
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of their farm, with the payment only of 'a small

additional equivalent in money : whereas, mar-
ried men require to be remunerated almost en-

tirely in money
; and this, for the reasons

stated, the farmer has frequently the utmost
difficulty in procuring at the moment when he
needs it, without making undue sacrifices, either

on the spot or at a distance.

The evil is, that by the practice mentioned, a
.sort of ban is placed on marriage, the farmers
virtually resolving themselves, however unin-
tentionally, into disciples of Malthus ; while, in

point of fact, Canada, and particularly Upper
Canada, is about the last country in the world
to which even the great anti-population theorist

himself would have wished to see hi. restrictive

doctrines applied.

Having treated on Canadian banking, it may
not be irrelevant to that subject, if in the same
chapter, I offer a few remarks on the state o^
the Provincial currency, than which, by general
assent, few things can be more anomalous.

K 2
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196 STATE OF CURRENCY.

Every traveller in the Canadian provinces

must be struck with the wretched state of the

metallic currency ; nor does it appear from all

accounts that in Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick, or, as they are more generally termed,

the Lower Ports, the state of the case is much,

if it be at all, better than in Canada,

It was, I believe, in the course of 1825, that

the present British coinage of crowns, half-

crovvns, shillings, and sixpences was introduced

into Canada, through the medium of the com-

missariat, at which time also, the rate of army

j)ay appears to have been fixed at its present

value of 4s. 4rf.* to the Spanish dollar, in lieu

of 4s. 8d. as theretofore.

It would seem, however, that such coinage

did not obtain an immediate circulation to any

extent, owing to the low rates, as compared with

the current rates of drawing, at which, from

some peculiarity in the Treasury arrangements,

* In virtue of an Order in Council, dated 2nrd March
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commissariat exchange was to be purchasid,

and which held out mducements to speculators

to collect the silver as soon as it was issued, for

the purpose of investing it in such negotiable

securities.

Soon afterwards, tlie provincial legislature

passed an act for giving a higher value to the

coins in question, so as if possible to keep them

in the country
; but, according to all accounts,

they formed, even then, a cheaper remittance to

England or New York than drafts, at the then

average rate of exchange.

On reference to the act in question, it is seen

that the current value assigned to the British

silver mentioned, was as under :

Crown piece

Half-crown

Shilling ...

Sixpence ...

Value in

sterling.

.V. d.

5

2 6

1

Value in cur- Assigned v.ilue

rencyatpar. in currency.

*• f/. .V. (L

5 6 ... 5 9

^ 9 ... a 1()L

1 1 ... 1 2

6 ... 6J
...

I
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In 1836, a further legislative enactment

raised the current value of the British sovereign

from £1. 2s. 2|rf. to i'l. 4s. 4>d.—while the

silver coins above specified, were also made, by

the same act, a legal tender, at still higher rates

than those previously fixed ; the following being

now their current value :

—

Crown piece

Half-crown

Shilling ...

Sixpence

In currency

S. d.

6

3

1 3

7A

From this, it will be seen, that while the shil-

ling and the sixpence bear an advance of 12^

per cent, above par, a greater proportional value

has been assigned to them than to the two first

denominations of coin, and that consequently

they now exceed their legitimate relations as the

fifth and tenth of a crown respectively, by a dif-

ference of about 41 per cent.

Strangers in Canada are frequently much
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puzzled by this discrepancy. The holder of a

crown or of a half-crown piece is much surprised

when he finds that he can get less in return for

either of those coins than he can for their virtual

equivalents in single shillings or sixpences, and

the poor immigrant, in particular, is sadly be-

wildered at a mode of computation so novel to

him.

The only satisfactory explanation that can be

afforded in relation to the matter, is the fact of

the dollar of the United States, (both that and

the Spanish-American dollar bearing a legalized

value of five shillings currency,) in lieu of the

British crown, being made the integer of com-

parison, the shilling and the sixpence, repre-

senting, at their augmented rate, the fractional

parts of the former, correspondingly with the

Spanish quarters, and their halves, or eighths

of a dollar. In respect of intrinsic value, the

British shilling and sixpence are much inferior

to the Spanish-American pieces.

The Act last referred to, as having been

ill
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200 GOLD STANDARD.

passed by the provincial legislature, appears

to have been rendered necessary (owing to a

generally faulty system) as a defensive measure,

in consequence of a previous Act of the United

States' Congress rendering gold the standard of

the currency of the Union, and considerably rais-

ing the current value of that metal. For instance,

the value of the old eagle of ten dollars was

iuigmented to the extent of sixty-seven cqnts;

and that of the sovereign, fixed at four dollars,

eighty-seven and a half cents, in lieu of four

dollars forty-four cents, as formerly.

Of course, but little gold could be expected

to remain in Canada in the face of this stroke of

policy, unless its effect as regarded that country

could be counteracted by local means; and a

partially successful remedy appears to have been

hit upon by the Canadian legislature in the

manner already mentioned.

This Act, however, will expire in the course

of the present year; and its renewal, or some

efficient substitute for it, would seem to be of
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urgent necessity, so long as the general improvi-

dent of the metallic currency he uncared for.

Towards the end of last year, the legal valu(-

of sovereigns was inadequate to insure their

remaining in the country; and the bank <,f

Upper Canada, which had imported (as I have
elsewhere intimated) a large quantity of such
coin, would not issue it under a premium equiva-

lent to the rate of drawing on New York, which
averaged at that time from two-and-a-half to

three per cent.

According to a statute* of the British Parlia-

ment, the following rates were fixed as those at

which coins should pass current and be a kgal
tender in Lower Canada :

Gold Coins.

British guinea

Johannes of Portugal

Moidore of ditto

Milled Spanish doubl(X)n ...

• -ISGco. III. e.8. s.l.

k3

Cunt iK-v.

£1 -S 4

4

1 10

3 14 0*

m
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•HI

French Louis d'or, before 1793

Currency.

£1 2 8

French pistole, before 1793 • • • 18 3

American eagle • • • 2 10

Silver Coins.

British crown 5 6

British shilling 1 1

Spanish milled dollar 5

Spanish pistareen 1

French crown, before 1793 5 a

French piece of 4 livres 10 sols. Tour-
•

nOlS ••• •«« «aa • • • 4

French ditto of 36 sols • • • 1 8

French ditto of 24 sols • • • 1 1

American dollar • •• 5

Of the coins enumerated in the foregoing

category, the ecu of six livres tournois, or old

French crown, passes current at an advance of

about two per cent, above its intrinsic value

and its current value in the States; while the

depreciation of the half-crown, foiming the chief

:\<
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circulatirig medium of the " province, is some-

where about nine per cent.

Various means have been from time to time

suggested by individuals or public bodies in the

different colonies, for regulating the currency of

each, but no uniformity of opinion appears to

prevail amongst the different parties; and the

only way of effecting a satisfactory adjustment

of the difficulty would seem to be in the Britisli

Parliament practically assuming a similar power
to that exercised by the Federal Government of

the United States, in virtue of its constitutional

authority, in order to establish in all the Nortli

American provinces indiscriminately, a system

of currency which should substitute a general

assimilation in the room of d\ existing ineijua-

lities.

The point on which all parties appear to be

alike at issue, has reference to the rates al

which under any improved system, the coins

put into circulation siiall pass current, and be

considered a legal tender. Some contend that

^i
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204 REMEDIES SUGGESTED.

the sovereign alone should constitute a legal

tender ; others are in favour of British irold and

silver being conjointly niatle so, at their nominal

value, without reference to amount. Others,

again, advocate the adilition to this last pro|H)-

sition, oi *'-"'eiga gold and silver; while others

warmly advocate a purely provincial currency.

Lastly, it has been suggested that " Halifax

currency" should be superseded as the money of

account, by " British sterling," or by " Dollars

and cents," as in the United States.

All these schemes appear to be more or less

open to objection ; and it is difficult to hazard

an opinion as to whether any one of them possess

a pre-eminence over the other.

If the sovereign alone were constituted a legal

tender, or were associated as such with British

silver, it would seem equally liable to be driven

out of circulation, since in tlie one car.e it would

require the protection of a Ji.ctd latc of ex-

change to prevent its export; and in the next,

would find it difficult, if not impossible, to
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sustain a local competition with an associate

whose relative intrinsic value is nine or ten per

cent, inferior to its own.

Besides, while British silver is a legal tender

in England only to a very limited extent, it

would be somewhat inconsistent to place it on

a more advantageous footing in one of England's

dependencies.

As regards mere simplification, the assimila-

tion of the money of account of the British pro-

vinces with the decimal system of the United

States, would unquestionably be a very desi-

rable measure, abstractedly considered; but
there are many reasons which would render its

adoption inexpedient, particularly under exist-

ing circumstances.

Admirable as it is, the decimal system in the

United States is continually found conflicting

in domestic transactions with the old method of

computation, and the stranger is bothered to

death by the different modes in use as to the

fractional divisions of the dollar ; the same, in

I

i:^ m
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one place, being estiniutetl at six shillings, in

another at seven shillings and sixpence, and in

a third at eight shillings. The last, being a du-

plication of the legal division, though very ano-

malous, is nevertheless the least objectionable.

To conclude. It should seem evident that

whatsoever amelioration of the state of the me-

tallic currency in Canada may be attempted,

such measure, to prove effectual, must be re-

gulated by the monetary standard of the United

States, rather than by that of England.

The great evil has hitherto consisted and

consists, in the fact of the generality of the coins

current on the American continent at large,

having different values assigned to them in the

different sectional divisions of the British pos-

sessions.

So long as the various local legislatures possess

the power individually of controlling the opera-

tions of their currency, so long must conflict-

ing interests, in such respects, be expected to

subsist lvetvvi:st themselves, and also between

11
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them and the United States. Want of unifor-

mity being the bane, assimilation must beconie

the antidote.

To all denominations of coin, receivable in tlu'

Colonies, the same current value requires to be

assigned, and this should obviously Ik> regu-

lated as much by the current value of such
coins in the United States as by their own
intrinsic value. What, also, was considered a
legal tender in one province should be consi-

dered a legal tender in all, in order that ex-

changes amongst them nught, as much as pos-

sible, be equalized.

As the case now stands between Upper and
Lower Canada, for instance, the first will not

receive of the last the denominations of the

silver coinage chiefly current there, nor will

the latter receive of the former, JJritish silver,

unless at rates below its current price in the

Upper Province.

Thus each, as opposed to the other, has its

separate interests, and whensoever, as is fre-

{.
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quently the case, these are brought into coUision,

the more paramount interests of the respective

communities are sure to suffer.

Upon all general principles, a dej.i iciated

currency would seem alone calculated to induce

a rise of prices and of exchange; the last to

the profits of the banks alone, who have thus a

sort of vested interest in the maintenance of the

incongruity; while, in a word, the effectual

remedy for the admitted evil, would clearly lie

in the adoption of such measures as should

cause the general currency to find its level by

natural means.

The gold coin in circulation in the United

States is almost entirely confined to the national

coinage of that metal. Sovereigns do not gene-

rally command more than four dollars eighty-

four or eighty-five cents, though their full legal

value is nearly two cents more, while the French

twenty-franc-piece passes at three dollars eighty-

five cents, or nearly one cent below its legal value.

Spanish and Mexican dollars, with the smaller

,1
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pieces forming their fractions, are almost as
coinmon in the circulation as the United States
silver itself (,-... in specie paying times), and
tlie British crown as also the French five franc-

piece are often met with ; the value of the
former being fixed at one dollar nine cents, and
the latter at ni .ay-three cents and a fraction,

which, however, is not recognized in domestic
dealings.

The gold coin, of Great Britain, Portugal,
Brazil, France, and Spain, are a legal tenderly
weight, at rates fixed by law; while most of the
silver coins above enumerated are also a legal
tender, in connnon with the American dollar,
at their respective rates, as mentioned.

To the argument adduced by many persons
m Canada, that a depreciated local currency is

requisite to protect the commercial interests of
that country, no better reply can perhaps be
offered than the remark of Adam Smith, who
says of a forn.er British colony.—" The state

of Pennsylvania raised the denomination of its

rfll
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coin, on the pretence of preventing the exporta-

tion of gold and silver, by making equal quan-

tities of those metals pass for greater sums in

the colony than they did in the mother-country.

It was found, however, that tlie price of all

goods from the mother-country rose exactly in

proportion as they raised the denomination of

the coin, so that the gold and silver were ex-

ported as fast as ever.''

It should, at least, seem obvious that if the

balance of trade be against Canada in one quar-

ter, it must, in the long run, be in its favour in

another, for otherwise the commercial transac-

tions of the country must come to a stand still

;

while, under any circumstances, a depreciated

currency would seem ill calculated to facilitate

the means of liquidating a specie balance.

For purposes not of a commercial nature, but

for mere domestic use, a slightly deteriorated

silver currency, might possibly be advantage-

ously introduced into the country from England

;

while, at any rate, the introduction of a good
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copper coinage is imperatively called for to re-

place the mis-shapen unstamped pieces of base

metal that pass current as halfpence.

The bank of Montreal has lately imported a

copper coinage of this kind for circulation -.i the

Lower Province, and the banks of Upper Canada,
it is but justice to observe, have also shown them-
selves solicitous to imitate the example for the

benefit of that province; but towards the end of
last year, the Home Government rejected their

application for permission to have the supply
they needed fabricated at the British Mint, and
the matter, I believe, remains in abeyance.

The union of the Canadas must very much aid
in removing the obstacles heretofore in the way
of improving the provincial currency ; and this

being the case, it is much to be hoped that the

opportunity may be profitted by at an early

period.

f
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CHAPTER V.

Condition and Statistics of the Indians.—Settlement on

Manitouiin Island.—Specimens ofModern Indian Elo

quence.—Indian Notions of Justice.—Indian Prophet

Cliief.—Indian Diving Boys.—List of Indian Names,

with tlieir English signiiioation.

The condition of the Indian, the aborigine

of the North American continent, must excite

the sympathy and compassion of every benevo-

lent breast. How much soever his displacement

may have been necessary to the ends of civiliza-

tion, the Indian is not the less despoiled of his

heritage, nor less an outcast in the land of his

ancestors; while the loss of his former lordly

independence is but ill compensated by the

meagre attention that has been paid to the im-

provement of his moral culture and social condi-

tion.
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That the Indian mind is amply susceptible of

profitable cultivation, if the proper means be

taken, no doubt can reasonably be entertained

;

and as it is only through such culture, that the

habits of the Indian can be so ameliorated as

to conduce to his future happiness and welflire,

by admitting of his assuming a position of per-

fect equality in the midst of the community
whereof he forms a part, it is imperatively in-

cumbent on the government which has the ma-

nagement of his few remaining effects, to under-

take vigorously the task of his moral discipline.

It appears to be generally admitted that the

distinctive traits of nationality of the North

American Indian are doomed to be gradually

obliterated by one of two processes—civilization

or decay; and this being the case, the real well-

wisher to the future Indian generation, in lieu of

seeking to prolong the hopeless struggle of gra-

dual retirement, which must at last have a limit,

would advocate as much from humanity as from

justice, the systematic employment of the milder
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alternative, comprised in progressive adaptation

and anialfifamation.

To be thoroughly happy in this new stage of

his existence, the Indian must be thoroughly

civilized, in order that he may be left no linger-

ing legrets. His partial civilization only serves

to vitiate him, or at best to neutralize those good

qualities of his nature that would have served

in his pristine state to give him eminence and

distinction.

At present he is in a sort of helpless tutelage,

and, to an extent, must so continue until educa-

tion shall have qualified him to .'ace greater re-

liance on himself.

Prepared by such means for the rational enjoy-

ment of his social rights, he might subsequently,

be left to mix indiscriminately with his fellow-

men, and to assume the administration of his

own affairs.

The peculiar tenure of the Indian lands, now

possessed in common, might then be superseded,

and the Indian placed in all respects, as regards
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freehold privileges, and the enjoyment of all

civil rights, upon a footing of perfect equality

with the members of the great family into which
it is desirable, for his own sake, that his race

should merge.

The half-breeds, or bois bruUs as they are

termed, have, generally, the reputation of being
a very intelligent race of people, and are said to

combine, in a singular degree, the very highest

qualities of the two different races from which
they are descended.

Several individuals of this caste hold, as I have
heard, prominent positions in the province ; one
of t!iem being, I believe, a superintendent of
Indian affairs, another a practising physician,

and a third, combining the office of a district

clerk of the peace with the command of a militia

••egiment
;
while others are employed as preach-

ers, sclioolmasters, and interpreters, among the

tribes.

Throughout the troubles which have marked
the history of Canada since the winter of 1837,
the Indians, with \'^s. exceptions, have proved'

%
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themselves to be true and loyal subjects of the

Ih-itisli Crown, and have uniformly withstood the

numerous attempts to tamper with their allegi-

ance that have notoriously been made.

Their loyalty and courage were, in particular,

conspicuously manifested at the commencement

of the second insurrection in Lower Canada,

when, as most persons will remember, a few lu-

liians of Caughnawaga captured, and conveyed

as prisoners to Montreal, a large party of Frencii

Canadian rebels, who had made an attack upon

their village while they were congregated in

their place of religious worship.

Besides this, many other instances of their

readily coming forward in those times of danger

might readily be adduced ; and the case of the

old Indian, mentioned in the fifth chapter, will

suffice for one of them.

It has been made a matter of complaint by

persons in England, unacquainted with the pecu-

liarity of local circunistances, that the Indians in

Canada should be employed in a military capa-

city. But why should they not be so employed ?
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Theirmode of warfare is no longer of the savage
nature that it was, and, practically, they are Is
much susceptible of discipline as a militia force.

Moreover, they have an interest in defench.u.
the country, fully equal to, if not indeed sur^
passing, that of other classes of the connnunity •

since they see, in the cruel treatment of their
brethren by the Americans, the fote in store for
themselves, should they fall under the dominion
of the same masters.

Low, therefore, as may be the standard of
their present moral condition under British sway
it would fall still lower by the transfer, whilj
their physical comfort would be utterly de-
stroyed.

Sound policy would also dictate their employ-
ment as auxiliaries to a military force, in case of
emergency; since their amour-propre would be
deeply wounded by the invidious doubts which
their exclusion from military service must inu
ply

;

and, how loyal soever they might be, it

^v'ould be unsafe to leave then,, in the midst of
VOL. II.
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warfare, in a state of inactivity while labouring*

iindei irritated feelinffs.

We nanl appreliend no desire on the })art of

any of the Indians, save the very wildest tribes,

to act cruelly towards their prisoners, as in

former times; nor anticipate the repetition of

the scornful reply said to have been once made

by a Iliuon chief to the commander of a Ixxly

of his French allies, when asked to give up his

prisoners:—" If you want them, you had better

take them; I know how to (.-^ lin others; and

should I die in the attempt, the people of my

village will say that it was Ononthio* who killed

me.

In 1837, a very able and elaborate report on

the sta*^e of the Indians dwelling in Lower

Canada, as also on their affairs generally, was

made to the Earl of Gosford, by a committee

which had been appointed to investigate those

subjects. The report contained many valuable

• 'I'liis appellation, meaning-, 1 believe, Great Moun-

tain, was the title generally jj:iven to the representative of

the French King in Canada.
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™Kgc,„i„n, for improving ,l,e .„„di,i„„ „f ,|,„,^,

'"*""'' '"""^"•y "lone, which k llthati
''°7 '" "''^ "l™ » '•d»ti«„ .„ the,,,, d«, „„^
enable, mo ,„ „d,„, ,„ „,^,___

.

_ _^^^^^ ^^^ .^^

«--. T,,o .,,„,„,„„ .„ ,,^, ,^^ ^^_^^.__^-

I"<1»". nC th.. „„a.powc.rf„l trik. of the Al
gon,ui„», who chiefly i„h„,.i,ed the countryWow Quebec, an.l also ,«, „f the eouutry
between that city a„d Montreal, was, if I re-
"-e^ber ri«l,t.y, represented by the co„,„,i.tec.
to be most ia„,e„tuble. They were said to pos.
-ss scarcely any fixe,! ,uea„s of subsistence, and
to be. ahnost entirely de,K.ude„t upon cleemosy.
"•«ry aid for their supjwrt.

I'l.e a,uelioratio„ „f the condition of ,|,es..
poor people was advocated by tl,e committee
with much wannth and fL.cling.

From a schedule attached to the report re-
ferred to, it appears that the number and the
designation of the Indian tribes dwelling within
tlie precincts of Lower Cana.la about the period

'", I"'''"™' "-^ '" "ecordance with the sul,-
joined statement

:
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From what precedes, it would appear that

very little more than two and a half per cent, of

the whole extent of the land owned is under

cultivation.

The following statement, compiled from the

official returns of the Indian Department, shews

the number of Indians dwelling within the li-

mits of Upper Canada

:

Chippewas of Michipicoton, Lake Superior 57

SaultSt^ Marie, Lake Huron 99

— St. Joseph's, ... 90

Manitoulinlsland, ... 188

the country between Mani-

toulin Island and Penetan-

guishine 202

Lake Nepissingue 59

La Cloche and Mississau-

geeng 225

the Upper St. Clair ... 312

the St. Clair Rapids ... 401

Chenal Ecarte 194

Riviere aux Sables ... 217
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99

90

188
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Pottawotamies and Chippewas of Sau-

geeng, Lake Huron

Hurons, Chippewas, Shawnces, and Mun-
sees of Amherstburgh and Maiden . .

.

Delawares, Chippewas, and Munsees of the

River Thames (Western District)

Ottawas of ManitouHn Island

Upper Moravian Delawares
• • • • • •

Six Nations of the Grand River ...

Mississaugas of the River Credit

Yellow Heads of Coldwater and the Nar-

"°^^
426

Indians of Rice Lake, Mud Lake, Aln-

'''"^^'^^
508

Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte ^sd

370

214

... 76'2

... 80

... 300

. . . <V,<^1 \J

... 240

Total 7,490

The visiting Indians, or those who come to

receive presents, are computed to be from 3,000

to 4,000 in number; but at the last distribu-

tion in 1839, it was intimated to them that such

presents would thenceforward be discontinued.

i
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though the recipients were informed, that they,

or any of their brethren, who might be desirous

to locate themselves upon Manitoulin Island,

would not only be allowed to do so, but af-

forded every facility to enable them to become

settlers.

Just before my departure from Toronto, I

Jieard tliat many Indians, profiting by this in-

vitatio' , had migrated into Canada from the

United States, and one body of them, amount-

ing, if I remember rightly, to about fifty per-

sons, was said to have brought with them,

amongst other property, several good horses.

According to further official statements, the

following are the annuities payable to Indian

tribes in Upper Canada, in return for lands

ceded by them to the Crown, or secured for

their benefit by deeds of surrender, or provincial

agreement :

—

Currency.

Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte ... £450

Mississaugas ... 642 10

i' "ii.

t J h'\\v.
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,,. . Currency.
Mississaugas of the River Credit 522 lo ()

Chippewasofthe River Thames... GOO ()

Chippewas of Chcnal, Ecarto, and

^^- ^^^^•^
1,100

Chippewas of Lakes Huron and

^'"^'^"^
1,200

Chippewas of the Rice and Mud
^''''''' - • 740

Moravian Indians of the River

'^'^^"'^«
... 150• • • • ••

£5,405

lil

The aggregate of land actually ceded by the

Indians, amounts, I believe, to about five mil-

lions of acres. The Six Nations Indians (con-

stituting the remains of the once powerful tribe

of the Iroquois) are shewn by tiic table to be

the preponderating number, and upon the whole,

they als(^ are in far better circumstances than

any of the rest.

l3
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Nevertheless, a \aru;c amount of their pro-

perty has been injudiciously locked up in the

unprofitable stock of tlie Grand Kiver NaviL^-

tion Company, by which means they have been

deprived, much to their dissatisfaction, of the

use both of principal and interest.

A negociation was on foot, some months since,

for purchasing this property of tliem, together

M'ith a portion of their land ; but I have not

heard whether it was brought to a satisfactory

conclusion.

The project of forming an exclusive Indian

settlement on the Great Manitoulin Island, ap-

pears to have origmated with the present Lord

Seaton about 1835, and to have been warmly

patronized by Sir Francis Head, soon after his

assumption of the government in the year fol-

lowing.

So far from being, as some have supposed,

the assigned future abode of the whole of the

Indians in the province, or intended to operate,

in any way, tlie displacement of those tribes
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already domiciliated within the surveyed dis-

tricts, the Manitouhn Islands have been ai)pr().

priated to the use of those scattered Indians,

who i)ossessed neither a fixed place of residence,

nor fixed means of subsistence, together with'

such other Indians from the United States, as

•night wish to place themselves under British

protection; and it is of these two classes that

the present population of the Great Manitoulin
Island is composed.

According to every account, this island is

admirably adapted to the purpose for which it

has been selected, being of great extent, having .

a luxuriant soil, and possessing a very abun-
dant supply of timber of the most valued
kinds.

The surrounding waters are said to teem with
fish (white fish, as it is termed) of the finest

quality; and have long been resorted to at cer-

tain seasons, for the supplies they yield, not only
by the Indian tribes themselves, but also by set-

tlers from the vicinity of Penetanguishine.
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Mnuy of the Indian (libcs are ^rcat cultiva-

tors of the unxpk .sni?ar, and have frequently a

siirj)lus for sale l)eyond what they reciuire for

their own consumption.

On tlieoecasion of the annual (hstrihution of

presents to the Indians, at the Great Manitou-

lin Islands, it is custoniary for the chiefs or re-

presentatives of the different tribes assembled to

address the ehief superintendent, or presiding

officer, in a speech, making known to him their

wishes in regard to any particular niatters that

it may be thought expedient to bring under his

notice, and reviewing generally all circumstances

of leading interest, having reference to the wel-

fare or condition of the tribes, that have trans-

pired since the period of the superintendent's

last visit.

These opportunities for indulging in free dis-

cussion, naturally afford facilities for the deve-

lopment of the Indian character, and are said

very often to give rise to rich displays of oratory.

The following extracts from the speeches de-

-liJ^ii
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livoml l,y the Indian chiefs last year, as report-

t'd by the huHan department, will serve asilh.s-

trations of the peculiar eloquence referred to.

The first extract is fn.ni the speech of the

chief Shin.puiconse, and has reference to an im-
plied breach of faith on the ,Knt of the ^rovern-

"'cnt, in regard to the bnih.iing of some houses
rov the use of the orator's tribe. It exhibits the

bappy blending of much shrewdness and address
in a very small compass :—

-

" Father,'^ says the chief, " I have looke.l for

tbem (the houses) in vain ; but possihly I .,m

old and blind, and cannot see then,, though,
perhaps, yo7t will, when you reach the Sault St^'

Marie."

The next, from the speech of the chief 13ama-

koneshkain, is full of pathos :—
" I ask you for the island of Wa-sa-coussing,

to assemble upon it my scattered tribe. Our
fires are far apart, and bm-n darksome and low:
when we arc all together, it (our common fire)

will throw out a brilliant light."

4
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The third, from the speech of the chief Moii-

kom.uiish, is both coniplimei.tary and appeahiir^

:

" You are strong," he observes, « your anus

encircle the world : take, then, the Indian to

your bosom, and strain him in y()iirend)race."

The fourth, from the speech t)f the chief Ma-
nitogubaouit, is |KKnical to the last de^nee •

" With this white feather cleanse your ears,

that my words may readily reach you ; witii this

fair water lave your eyes, that you may see him
who addresses you."

The fifth, from the speeeh of the chief Ue-ri-

gishiqueshkam, is rej)lete with rich imagina-

tion :

—

" The deep darkness of woe which has sur-

rounded us so long, is gradually breaking. The
sun, which we thought had set to 'us for ever, I

have lately seen striving to ascend in its course:

it has reached the tops of the trees: it has in-

creased in brilliancy; the clouds are gone, and

now it breaks upon us in the brightness of noon

day."

ii :!fi
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The sixth mul last, fnnn the siunvh „f thr

same chief, presents a ple.isiiig alh«^r,„.y
;

" A bird whispered t„ n.e that he was near

the con.fcrter „f ,„„• n.istortunes; that he was
"oar him who wonhl re-esfahhsh us in the pos-
session of onr h.u.Is. Father! the bird has tohl
true."

The highly figurative language contained in

most of the foregoing speeches is so strongly

"larked with an Oriental character, as to warrant
almost a behef that they emanate fron, a piu-eiy

OnVntal soiu-ee; and induces an involuntary,

'u.w.soever futih, train of reasoning regarchng
the nature of the remote anticjuity of the race of
"len who first trod the soil of the great continent
of North America.

I have been induced to place in the Appendix,
a curious and interesting docun.ent,* as being not

This <l„n,mont wn. i,nvo„ to mo I,y „ ^.entloman at
loronto, towhom I ghully avail .nyseif ..fU.o pn-scnt
opportunity of publicly ..turnin, n.y aci<nowl..dp ..ontsHe informed mo that ho did not think it had ovor before

it
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iMtiAN I'noniirr.

iiItoirotluT iiTolovjiiu (o til > pivsnu siihjoitiniu-

ttr «>(' i't>tixitl««ijuion.

ll is nil Ii;.r;ini.ii,> sai.l lo |,.ivi- b.-.n J.liv.iv.l

t»» jm assniihl.i^v „f f|u, I,„li;m dilvs, l.y N.iv-

nuiv-ijoos (siyiiirviui.- ii (roiii), .„, |,uli.iii |.;i(ii.

nivli, lowijnis (ho vm oailv pari (.I' tlu> pivsrni

llilllll V.

Niiv-inay-^oos, who was (h,. <on(,<in|)„i;„v of

tin- n-K>l)rali'(l 'l\riim.srli, was a|.|)aiviillv. as

imuli ilu> nv.)i;niM'.l proplu-t of (lu> ^•l•,^•|( |„„|y

of till' NorlluTii, and Norlli-Wi-.siiTn Indians, ;i,s

Tirmnsdi was, iiii«ir,<ft (lu<irg!vaf wanior-chit I";

and, like tlu- lal((M-, iic sci-nis Jo li.nc lu'cii .nii-

niati'd l)v llu' (>1)K>, Init t';.iilc< disiiv, of lonniiii,'

a nati»)n out of tlu' soaKiri-d ivniiiaiits of hj.s

raii\ by i-ollirtinj;- tluin into one gnat fainilv,

and rest rift ino- tlu-ir intiTconrsi< with thr whites.

I am not taniihar with the Mnolish siunilica-

tion of the naniosof the ehiefs of whose speiclies

apin'iuvd ill luiiit ; l>nt ovon otlu>i« i.s,>, it miisl lio so lil

tic known in Kiif^liiiid, ;is i,> stiiinl in need of no ii|iolof,''y

for its n-^u^iilulion in ihis Miscoilanv.

It!
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lal llu- «N'sigM,uJoi,s of (he liulinii rliirlN niv, I

Ixl it'v»«, i(lt'ii)ili|.,|, ill y,,u(| I. or iiiiiiiliiNiit, wiili

tlUMrinosi |)iomiiuii( .|iialiliiH, or /iMNon/Ucd with

<lu-|.ai(inil,nsvnil...luniu.i,(mnili,.H; wl.ilril,,.

liMliim .liil.livn Mviunilly m,v .sai.l („ I,|,,|,| j,,

tlicir a|>|i(-llaii,,iis, |||,. lun, f t| iv'u- niollicr with

that ••r (lie animal or oIijitI, m<rviiiir to dist

guisli (luir (lil),.

It •|>|)(a s lo have Uvu ,i pivvailiiig ,,,,1

nil'

loll

"•>
anions (|ir l,„|i,„„ „|- |„,.„„,,. ,j„,^.^^ ^^^^^j ^^

possihly |„. so siill amoii^- ih,. wilder IrilxH, lliat

tli.y Hfiv iiidrht,.,! I<. (Ii.ir (lull,.,. r,„. ii,..j,. ,„,,|^

and (o (lu'ir ino(lu>r Cor ihcir |)odi,.,s.

1
1
having 1),.,.,, iv|,iv.si.|i((d to tli,. a!illiontJ,.,s

llial an liiiiiaii idiot had luvii |mi(. to death I

the iiU'iidMTs of liis tiih

'y

near I'liiich rivt-r (hir-

iiif;; tl H- u'intcr of lH;iH, tjic ivpivHcntativcs <.f

sncli tribe won called upon for an i-xplaiiatiiai of

the eireuniHlMnees, at the a.sseini.la^r,. „„ M,ini.

toulin Island, already advert.d to, when ihefol-

lovving graphie aceonnt oC the traiiHaclion (as
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shewn by a rrpirt fn.n, the Indian IVpartniont),

was given by the chief Wa-ga-inrt-king

:

" He came union<r „s,- «ii,l tlu. narrator, "at
the very iK'^Hnnitig <,f last winter, havin^r, {„

most severe weather, wnlke.l for six days, with-

out either kindling a /ire or eating any food.

"During the worst part of th. winter he was
quiot enough

; but as the sugar season approaeh-

cd, ho got noisy and restless. Uc went off to a

lodge and there remained ti-n days, frecpiently

eating a whole deer at two meals. After that,

he went to another, when a great change was vi-

sible in his person : his form seemed to have in-

ereased, and his face was the colourof a negro's.

At this lodge, he Hrst exhibited the most decided

proofs of madness, and we all considered that he
had become a windigo (giant).

"Iledia not sleep, but kept on walking round
the lodge saying, 'I shall have a fine feast soon:

there are plenty of bears in this lodge, both

young and old.' He then tore open the veins

of his wrist, and drank his jiood.

i
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"The noxt night wan tho sanu.: h(. went ,.ut

innn thr I„<|^r,., .,,,,1 without «u axf, hroki. „«•

many saphngs alK,„t uiuv i.u hos in i'ncutuiWnuv;

novor sVpt, hnt walknl all night; and in the

'"«'''«i.i.o: hrought in ihv |,„les he hml hrokenufF,

and at tw., trips, /ilK,| a large, sngar camp.

" He continued to chink his hl.HxI.

"The Indians then all luran.e alarmed, and
we all sta-ied ofl' t.) join our frii-nds. The snow
was deep and soft, and we nank deeply into it

with our snow-shoes
; but he, without shoes or

stockings, barely left the print of his toes on the
surface.

" He was stark naked ; always tearing ail the

clothes given him off, as fast as they were put
on.

" IIo still ccmtinued drinking his blood, and
refused all food; eating nothing but ice an.l

snow,

" We then formed a council to determine how
to act

;
and as we feared he would eat our chil-

tlren, it was unanimously agreed that he must

m

H
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die. His most intimate friend undertook to shoot

him, not wishing any other hand to do it.

"After his death, we burnt the body, and all

was consumed but the chest, which we examined

and found to contain an immense lump of ice,

which completely filled the cavity.

" The Indian who carried into effect the deter-

mination of the council, has given himself up to

the father of him who is no more, to hunt for

him, plant, and perform all the duties of a son.

We, also, have all made die old man presents,

and he is now perfectly satisfied.

" This deed was not done under the influence of

whisky—there was none there : it was the deli-

berate act of the tribe in council.""

The above incident presents a curious illus-

tration of the doctrines of natural law, as under-

stood by savage nations, and as contrasted with

the usages of civilized communities,

Whatever may be thought of the resolution

of the Council to deprive the pcx)r Indian of his

life, it must be conceded that there is something

! i
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extremely touching in the circumstance of the

victim's most intimate friend being selected to

perform the deed, as though he were acquitting

himself of an act of brotherly kindness; but

more touching still, is the contemplation of the

mode of propitiation (a common Indian custom,

I believe,) practised towards the deceased's father,

as well by the individual whose hand had de-

prived him of a son, as by the tribe at large,

whose council by their mandate had invested that

hand with a sort of legal authority.

But I must quit the Manitoulin Islands;

while, indeed any thing that I have said re-

specting either them or the Indians must prove

comparatively uninteresting after the more vivid

and elaborate representations contained in Mrs.

Jameson's very charming work already alluded

to.

Tarrying for a brief interval one day, on

board a steai-boat, at the Indian village of St.

Regis, I derived, in common with many other

persons, very great amusement on witnessing.
1^
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the amphibious performances of a herd of Indian

boys, (some of them, of the tenderest age,) who

were frolicing in the water, and apparently quite

as much at ease there, as were ever any of its

native denizens.

It did not seem to make the sh'ghtest difference

to them whether they were at the top or at the

bottom of the water : all that they needed, being

the privilege exercised by the porpoise of coming

up occasionally to breathe. Their method of

sustaining tliemselves in tlie liquid element, was

the very acme of natation, and they performed

whatsoever evolution they pleased by the mere

agency of their hands, which they caused to

hang pendant from the wrist, in the same manner

that a duck is seen to work its web when swim-

ming.

On the passengers throwing some pieces of

coin into the water, these aquatic urchins dived

after, speedily discovered (how small soever

might be the size) ard brought them to the sur-

face. When the opportunity of a second scram-

.'II I !.
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ble was afForded tl,em, they stowed away their
former acquisitions, in their mouths, after the
fashion of monkeys, and plunged again to the
bottom, where (the water bei.^ sufficiently clear)
they might be seen engaged in the endeavour to
Jnistle one another from the vicinity of the ob-
jects of their common competition.

The following list of Indian names, with tlieir

English significations attached, may not be
thought uninteresting here. Their interpretation
rests, not upon any knowledge of my own, but
upon the testimony of an intelligent gentleman
connected, I believe, with the Indian Missionary
service in Upper Canada, but whose nan.e I have
forgotten or would gladly give it.

^^"^"'^"^"^ Large rocks seen in deep

water.

^^'^'^^^^^ Large rocks above water.

Chinguachouchy ...Young pi„e trees.

^^^°^''^"'^^ District of alder.

Matchadash Bad marshy hmd.

^^''^^"^'^^on Several channels through a

strait.

m
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Shemong A sort of loon, soot.

Otonabee ...Eagle tribe.

Kenebeck A snake.

Ontario Beautiful.

Ohio Most beautiful of riverB.

Manitoulin Islands of evil spirits or de-

vils.

Massagaweya A river with two outlets.

Eremosa A dog.

Spadeena Rising ground, a little hill.

Penetanguishine ...Look! it is running sand.

Pottawatomie We are making fire.

Occmulgee Boiling or bubbling water.

Niaiiara Strait between the lakes, as

also the portage and falls.

Fallulah Awful, terrible.

Alleghany Clear water.

Canandaigua* Place of rest.

Schenectady Over the plain.

* The American village of this name, near (ieneva, in

the State of New York, is a most delightful spot, well

assimilating in its characteristics with the poetry of the

Indian word, as above rendered.
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Connecticut Long crooked river.

Winnipiseogee The smile of the great spirit.

Mississippi The father of waters.

We-qua-amik-conkThe resort of beavers.

Ma-ni-tow-aun-ing The place of spirits.

Schqui-ain-dant ...The end of his dwellino-.

Mis-sis-sau-geeng The principal mouth of the

river, or outlets.

The four last are names of places on the

Northern shore of Lake Huron and its vicinity,

lying between the Indian village of Cold Water

(Kis-se-nau-se-bee) and the Sault St^ Marie.

To effectually improve the moral and social

condition of the Indians in Canada, more espe-

cially those dwelling among the white popula-

tion, it should seem only necessary to carry out

a well digested scheme, for reducing the manage-

ment of their affairs to one general uniform svs-

tem, and for supplying the means of affording

them sound religious instruction, as well as ele-

mentary education.

VOL. TI. M
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CHAPTER VI.

Canndian press— Editorial drawbacks.—Want of public

Lil»raries —Periodical Literature.—Tlhistration of po-

pular Instiiiction in the United States.— Conclusion.

It would be irrational to suppose that the con-

(iition whether of the public press or of literature

ill Canada, could be over satisfactory in the

midst of the untoward circumstances of the

country, such as they have been described.

Nevertheless, the case as regards the first, is

better upon the whole than might be anticipat-

ed
; nor is there wanting a few publications suffi-

ciently well-conducted and impartial to redeem,

in some degree, the general character of the local

press from the charge frequently brought against

it, of having no fixed code of moral excellence or

literary merit, and being a mere epitome of un-

iiitelk'ctual matter.

Far be it fea? me to undertake the invidious
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task of sper-ifying the various journals which

might he considered by an impartial observer to

belong to the one category or the other. lUit,

without bestowing either special praise or cen-

sure, I may be permitted to remark, that the

great and generally admitted defect in a very large

proportion of the Canadian press, is tlie absence

of a calm, dispassionate style of writing, as also

of a philosophic tone of argument, by means of

which the public mind might be steadied, and

accustomed to a train of reasoning embracin.r

principles and their application, in lieu of being

bewildered, as it too often is, by the profitless

consideration of mere abstract tenets, bearincr

only upon speculative objects, or upon questions

devoid alike of permanent interest and impor-

tance.

In Canada, as in almost every other country,

at the present day, much is in the power of the

press
; and we may be assured that were one or

two publications, answering in character to the

above description, promulgated in the Canadian

M 2
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I' as

provinces, tlioy would bo productivf of the k'st

ivsiilts, by <>Tii(lually rescuing the public senti-

ment fronj a morbid or an apathetic state, anil

I'levatincT it to a standard of consistency and

healthful vi«i;our.

It is, jiowever, scarcely to be hoped that this

^reat desideratum can beeflectually accomplish-

ed otherwise than throu<rh the medium of an ex-

tensive immigration, and of an improved system

of popular education : for the required stinni-

lants to exertion beino- now almost wholly want-

ing, few will be content to labour, even in the

work of social regeneration, without some pros-

pect of personal reward.

At present, editorial labours are very inade-

(puitely requited in Canada, and particularly in

Upper Canada.

It also mostly happens that the provincial

editors arc the pro})rietors of their respective

publicati<ms ; and if we may judge by their

repeated advertisements, calling upon their sub-

scribers to pay up arrears, the editorial mind

*
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must 1)1' far too oftt-ii distriu'tod from its Icni-

linmtf pursuits hy anxii'ty jis to the state of the

'inaiur ilopartim'ut.

I rciminlu'r on one occasion, dining n»y re-

sidence in Montreal, the proprietors of two rival

papers wliieli were wont to make their nppeur-

luiee daily, bein^' obliged to come to a mutual

understanding to issue their respective publica-

tions only on alternate days, because their pro-

fits were inadinpuite to permit the contimiaiice

of the original practice.

If the j)aucity of public libraries in the coun-

try may serve as any criterioi., the Canadians

generally camiot be regardt-d as a very reading

peoj)le, while the bulk of such books as are to

be met with centres in the Lower Province.

At Quebec, there is a moderatily good library,

besides that (said to be choice and valuable^,

which ajjpertains to the garrison. At Montreal,

also, there is a small pid)lic library, to which,

as at Quebec, you obtain admission on pay-

i.ii
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ment of an annual foe ; bi.t neither at Kingston
nor Toronto, is there any thing in the shape
of a pubhc library to be seen. In the 'alter

place, there is a small ccllection of professional

works belonging to the Law Society, and also

an inconsiderable library attached to the House
of Assembly; but of course, neither of these

can be .said to constitut.^ a public library. At
Toronto, moreover, there exists but one private

hook store at which a standard work can be
obtained. A few individuals in both provinces,

ure said to jwssess well-stored libraries of their

own, and to be sedulous in their endeavours to

recruit them.

The military sensitively feel, as regards men-
tal occupation, the change from Lower to Upper
Canada, and labour under great disadvantages

in *his respect, when quartered in the towns of
the latter province. Attempts have occasionally

been made to establish periodical literature in

Lower Canada, though they have been attended
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with very indiffmnt success; but, in the Up-

per Province, no effort of the kind jippears to

have been at any time displayed.

Though it caiuiot be a matter of reproach to

the Canadians that they have no literpture of

their own, seeing that whether as regards the

present or the future, and under any change of

political circumstances, they must mainly de-

pend, like their neighbours the American citi-

zens, upon their conmion parent, England, for

their chief literary aliment, it is nevertheless ex-

traordinary that thoy should take so little pains

to establish public institutions l)y whose agency

the benefits of English literature might be more

generally disseminated among them.

To conclude the few remarks that I have

hazarded upon the preceding topics, I will just

adduce, as not irrelevant to them, the following

incident, illustrative of the sense in which po-

pular instruction is practically understood in

tiie United States.

Upon the table of a room, in a little inn, in

if
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n riMUoto pnrt of tl.c Stato „f Now York, 1 nucc

'"M'l'^''uvl to see lyin^r „,„.„, u„ „l,Htruse work
«>" Alirchraic K(i„ations, wliHi, from its well-

"hii.iIhhI appoanuuv, must l.ave Ihvu nnicl, in

m,i,isition. My ronjcctiiros as to who, i„ such

" })Iai-o, conl.l 1,0 tho party accustornni to con-
sult a work of tl.is<lesfription were speedily set

at rest by the entrmuv of a rou^rh.hK,ki„^ n,a„

«»f the working class, attired in a rustic garb,
who, forthwith seating himself, t.)ok up the
Ix'ok in ijuestion, and was soon absorbed in its

porusal.

It is to Ik; apprehended that the traveller in

Kngland, or in any other country but the

States, would vainly seek a similar exhibition,

tliough even there, such an instance of rural

learning as that recorded, would perhaps be sel-

dom witnessed.

Throughout these pages, it has been my ob-

.iwt to show that any abstract measures which
may be attempted with a view to the jiromotion

"f Canadian, as identified with British interests,
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in.Ht prove alH.rtive, unKss tlicy In- Im-Ml iip..M

the solid foiiiulatlon of pliysinil Htrcii^rtl, .„„|

moral improvfincnt.

Witli rclVreiuv to tlii' first, it needs hut iJtiU.

c'videiici' to prove, that aecordin^r as iniiDi^rn,.

(ion wm> encouraged, so would security |.> ('a-

imda increase
; that in proportion as land, capital,

and lahour were pennitti>d to find their le<Mti-

mate employment as creative powers, so would

the vast resources of the country hecon.e tan-

J,nl>le, and that in the ratio of their develop-

ment, so would the fri'ueral j)r()sperity proceed.

As regards the cause of moral improvement,

it is no less evident that, whether considered

ahstractcdly in itself, or as a necessary adjimct,

to "rive permanence to the prosperity just men-

tioned, it is only to he elfectually promoted l)y

the timely reconciliation of religious dissensions,

and by making adecpiate provision for affording

to the entire nmimunity sucli religious and secu-

lar instruction as shall prove suited both to their

present and progressive wants.

1
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250 CONCLUSION.

How far the proper means to either of the ends
in question have been suggested in the present

volumes, an enlightened public will be best able

to determine, and by the impartial judgment of

that public, in relation to the matter, it will be
the duty of the Author with all deference to

abide.
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APPENDIX.

No. I.

Vol. I. page 167.

After District General Order issued on the

occasion of the Affair at Prescott.

Toronto, November ]9tk, 1838.

His Excellency Major-General Sir George
Arthur feels the greatest gratification in announc-
ing to the Queen's Regular Troops, and to Her
Majesty's Militia of the Province, now so happily

engaged hand in hand in the defence of their

country, against internal disaffection, and against

the most cruel and unjust aggression from abroad,

that their united efforts have proved decidedly

effectual in overcoming a gang of desperadoes, who
lately had the temerity to make a descent, from tlit^

United States, o i the Canadian shore of the St.

Lawrence, between Prescott and Johnstown.

The pirates, on landing took possession of some
stone houses, and a stone mill, of exlraordin.irv

n

I
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Strength of masonry, about one and a half mile

below the former place ; of these they held posses-

sion for some time, closely blockaded by tfie Loyal

Militia, under Colonel Plomer Young, particular

service, until reinforced by Colonel the Honourable
Henry Dundas, with a Demi Field Battery of the

Royal Artillery, and some companies of the 83rd

Regiment from Kingston. Against such a force,

when supplied with heavy artillery, it was impos-

.sible for the enemy long to hold out; and after the

stone liouses had been destroyed, a white flag was

lioisted at the mill, and its occupiers were per-

mitted to surrender at discretion.

The fruits of these gallant proceedings, consisted

of about one hundred and sixty-seven prisoners, ex-

clusively of about sixteen wounded.

It is reported, that not less than fifty-six of the

enemy were killed during the operations.

Colonel the Honourable Henry Dundas, Colonel

Plomer Young, and Captain Sandom, Royal Navy,

commanding the Naval Flotilla, speak in the very

highest terms of the gallantry, good conduct, and

extraordinary forbear mce, of the whole of the Sea-

men, Marines, ti>e Regular Force, the Militia, and
the Volunteers, employed on the occasion.

i 1
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The British loss consists of Lieutenant Johnston,

83r(l Regiment
; Lieutenant Duluiage, of the Gren-

ville Militia, killed ; and Lieutenant Parker, Royal

Marines, and Lieutenant Parslow, of the jMilitia,

wounded; with about forty-five rank and file

killed and wounded.

The loss of the Brigands was particularly severe

in officers, among whom were the self-styled Gene-

rals Brown and Phillips.

His Excellency Major-Gencral Sir George Arthur

cannot sufficiently applaud the alacrity and firmness

with which Colonel Plomer Young attacked the

Brigands, with a very inferior force, on their first

appearance on the Canada shore; and tlie gal-

lantry with which the detachments of the 83rd

Regiment, and Royal IMarines, with the Militia

under his command, drove them to seek a tempo-

rary security in the mill and houses: in which,

however, they found it totally impracticable long to

maintain themselves against British valour and per-

severing intrepidity.

The Major-General also offers his warmest thanks

to Colonel Dundas, for the able disposition of his

force, and his indefatigable exertions ; to Colonel

McBean, R. A.; to Colonel R. Duncan Fraser; to

iSiJ
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Lieutenant-Colonel Gowan ; and Captain George

Macdonald
; and to all the officers of the Militia

and Volunteers, whose names he is alone prevented

from particularising, by the casual absence of the

despatch from Colonel Young, which enumerated

them
; and His Excellency is confident that the

gallant example now shewn, will be followed with

equal loyalty and spirit, by all the Militia of the Pro-

vince, should their services be called for.

To Captain Sandom, commanding the Royal

Navy, likewise are His Excellency's thanks most

fully due, for his vigilance and able co-operation

;

and to Lieutenant Powell, Royal Navy, who so gal-

lantly commanded Her Mnjesty's steamer Experi-

ment, which although so inferior in point of size and
power, obliged the enemy's steamer Ufiited States,

to seek refuge in an American port.

His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor, like-

wise, has much pleasure in congratulating Colonel

Carmichael, particular service, and the loyal and

gallant Glengarry Militia regiments, under Colonel

McDonell, Fraser, Chisholm, and McDonell, wliose

ready aid in moving into the Lower Province,

mainly contributed to the recapture of the Henri/

Brougham, and has earned for them the high

i- hi
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approbation of His Excellency the commander ot

the forces.

By command. (Signed) C. Foster, Colonel,

Assist. Adjt. Genl.

No. II.

Vol. I. page 188.

CIRCULAR.*

Safety Committee Room, 18th August, 1839.

GLORIOUS NEWS FOR THE PATRIOTS.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer recently de-

clared in the House of Commons, in England, that

the Canadian Revolution had already cost Great

Britain upwards of ten millions of dollars, and re-

marked that a continuance of the expense of keep-

ing up so large a military establishment in those

colonies, could not long be borne.

Daniel O'Connell and Mr. Leader, the great ad-

vocates for liberty, ably defended the Lower Cana-

* Comment upon the artful distortions, the calumnie?,

and the atrocious language contained in this document,
is unnecessary.

It
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(lians in the Britisli House of Commons, and sus-

tained the revolting party in the course they have

taken.

John G. Parker, and seven other leading Upper

Canada patriots, wlio were banisht-d by Governor

Arthur, have been liberated in England, and are

now on their return home.

Instructions have been given by the ministry in

England, for the immediate liberation of all the

i*atriot prisoners, now in custody of the authorities

in the Canadas.

Sir John Colborne has recently been dismissed

from the office of Governor-general of the Canadas,

and recalled to England in consequence of the seve-

rity with which he uniformly treated the French

Canadians, engaged in the revolution.

Mr. Charles Duller, secretary to Lord Durham,

(wliile the latter was discharging the duties of Go-

vernor-general of the North American colonics)

and member of the House of Commons, strongly

censured Governor Arthur, for executing those

brave patriots, Lount and Matthews, and unhesita-

tingly told the Prime IMinister, tliat he. Governor

Arthur, had made false representations relative t(»

Canadian affairs, and particularly in stating the
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number who signed a petition to have tlie hves of
Loiint and Matthews spared.

It is ascertained for a certainty, that Governor
Arthur's conduct in relation to the cruel treatment

of Patriot prisoners and suspected persons, is dis-

approved of in England, and it is confidently ex-

pected that he will soon be dismissed and follow

Governor Colborne.

The government of Great Britain have approved
of the decision of the Lower Canadian judges, who
were suspended from office by Governor Colborne,
for interfering with the military law, and are again
in office to see that justice is done to the oppres-

sed ! !

Fellow-Patriots .—The Committee of Safety

have much pleasure in communicating to the friends

of freedom the above facts recently received from
unquestionable authority, which cannot fail to dis-

pel the dark cloud which has for months past cast

a solemn gloom over the Patriot cause.

It is quite clear that the British government are

already tired of the expense of retaining the Cana-
das at the point of the bayonet, as they have done
for the last eighteen months. The enormous amount
of doing so, has to be borne by the people in

N^
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England, or they at once lose those colonies ; and

it is evident that the six millions of dollars yearly

required to maintain a standing army for that pur-

pose, has its proper influence with Queen Victorias

advisers, who will pause before they increase the

excitement in England, already bordering on a state

of revolution, by an additional tax, whicli must be

resorted to, as mentioned by the Chancellor, should

the Canadas be retained by the Queen.

The Committee are without proof that the British

Ministry secretlj/ desire to have these colonies res-

cued from under their control, but they are in pos-

session of facts that fully justify a conscientious

belief that such is really the case.

The frankness of the Chancellor of the Exchequer

in stating that the Canadas could not long be held

by Great Britain, under such heavy yearly expense ;

the open manner Messrs. O'CJonnell and Leader,

both in confidence of the Ministry, advocate in the

House of Commons the course pursued by the

Lower Canadians; the certain dismissal of Governor

Colborne, in consequence of ill-treating the French

Canadians, suspected of being concerned in the

rebellion ; the strong language made use of in the

House of Commons, by Mr. Charles Buller, rela-
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tive to Governor Arthur's conduct in executing

Lount and Matthews; the daily censure heaped

upon the hitter functionary by the authorities in

Enghmd, for tlie tyranny which has characterized

all his past acts, (whenever he liad Patriot prisoners

in his power) ; the liberation of that useful and

leading Patriot, John G. Parker, and others ; the

restoring to office of the Lower Canadian judges, dis-

missed by Governor Colborne, for allowing bail to Pa-

triot prisoners confined under Sir John's martial law

;

with many other similar facts, all go to strengthen

the committee in their well-grounded belief, that

whatever those who wield the power in Great Bri-

tain may openly say relative to holding the Cana-

das, they very prudently, and with an eye to their

alarming troubles at home, secretly desire to rid

themselves of these expensive colonies, the assertion

of all the Tory tyrants therein to the contrary not-

withstanding.

In pursuing this subject a little further, the Com-
mittee beg leave to remark, that it is well known
in Great Britain, that full nineteen-twentieths of an

IMMENSE Lower Canadian population are hostile

to their present government, and in favour of a re-

volution
; and it is equally well known, by the au-

I in
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thorities in England, that those Canadians have
only beer, deterred from a general insurrection, and
putting down the hired soldiery and loyalists, by a
knowledge th.U should ti.ey make another attempt
for liberty, ,nd fail to overpower the soldiers and
loyalists, f., want of arms, Governor Colb, rne
would certainly pursue the same horrid butch, ry of
men, women and children, and the destruction of
n>ho/e villages by fire, that characterized his pro-
ceedings in the first and second outbreak. The
same, to a certain extent, will equally apply to

Governor Arthur's conduct in Upper Canada. If
the British ministry were, therelbre, really deter-

mined to hold those provinces .>t the point of the
bayonet, as they have thus far done, is it reasonable

to suppose that they would under any circumstances

withdraw the very men from the government of
the Canadas, who it is notorious have (by their

cruel acts, and threatenings to punish more severely

in the future,) kept a grent number of the less in-

formed and timid Patriots in both provinces, from
fulfilling the solemn pledges given to the United
States Patriots, (who went irom their homc^ to as-

sist in giving them freedom,) in coming to th.
'

assistance according to expectation, in the hour o.

¥ i;
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danger, thereby causing every defeat the Patriots
have thus far met with.

The embarrassment wliich the fearless Patriots
have l,ad to contend with by s«eh weakness on the
part of their timid fellow-cit,zens in the Canadas,
will no .V be effectually removed by the departure of
Governor Colborne from Lower Canada, and the
daily expected dismissal of Governor Arthur in the
Upper Province, and the dilliculty that so many
real friends hav so long laboured under for want of
arms, can be easily overcome by thro^ving into the
hands o; those who will use thnn a sufficient quan-

to make them useful.

Taking a candid viow of the whole of the pre
ceding truths, and without giving them any i„,pro-
per colouring, they certainly do forbode prospects
cheering to those who still nobly desire to see the
Canadas freed from bondage, and who by now
coming forward manfully will , complish an object
worr V and creditable to the n, ,e o^freemen, and
ftehi , a> ured that the reorganization of a new
society, under such favourable circumsta. .es, will
hasten ona crisis somu-h desired by thou-.mds', yea
millions, and with a view ol keeping up a high
«tate of excitement and alarm in the Canadas so es-

m
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«entially necessary for the furtherance of that cause.
The Committee have thought it advisable to issue

circular letters, setting forth their views upon the
important subject, and have dispatched several of
their own members to distribute them con/idcntiathj,

m different directions, with further authority to
form, while on their present tour, societies on our
own, and the Canadian frontier, agreeable to the
accompanying instructions, which, if rigidly ob-
served, will effectually baffle the most sagacious to
ascertain even of the formation of a new secret so-
ciety, or si.bsequent movements, in time to prevent
successful operations.

As soon as the societies can be properly formed,
(which owing to the extent of territory on both
frontiers, and the extreme difficulty and caution
necessary to be observed in approaching the Cana-
dian shores, and passing through those provinces

unsuspected, will take some considrrahlv time,) no-
tice will be given relative to future proceedings; in

the mean time the Committee do earnestly beg and
entreat that no public show will be made, no expres-

sions heard to escape the lips of any person, calcu-

lated to excite suspicion among those who do not
feel disposed to heartily unite in the glorious cause

;

: n r
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but let all appear as calm and silent as the grave
(except nightly meetings.) till the proper hour shall
arrive.

With reference to future movements theCommit-
tee will merely now remark, that whatever course
they may hereafter decide on pursuing in this mat-
ter, it now strikes them very forcibly that as there
are many places on the Canadian frontier, where
landing can be made without coming in direct con-
tact with a superior British force, and hundreds of
other places where little or no force is kept, parti-
cularly in the Upper Province, a very successful
invasion can be for years carried on, if necessary,
by the joint co-opevation of the fnends in the Ca-'
nadas, affording as the latter can, at all times, the
most correct and useful information.

While there continues so great a military force
m the Canadas, and while the authorities there con-
tinue in the belief that their government across the
Atlantic desire them to (idend these provinces, it

will not be advisable that any place taken possession
ol by the Patriots in those colonies, shall for the
present be permanently held.

The example which the tyrants of Great Britain
first set our forefathers in the revolutionary war of
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1776, tbllowed up by Colonel MacNabb and Cap-

tain Drew in the Canadian revolution of1837, can be

speedily accomplished on landing, and the places

evacuated before any great combination of force

can be brought to bear against the Patriots. The

insulting manner which the officials, backed up by

other loyalists, have, time after time, exposed the

lives of hundreds of American citizens, by dis-

charging small arms at our steam-boats and schoon-

ers in passing (on their regular and lawful busi-

ness,) by those hot-beds of Toryism, Brockville,

Prescott, and other places on the Canadian shores,

calls loudly for merited chastisement.

We shall no doubt be told, and very likely too by

our own government, that we are engaged in a

cause calculated to create ill feeling between Great

llritain and the United States, that may ultimately

bring on a national war between those two powers.

Anticipating such an objection by some few citizens

against the Patriot cause, the Committee, in reply,

do not hesitate to say, that Great Britain with her

alarming difficulties at home will not venture a war

with the United States government, in consequence

of citizens of the latter taking possession of a terri-

tory four thousand miles from England, which costs
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the latter millions of dollars yearly more than its

worth, and which they no doubt tvish to get rid of;

but suppose, on the other hand, that Queen Flctoria

should be advised to declare war against Uncle Sam,
pray tell us, ye wise men, what she should gain by
such a step? The Committee say, mthlng whatever.

What then would she lose }—All her North Amcri-

can Colonies. Besides, would not a war firmly unite

the Southern and Northern States ? Would not the

question relative to Maine, and other disputes, be
finally settled in less than a month after a decla-

ration of war? Would the Canadians remain a day
under Great Britain ? Nay ;—but why dwell on
this subject ?_there is no danger, if danger it can
be called, of such being the case.

Shall we then, the offspring of tliose brave

Patriots, whose blood flowed so copiously in free-

ing themselves from the same oppressive and gall-

ing yoke of tyranny that the Canadians are groan-

ing under, be prevented from following in the

footstep: of our illustrious ancestors. Let us, as a

people who know the blessings of freedom, shew
that the descendants of those who taught Great
Britain to be just to the now United States in I77(i,

will teach Miss Victoria and her government, to be

VOL. II. jj
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also just to the Canadas, labouring under similar

oppression that we once did : and that should it take

years, and millions of dollars, and oceans of blood,

tliose suffering colonies should yet be free, and the

guilty officials who have in the least participated in

the murdering of American or Canadian citizens,

or in the capturing, trial or execution of a Patriot,

may yet in their turn have to enter upon the scaf-

fold for execution, should justice, in a more sum-

mary way, not sooner overtake them.

It will, no doubt, be gratifying to the friends of

freedom to know that there is no want of the neces-

sary n^eans to carry on an extensive invasion, should

Great Britain drive us to that alternative, as we

can now safely depend on coDsiderable assistance

from the Canadas. The Commit?/ <- look forward at

no very distant period, to see those Provinces a

second Texas, and when that day arrives, be it

sooner or later, the names of those registered, as

directed by the instructions of this Commivt/^, ««<!

continue from under the new society to the end,

will be sure of receiving such rewards as their ser-

vices may justly entitle them.

In taking leave of you, fellow-citizens and

Patriots, for a while, the Committee think they
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have only to call your thoughts for a moment to

past events, to convince you that our future pros-

pects to glorious honours and wealth on the one

hand, or the total ruin, defeat, and disgrace on the

other, depends upon a well organised society, who
to a man must, under the most trying circum-

stances, make strict secrecy, watchfulness, patience,

order, perseverance, brotherly love, a determination

to support the by-laws, his constant watchword.

(Signed) J. L. Quinn,

Chairman to the Committee of Safety.

No. III.

Vol. I. page 277.

Declaration of the Causes which led to the for-

mation of the Constitutional Association of Que-

bec, and of the Objects for which it has been

formed.

The political evils under which Lower Canada

has long laboured, have recently been increased in

so alarming a degree, that the subversion of Govern-

m«it itself is to be apprehended, with the consequent

n2
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disorders of anarchy, unless the progress of them

be arrested, and an efFectual remedy applied.

Under the influence of a party in the Assembly

of the Province, labouring by e\ -ry means which

they could devise to concentrate political power in

their own hands exclusively, national distinctions

have been fostered and established, the administra-

tion of the local Government has been perseveringly

obstructed and impeded, its authority brought into

contempt, and public and private security essentially

impaired and endangered; whilst the just subordi-

nation of the Colony to the Parent State has been

openly questioned, and resistance to its authority,

if not avowedly inculcated, certainly covertly pro-

moted.

In prosecution of the views of the party to which

those evils are mainly ascribable, that portion of

the population of the Proi/ince which has been by
them designated as " of British or Foreign origin"

has virtually been, and now is, deprived of the pri-

vilege of being heard in the Representative Branch

of the Government in support of their interests and

views. The portion of the population thus proscrib-

ed amounts to about one hundred and fifty thousand

souls, or one-fourth of the whole, and comprises
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nearly all the merchants, the principal members of

the learned professions, a lai-ge body of skilful and

wealthy artizans and mechanics, and a great num-

ber of respectable and industrious agriculturists,

possesses extensive real estate, and holds by far the

greatest portion of the capital employed in the pur-

suits of trade and industry; all which interests are

liable tc be burthened, and in fact have been in-

juriously affected, in consequence of the proceedings

of the said party and of the majority of the same

origin by whom they have been supported in the

Assembly of the Province.

The class of persons by whom Members of the

Assembly are almost exclusively returned,—that is,

the inhabitants of French origin, who form the

majority, and whose character is in other respects

most estimable,—has shewn itself peculiarly liable

to be acted upon by ambitious and self-interested

individuals, who, by exciting the latent national

prejudices of the majority against their fellow-sub-

jects of a different origin, can, as appears from late

events, lead them astray by specious though per-

fectly unfounded representations addressed to their

prejudices and passions.

By these means the party in the Assembly al-
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ready ulhuJcd to, has acquired a dangerous ascen-
<'a'UT over this class of the pop.dation. and the
•esult of the late elections evinces that th.y will
"se it for the purpose of securing the return of such
persons only as will act in subserviency to them,
l^pon that occasion it is notorious, that no other
ciualification was asked or re<iuired fion. candidates
than an implicit acquiescence in the views and
wishes of the patty as expressed in the resolutions
of the Assembly to be presently adverted to.

While the representation of the Province con-
titnies on such a footing with the concentration of
l">vver incident to it, experience has sliewn that
tlure can be no hope of a f.ir and impartial admi-
nistration of the powers of Government, and there
is too much reason to apprehend that in a body so
constituted, the public and the general interests of
the Province, commercial and agricultural, will

continue to be overlooked and neglected or sub-
jected to injurious regulations, its improvement
obstructed and retarded, and the whole internal

(Jovernment of the province deprived of the Legis-
lative superintendence and provisions which are
necessary for its efficiency, aTid the promotion of
the general welfare.

A"
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The political evils arisiiifr from the constitution

and composition of the Assembly have been greatly

increased and aggravated by the Act of the Impe-

rial Parliament placing at the disposal of the Assem-

bly, absolutely and unconditionally as is understood

by that body, the important revenue by means of

which the civil expenditure of the Province was

previously defrayed. By this increase to the power

derived from great numerical superiority in the

Assembly, have been superadded the irresistible

weight and influence necessarily conjoined with the

exclusive power of appropriating the revenues ab-

solutely and indispensably requisite for defraying

the civil expenditure of the Province, by means of

which the Executive Government has been rendered

entirely dependent on the will and pleasure of the

leaders in the Assembly for its very existence, and

public authority, both administrative and judicial,

from the Governor in Chief and the Chief Justice

of the Province, to the most humble individual in

the scale of office, has been subjected to their in-

terested, partial, vindictive, or capricious control.

If any doubt (!ould heretofore have been enter-

tained as to the design and tendency of the proceed-

ings of these men, that doubt must have been
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removed by the PosoltUions passed in the Assem-
l^ly on the 21st d...y of February 1834, containing
Olivers false and scandalous imputations of so gene-
ral a nature as not to admit of answer or investiga-
t.on, against the character and conduct of His
Majesty's Government in this Province.-against
the whole body of its officers, civil and military,^
against the judiciary and the second branch of the
Provincial Legislature,-against the large portion
of the inhabitants of the colony engaged solely in
the duties and pursuits of private life, and against
the British Government generally as respects this
Province since the cession of Canada to His Ma-
jt ,ty by the crown of France.

These Resolutions passed by a majority of 5(5, of
whom 51 were members of French origin, against
24, of whom 17 were not of that origin. They
formally class and enumerate His Majesty's subjects
in this Province as persons of -French origin" and
"f " British or Foreign origin," the former of whom
are erroneously stated as consisting of 525,000 and
the latter 75,000 souls.

The address to His Majesty and to the two
Houses of Parliament wherein these Resolutions
are embodied, and which have been transmitted to
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England, claims a revision and modification, by the

majority of tiie people of this Province, of the Con-

stitutional Act; an extension of the elective system

contrary to the prerogative of the Crown and the

British Constitution, for the purpose of vesting the

appointment to offices of honour and profit in the

said majority of the people ; the election of the

second branch of the Legislature, now appointed by

the Crown for life, in virtue of the aforesaid Act

;

threatening at the same time the British Govern-

ment and Parli{uii?nt with the example of the late

Colonies now the United States of America, and

insisting upon being supported in the demands

contained in the said Resolutions, that the people of

this Province "may not be forced by oppression to

regret their dependence on the British empire, and

to seek elsewhere a remedy for their afflictions."

In furtherance of the views of the framers of the

said Resolutions and Address, the said Resolutions

were, shortly after the close of the last session of

the Provincial Parliament, printed and distributed

in great numbers throughout the Province at their

public expense ; and certain Committees were

therein invited to be formed, to aid in giving effect

to the same, under a pledge of the honour of the

n3
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Represent cives of the people, fo , .burse the
expenses of the said Commiti> thorn, or to
snch persons as might advance n. y -o them.
The party already referred to, composed of cer-

tain Members of the Hou.. of 'he i^ssembly, of
French origin, has for several years past, as alreldy
stated, and as is well known, taken ad^ mtag ,f

every opportunity,-both by speeches delivered in
the House of Assembly and elsewhere, and through
means of newspapers under their control, to excite

the ancient national prejudices ofthe inhabitants who
are of French origin, against their fcUow-subjects

who are not of that origin ; and particularly by
the aforesaid Resolutions printed and distributed as

aforesaid, and by meetings and committees in sup-
port thereof, they have in fact so operated upon the

prejudices of persons of their origin, as to excite a

great number of them to frequent public expres-

sions of hatred, and threatened violence to those not
of the same national oriffin.

In consequence of these machinations and others

connected with and resulting from them, it has

come to pass, as might have been looked for under
such circumstances, that at the late general elec
tion, (as the poll books kept of record according to
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law will shew ") mniorities consisting of persons of

French origin have ( .sen il\ whole of the

Members who are to compose tiie i ..use of Assem-

bly for the ensuing four years, of persons of that

origin who have publicly approved of the said

Resolutions, or pledged themselves to their sup-

port.

As suborbmate to the grievances now stated, but

contributing materially to the political evils of the

Province, other departments of the Government
may be mentioned as to which measures of reform

are urgently called for. The system of judicature,

as now estabhsned, it is universally known, is alto-

gether insufficient and unsuiteu to the present state

and condition of the Province. From the great

extension of the Settlements, and the increase of

population in different districts, the Courts of

Original Jurisdiction have become inaccessible to

the inhabitants at a distance from them, otherwise

than at a ruinous expense, involving in many cases

a denial or failure of justice ; while the Court of

Appeals, from its peculiar constitution, is unfit for

the exercise of the powers with which it is entrusted.

That a system of such vital importance to the public

welfare, and yet so injuriously defective and inade-
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quate, should have continued without alteration or

improvement, is among the striking evidences of

the imperfect exercise of powers entrusted to the

Provincial Legislature.

In every well regulated Government it is essen-

tial that the Executive authority should be aided

by the advice of able and well informed individuals,

acting together and in a body, by which sound dis-

cretion, uniformity, consistency and system are im-

parted to its measures. Amon^ Colonial Govern-

ments, which are generally administered by persons

labouring under the disadvantage of a deficiency of

local information, assistance of this nature is indis-

pensable for the attainment of the ends of good

Government. This body of advisers ought to be

found in the Executive Council of the Provnice
;

but its IMembers are too few in number, and its

composition too defective to answer the purposes of

its institution.

Whilst the greatest importance ought to be at-

tached to the selection of fit persons for seats in

the Legislative Council, it is indispensably neces-

sary for the stability of the Government as now

constituted, and for the security of His Majesty's

subjects within the Province, that the power of
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appointing Members of that branch of the Legisla-

ture should continue to reside exclusively in the

Crown, but subject to such regulations as may
be deemed proper for ensuring tiie appointment of

fully qualified persons.

Under the foregoing view of the political state of

the Province, the object of the Constitutional Asso-

ciation of Quebec will be, by Constitutional means

— ist. To obtain for persona of British and Irish

origin, and others His JMajesty's subjects labouring

under the same privation of common rights, a fair

and reasonable proportion of the representation in

the Provincial Assembly. 2nd. To obtain such re-

form in the system of judicatui-e and the adminis-

tration of justice as may adapt them to the preserl

state of the Province. 3rd. To obtain such a com-

position of the Executive Council as may impart to

it the efficiency and weight which it ought to pos-

sess, 4th. To resist any appointment of Members

of the Legislative Council otherwise tlian by the

Crown, but subject to such regulations as may

ensure the appointment of fit persons. 5th. To use

every effort to maintain the connexion of this Colony

with the Parent State, and a just subordination to

its authority. 6th. To assist in preserving and

'1;
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maintaining peace and good order throughout the

Province, and ensuring the equal rights of His

Majesty's subjects of all classes.

NOW WE, whose names are undersigned, tak-

ing the premises into our serious consideration, do

hereby form ourselves into a Constitutional Associ-

ation for the purposes stated in the foregoing Decla-

ration, and for mutual support in the discharge of

the duties of our allegiance to His Majesty, as law-

ful Sovereign of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland, and of this Province, depen-

dant on and belonging to the said kingdom

—

Declaring that we w'sh for no preferences or

advantages over our fellow-subjects of whatever

national origin, nor any infringement of the rights,

laws, institutions, privileges and immunities, civil

or religious, in which those of French origin may

be peculiarly interested, and to which they are

entitled, or which they enjoy under the British

Government, and the established Constitution

;

desiring merely for ourselves the enjoyment ofequal

rights with our fellow-subjects, and that perma-

nent peace, security and freedom of our persons,

opinions, property and industry which are the

common rights of British subjects.
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And in furtherance of the purposes aforesaid,

to the utmost of our power, we hereby pledge our-

selves to oach other and to our fellow- subjects

throughout the empire.

QuKBKC, December 1834.

No. IV.

Vol. I. page 277.

TO MEN OF BHITISH OR Irish DESCENT.

Fellow-countrymen,

Engaged in a contest, the result of which must
be felt throughout the Provinces of British Ame-
rica, we, your calumniated and oppressed brethren
of Montreal, solicit your attention to a brief and
temperate exposition of our principles and grie-
vances.

Connected with you by identity of origin, by
communityof feeling, by national recollections, and
by one common interest in this the hour of danger
we look to you for support.

The population of Lower Canada, heterogeneous

in its character, comprehends two distinct classes,

a majority of French and a minority of British

descent, governed by feelings and attachments

I'?
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widely different from each other; the causes which

have produced that division may not be generally

known.

The want of education among the French majo-

rity, and the inconsequent inability to form a correct

judgment of the acts of their political leaders, have

engendered most of our grievances. The extent of

that ignorance may be collected from the facts, that

within the last two years, in each of two grand ju-

ries of the Court of King's Bench for the district of

Montreal, selected under a provincial law, from

among the wealthiest inhabitants of the rural

parishes, there was found but one person com-

petent to write his name; and that trustees of

schools are specially permitted, by statute, to affix

their crosses to their school reports.

The political information of that part of the

Canadian population engaged in agricultural pur-

suits is therefore derived exclusively from the few

educated individuals scattered among them, who

speak the same language, and who possess the

means of directing public opinion, exempted from

those salutary checks which education alone can

bestow.

The persons who wield this mighty power are,
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generally speaking. Seigneurs, Lawyers, and Nota-

ries of French extraction, all of whom, as will be

shewn hereafter, have a direct and selfish interest

in maintaining a system of Feudal Law, injurious

to the country and bearing with peculiar severity

on British interests.

Our endeavours to procure relief have been

represented, as a covert attack upon the customs

and institutions of the Province; national prejudices

have been called into action, national feelings ex-

cited, and a French majority, ignorant of the nature

of the contest, is now arrayed against a British

minority.

Passing by the petty vexations of the feudal

tenure, such as the Seigneurs' riglit to call for the

title deeds of every vassal; his exclusive right of

grinding the grain of his Seigneurie ; his right to

assume any property within the limits of his Seig-

neurie on reimbursing to the purchaser the cost of

his acquisition
; and other claims of a servile and

arbitary character incident to feudal law, we pro-

ceed to the subject of the more grievous burdens by

which we are oppressed.

Throughout the Seigneuries of Lower Canada,

within the limits of which are comprised the cities

I'i
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of Montreal and Quebec, upon the sale of real pro-

perty tlie feudal lord exacts from the purchaser a

fine e(,ual to one-twelfth part of the price; a claim

which recurs with each successive sale; thus every

person who clears, or otherwise improves a farm,

erects a building, either in town or country, or in-

vests capital in landed estate, bestows one-twelfth

of his outlay on the Seigneur, whenever the pro-

perty is brought to sale.

This odious law, so injurious in its effects, readily

explains why this fine Province, althougli richly

endowed by nature, is so far surpassed in the ca-

reer of improvement by neighbouring provinces

and states.

From the want of a Bill for the registration of

real property, the validity of a title cannot be as-

certained except by a course of expensive proceed-

ings through the Courts of Law, but secret incum-

brances may still exist, unaffected by that procedure,

for whose discovery no means are afforded ; hence

the difficulty of borrowing money on mortgage,

and the frequent seizure and forced sale of real

estate.

The profits which accrue to the Seigneur from

this state of things are obvious ; and tlie interest of
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the French Lawyer and Notary, in maintaining a

system of law that fosters litigation, and produces

corresponding expense, is equally intelligible.

Such are the considerations which govern a party

exercising paramount influence in the House of

Assembly; and thus it is that British liberality

which confered upon the PVench pojiulation the

elements of free government, has been perverted by

designing and interested individuals to the means

of retaining laws adverse to national prosperity and

to the spirit of free institutions.

The repugnance of Britons to a slavish and anti-

quated system of feudal jurisprudence has drawn
upon them the undisguised hostility of the French

party
; an hostility which has been manifested by

attempts even of a legislative character to check

emigration from the British Isles, and to prevent a

permanent settlement in the Province of that class

of His Majesty's subjects, whom they have invidi-

ously described as "of British or Foreign origin."

The most prominent of those enactments, and

the most unjust, is their imposition of a tax on

British emigrants, and British emigrants orly, in

violation of the most sacred rights we inherit from
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our fathers, and contrary to the best interests of the

Province.

In the formation of counties for the election of

representatives, the townships, which are held by

the tenure of free and common soccage, and are

therefore the natural resort of British settlers, have

l)een divided into counties, according to the actual

population, without making any provision for its

future growth, although the territory thus parcelled

out is of much larger extent than the French seig-

neuries
; so that were the respective sections of the

province peopled in proportion to their productive

powers, a majority of British constituents would re-

turn a minority of representatives.

They have excluded co-tenants and co-proprie-

tors from the elective franchise, as beiug generally

Britons, whilst to co-heirs, as being chiefly French,

the right of voting has been carefully secured.

The qualification of magistrates, of militia officers,

and of jurors, is made to depend upon real estate;

the possession of which, in properties of limited

value, is generally confined to Canadians, whilst

Britons, whose capitals are more commonly em-

barked in commercial and manufacturing pursuits,

are virtually debarred from those offices and public
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trusts ; thus confidin/r our liberties to the discretion

of a body of men, the greater number of whom are

devoid of education, and have been taught to regard

Britons as their natural enemies.

Their abuse of power and contempt of enlighten-

ed public opinion, (confident in the support of an

unlettered French majority), are exemplified by

their proceedings in the House of Assembly. We
have seen Mr. Christie expelled from successive

parliaments, despite the remonstrances of the dis-

franchised electors of Gaspe, and contrary to every

principle of a representative government— Mr.

Mondelet expelled by a forced construction of an

illegal resolution—a construction, from which the

framer of the resolution declared his dissent ; and

contrary to the precedent in the case of Mr. Panet,

who, under like circumstances, was permitted to re-

tain his scat—the West Ward of ^Montreal, contain-

ing a m.ijority of independent British electors, dis-

franchised for two years—a pretended inquiry into

the melancholy riot of the 2lstofMay 1832, where

individuals were pronounced guilty before the exa-

mination of a single witness; and where, in violation

of a solemn pledge, and of common justice, the evi-

dence for the prosecution was sent forth to the world

it!)
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without any evidence having beer received in de-

fence—public monies misapplied under resolutiong

of the Assembly, without the assent of the co-ordi-

nate branches of the Legislature—the contingent

expenses of the Assembly charged with a salary to

Mr. Viger, originally of £1,000, but gradually in-

creased to £1,700 per annum
; a sum, so dispropor-

tionate to the services rendered, as to justify the

conclusion, that the vote itself was e convenient

pretext for the secret misapplication of provincial

funds
; and their daring conte npt of all public and

constitutional principles during the last session, and

on the eve of a dissolution, in attempting to commit
a new Parliament to the reimburse ment of the ex-

penses attendant upon the convenin^^ of public

meetings throughout the Province, avowedly for

the purpose of influencing the general election.

The laws governing commercial transactions in-

troduced from France, remain as they were at the

conquest. Applications to the Assembly fo.- a bank-

rupt law, and other modifications of the existing

jurisprudence, suited to the altered circumstances

of the country, have been uniformly neglected, and

we continue subjected to ihe uncertain and ill de-

fined provisions of a body of laws long since repu-

te .
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dialed in France, whence it was originally de-

rived.

The provincial Banks, called into existence by

acts of the provincial legislature, and by the terms

of their charters, compelled annually to exhibit

statements of their affairs, have been openly de-

nounced by Mr. Papineau, late Speaker of the As-

sembly, and organ of the French party, from no ether

possible motive than a desire to inflict mjury upon

commerce, and consequently on Britons, by whom
the commerce of the country is chiefly conducted.

The same individual has publicly recommended

to the French party to abstain from all intercourse

with Britons; an advice which has been acted upon

to a considerable extent.

Not satisfied with the powers with which they

are constitutionally invested, the French party in

the AL-ee-Tibly have been incessantly occupied in

attempting to arrogate to themselves a supremacy

in the concerns of the Province.

Their refusal to pass laws, e:;cept of temporary

Juration, has involved in uncertainty important in-

terests which would require to be regulated by per-

manent enactments.
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Their claim to pass in review the s{,;aries of all

public officers by an annual civil list, voted by
items, would, if acceded to, lead to a disorganization

of government, and ultimately render the judges,

and other public functionaries, the instruments of

their political animosities.

The Legislative Council, a body appointed by
the Crvvn, and where alone British interests are

fair); presented, they are endeavouring to replace

by an elective Council, which, returned by the
same constituency, must, from necessity, be in all

respects a counterpart of the Assembly; a measure
which would remove the barriers that defend us

against French tyranny, and give to a majority,

hostile to British interests, a power that would be
employed to sever the connexion between Canada
and the empire.

Our opposition to this extension of the elective

principle, dictated by self-preservation, has been
falsely represented as an opjjosition to liberal insti-

tutions. Accustomed to see in the neighbouring

states the mild tolerance of equal laws, and a con-

stitution in its essential features approximating to

our own, we are not of those who startle with
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alarm at the name of a republic, or view their in-

stitutions with jealousy or distrust. With senti-

ments of generous pride, we recognize the linea-

ments of kindred blood and national character.

Sensible of the benefits derived from our connec-

tion with the Parent State, and ardently attached

to the land of our fathers, we view with gi-ief and

indignation, proceedings, which, if not successfully

resisted, will leave us no choice between a change

which we deprecate, and a submission to French

oppression.

It were an insult to the understanding to dwell

upon public opinion, as expressed by a population,

destitute of the advantages o^' education, as the

mass of the French population in this province has

been shewn to be, and we regard, with blended

feelings of indignation and contempt, the affectation

by the leaders of the French party, of the character

of liberals and reformers, whilst they have sedu-

lously fostered a system of feudal ..actions and

feudal servitude, which invest a privileged class with

more arbitrary rights than the nobilitj of England,

without the plea of hereditary claims to legislative

honours.

Numbering in our ranks many who, both in Bri-

VOL. n. o
li
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t.iin .111(1 Iiolaiid, were foremost in the cause of

Kelonii; indepeiulont in our principles; uncon-

nected with odice ; of all classes and of all creeds;

Iinimd together by the endearin/jf recollection of a

eoniiiion origin, and the powerful sentiment of a

common danger, we are prepared to resist to the

uttermost the ettbrts of a party, which, under the

specious guise of popular institutions, would sever

wisdom from power, and respect from intelligence,

iiid consign us to unendurable bondage.

Cherishing sentiments of becoming respect for

his Majesty's government, and correctly appreci-

ating its many ertbrts to advance our jirosperity,

the task we have undertaken to perform requires,

nevertheless, that we should exi>licitly declare our

opinion, that the evils which ojipress us have been

aggravated by the various and temporizing policy

(.f successive administrations.

The destinies of this important province have

been confided to colonial secretaries, ignorant of

the state of parties in the colony. Entering upon

oflice without a competent knowledge of ouraHairs ;

relying for information upon a House of Assembly,

constituted as that body has lieen shewn to be ; al-

ternately making unv. ise concessions or attempting
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to (Mil'oiTc unwise principles, and not unfiequently

retiiinrr {Voni oflice at a time when experience would

have enabled them to act with becoming judgment

and decision, the tendency of their measures has

been to compromise the dignity of the Home govern-

ment, and to c(mfera sanction upon the pretensions

by which our interests are assailed.

We are not insensible to the just grounds of

complaint arising from the inefficiency of the Exe-
cutive Council, and the feeble claims which that

l)ody possesses to the confidence of the community.

We c-mnot recognize just principles of govern-

ment in calling to a seat in one of the Councils, a

clerk, or subordinate officer of the other; and al-

though the Legislative Council, as at present con-

stituted, connnands our respect as possessing a

majority of independent members, we consider that

it yet contains too many persons liolding dependent

situations under the crown, and liable to be acted

upon by undue influence.

The accumulation of oflices in the family and
connections of a leading member of the Legislative

Council, deserves to be held up to public reprehen-

sion.

The irresponsible manner in which the land-

(>
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granting department is conducted, the salary dis-

proportioned to the duties performed, which is at-

taclied to the office, and other abuses connected

with the Woods and Forests, demand revision.

To the redress of these abuses, and to all other

reforms, based upon just principles, we offer the

most strenuous support, and we deliberately, and

with confidence submit this exposition of our prin-

ciples and grievances, in order that our fellow-

countrymen may be enabled to judge of the sin-

cerity of the respective parties in the province, by

contrasting professions with facts.

The subject of this address cannot fail to suggest

important reflections connected with the social and

political relations of the country. Of what the

future will disclose, we can offer no conjecture.

Recent events have roused us to a sense of impend-

ing danger, and the British and Irish population of

Lower Canada are now united for self-preservation,

anin, >ed by a determination to resist measures,

which, if successful, must end in their destruction.

Shall we, in this, the country of our adoption, be

permitted to find a home ? or shall we be driven

from it as fugitives ?

Strong in the sympathies of our fellow- country-
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men, in the sister provinces, injury cannot be in-

flicted upon us, without affecting them; and the

French party may yet be taught, that the majority

upon which they count for success, will, in the

hour of trial, prove a weak defence against the

awakened energies of an insulted and oppressed

people.

By order of the Committee appointed at a public

meeting of the inhabitants of Montreal, held on the

20th November 1834.

(Signed,) John Molson, Jun., President.

(Signed,) James Quinlan, Secretary.

Montreal, December 1834.

No. V.

Vol. II. Page 148.

Report of the Committee on Finance of the House

of Assembly of Upper Canada. 4th Session,

13th Parliament.

TO THE HONOURABLE THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY.

The Committee, to whom were referred the Public

Accounts, &c. having examined the same

—
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Report as follows :

That the aiaount of the debt of the province, consisting

of debentures, outstanding and not redeemed, is—

.£1,102,187 15 6

Amount granted for the several public

works, but not yet negotiated . . 41723,385 9 2

The annual revenue is estimated at. . ^ 78,550

And the assets and balances due the

province on the 1st January last,

amountedto ^137,787

By reference to the general estimate

for 1838, it will be seen, the amount

required to make up the deficiency

'''^'

£_ 6,977 2 8f

The amount required for the same pur-

pose the present year, is £90,170

The excess expended during the year

1838, over the estimate, was £ 12,922 13 8

The estimate for the civil expenditure

for 1838, was £ 15^58,) j^ 3
The like estimate for 1839, is 29,580 2 8

Making a difference of .£13,999 7 7
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The estimated annual amount of the ordinary re-

ceipts of the province, and the expenditure neces-

sary for the maintenance of the civil government)

for the year 1839, are computed as follows :

—

Amount of annual civil expenditure, is ^ 70,452 2 fe

Interest on amount of public debt, is

estimated at 65,000 U

Total.... i;l35,4o2 2 H

Amount of annual revenue, (as esti-

mated), is 78,550 (»

Making a deficit of jE 56,902 2 !=<

There is also required for the continu-

ance of various public works, during

the present year 197,416 U

And to be paid Messrs, Glynn, Halli'

fax, <§• Co. and Messrs. Banng, Bro-

thers, 8f Co. on account of payment

of interest on debentures issued in

London, and due, the sum of .... 29,000

To be provided for £282,318 11 7

Your Committee beg to refer, for general infor-

mation, to the recommendations contained in the

report of the Committee oflast year, where the state

of our finances was fully entered into, and from

1^^
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whom addresses to her Majesty emanated on the
following subjects, viz. :—

1st—To obtain our due proportion of duties for-

merly raised at Quebec.

2d.—For the control of the post-office revenue.

3d—For the investment of funds arising from
sale of clergy and Indian lands, in the debentures
of this province.

4th.—For the control cf the casual and territorial

revenue,

5th.—For transferring to us the power of regula-
ting the duties on the inland trade.

6th.—For levying an additional duty of 2| per
cent, on imports at Quebec ; and—
Vth.—For a loan of ^1,000,000 sterling.

The replies to those various addresses have been
unsatisfactory. Your Committee recommend their

renewal, with the ho;,., the relief prayed for may
be obtained, on those various subjects being fully

explained by the commissioners, in the event of their

being appointed by your honourable house.

They have also taken into their most serious con-

sideration, the situation in which this province is

placed, by the discontinuance of all public works,
by which not only much valuable time is lost, but
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an expenditure is continued, far greater than the

difference of the interest of the money, or any loss

the country can sustain in the depreciation in the

value of the currency. They therefore recommend,

as a temporary measure, the issuing of bills of cre-

dit, to the amount of £250,000, and have prepared

a bill for that purpose.

Bills for the sale of the bank stock owned by the

province, and for amending the act imposing ton-

nage dues on British vessels, are herewith submitted

for the adoption of your honourable house.

With respect to the following charges in the esti-

mate account for the support of the civil govern-

ment, viz,

:

—
For trial, &c. of state prisoners, being: an amount ad-

vanced from the crown revenue for such service durinfr

theyearI8.38
4; 4,5,0 4 y

Estimated amount yet due for same ser-

vice, for 1838 X 5,000

Estimate for same service, for 1839 .. ^ 3,000

Amount advanced from crown revenue

for secret service money, for 1838.. 1,493 8 1]

The finances of the province are not in a situation

to sustain those charges, all of which have grown
out of the late insurrection.

o3
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The charge for secret services should not be paid
out of provincial revenue.

Many of the items which compose the oth«r

charges, as far as they have been examined by the

Committee, appear extravagant, and the expenditure

generally unsatisfactory.

Your Committee call the attention of your hon-
oui.'.ble house to the increased expenditure of our

courts for the last three years, with the hope that

some remedy will be provided to ensure greater

economy in future.

Your Committee again refer to the report of last

year, in which the Inspector-General is requested

to draw up a full report on the state of every branch

of our finances at the opening of each session.

They further particularly recommend a separate

account to be opened with each public work by the

Inspector-General, to notify the directors, commis-

sioners, or persons in charge of any work on which

pubic money has been expended, and from which

the interest of such expenditure is to be paid, to

make a return of the same on the 1st of January in

each year, or report them as so neglecting or refusing

to furnish such return, with a view to have them

dismissed
; —this your Committee recommend as ab-
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solutely necessary to secure the interest on the vari-

ous outlays thus made.

All which is respectfully submitted.

(Signed) Wm. Hamilton Mkriutt,

Chairman.

Committee Room, Hottse of Assembly,

5th day of April 1839.

«f

No. VI.

Vol. II. page 231.

Copy of a Speech delivered by Na-may-goos,(signi.

fying a trout,) an Indian Chief, at the entrance

of Lake Michigan, as coming from the firstman

God created, addressed to the different tribes

of Indians, 4th May 1807.

Na-may.goos, holding in his hand eight strings

of wampum, four white and four blue, said :—
'« Brothers, these strings of wampum come from

the Great Spirit; do not, therefore, despise them,

for he knows every thing: they are to go round
the earth till they are lost; they were sent to you
by the first man he created, with these words:—

Children, I was asleep, when the Great Spirit,

I
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addressing himself to another spirit, said— I have
closed my book of iccounts with man, and am
going to destroy the earth ; but, first, I will awaken
from the sleep of the dead the first man I created;

lie is wise, and let us hear if he has aught to say—
He then awoke and told me what he was about
to do. I looked round the world, and saw my red

children had greatly degenerated—that they had
l)ecome scattered and miserable. When I saw this,

I was grieved on their account, and asked leave of

the Great Spirit to come and see if I could reclaim

them. I requested the Great Spirit to grant this,

in case they should listen to my voice, thatthe

world might yet subsist for the period of three full

lives ,• and my request was granted. Now, there-

fore, my children, listen to my voice ; it is that of

the Great Spirit
: if you hearken to my counsel,

and follow my instructions for a few years, there

will then be two days of darkness, during which I

shall travel unseen through the land, and cause the

animals, such as they were formerly when I created

them, to come forth out of the earth. The Greal

Spirit bids me address you in his own words, which

are these :

—

" ' My children, you are to have very little
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intercourse with tho whites; they are not yoiir

father, as you call them, 1 ut your brethren, I am
your father

; when you call me so, you do well. I

am the father of the English, of the French, of the

ifpaniards, and of the Indians. I created the first

man, who was the common father of all these

people, as well as yourselves; and it is through

him, whom I have awakened from his long sleep,

that I now address you : but the Americans I did

not make; they are not my children, but the chil-

dren of the devil. They grew from the scum of the

great water, when it was troubled by the evil spirit,

and the froth was driven into the woods by a strong

east wind. They are very numerous, but I hate

them
: they are unjust ; they have taken away your

lands, which were not made fir them. My chil-

dren, the whites I placed on tne other side of the

big lake, that they might be a separate people

;

yet they have come on you-- -de of the lake, and
have taken most of your country : but they shall

see a day of sorrow—they shall suffer, and they

shall weep. To them I gave different manners,

customs, animals, vegetables, &c. : to them I have

given cattle, sneep, swine, and poultry, for them-

selves only: you are not to keep any of these
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animals, nor to eat of their meat. To you I have

given the deer, the buffalo, the bear, the moose, the

elk, the beaver, and the otter. The fish that swim

in your great rivers, and the corn that grows in

your fertile fields, all of these I have given you for

your own use ; and you are not to give your meat

or your corn to the whites to eat. My children,

you may salute the whites when you meet them,

but shake not hands. You must not get drunk, it

offends the Great Spirit. Your old men and chiefs

may drink a little pure fiery drink, such as comes

from Montreal ; but drink not any whisky ; it is

the strong watei* and drink of the evil spirit ; it

was not made by me, but by the Americans ; it is

poison; it makes you sick; a burns your bowels:

neither are you, on any account, to eat bread ; no,

not even were it to save you from the grasp of

death ; it is the food of the whites only.

" ' My children, you must plant maize for your-

selves, for your aged parents, for your wives and

your children ; and when you do it, you must help

each other : but plant no more than is necessary for

your own use ; you must not sell it to the whites,

it was not made for them. I made all the innume-

rable trees of the forest for your use; but the
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maple I love best, because it yields sugar to sweeten
your drir«. You must make it only for that, and
sell none .o the whites. They have another sugar
made expressly for them. Besides by making too
much, you spoil the trees, and give them pain by
cutting and hacking them, for they have a feeling
like yourselves: ifyou make more than is necessary
for your family, you shall die, and the maple shall

cea»e to yield sugar. If a white man is starving,
you may sell him a little corn or a little sugar, but
It must be by measure and weight.

''•My children, you are indebted to the white
traders; but pay them no more than half their

credits, because they have cheated you. You must
pay them in skins, gums, canoes, &c.; but not in

meat, corn or sugar. You must not dress like the

whites, nor wear hats like them ; but pluck out the

hair of your head, as in the ancient time of your
forefathers, and wear the feather ofthe Great Eagle.

When thj weather is not severe, you must go naked,
except the osyan (cloth Ox' decency) ; and when the

rivers are frozen, clothe yourselves in skins or leather

of your own dressing. My children, you complain
that the animals of the forest are become scarce and
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scattered. How should it be otherwise ? You de-

stroy them yourselves for the skins only, and

leave their bodies to the worms, or give the best

pieces to the whites. 1 am displeased when I see

this, and take them back to the earth, that they

may not come to you again. You must not kill

more animals than are necessary to feed and clothe

you
; and only keep one dog, because by keeping

too many, you starve them. My children, your

women must not live with the traders or other

white men, unless they are married according to the

custom of your nation ; but even this, I do not like;

because my white and red children were thus

marked with different colours, that they might be

a separate people.

'" My children, you must not beat your wives with

your hands, nor kick them with your feet; if they

do wrong, you must have pity on them, and only

strike them with a small switch. It is unmanly to do

otherwise: if you beat them, that part of you which

touches them will be wanting to you when you go

to the country of great spirits.

" ' My children, your wise men have bad medi-

cines in their bags. When the medicine is in blossom,
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collect it fresh and pure. You must make no feasts

to the evil spirit of the earth, but only to the good
spirit of the air.

" ' You are no more to dance the Wawbeno nor the

Poigon Nemch (the meaning of these two words is

unknown to the author). I did not put you on the

earth to dance those dances : but you are to dance

naked with your bodies painted, and with the poko

viawgon (tomahawk) in your hands. You must all

have this weapon, and never leave it behind you.

When you dance thus, I shall always look with

pleasure. You are to make yourselves jmssa-

quanccs (sort of rackets), which you must always

carry with you, and amuse yourselves with that

game. I made you to amuse yourselves, and am
delighted to see you happy. You are never to go to

war against each other, but to cultivate peace be-

tween your different tribes, that you may become
one great, independent people.

"
' ^ly children, no Indian must ever sell scata

warv haw (fire drink, or water) to Indians. It makes
him rich, and riches make him unhappy. When
he dies, he becomes wretched. You bury him with

all his wealth and ornaments about him: as he

goes along the great path of the dead, they fall
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from him
: he stops to take them up, and then

crumbles into thist himself. But those who by
their labour furnish themselves with necessaries

only, when they die, they are happy, and when
they arrive at the land of the dead will find their

wigwams furnished with every thinry they had on

earth.

'

'^

'
Now, my children," said the first created man,

" listen to what I am about to add." The Great

Spirit then opened a door and shewed me a bear

and a deer, both very small and lean, and said,

" look here, my son, these are animals that are now
in the earth

; my red children have spoiled them by
killing them too young, and by giving their meat
to the whites, and also for greasing themselves with
their fat, which is wrong. The women, when they

grease their bodies or their hair, should do it only

with the fat of the smaller animals, such as racoons,

otters, foxes, martens, squirrels, snakes, &c.

*' ' The Great Spirit then opened another door, and

shewed me a bear and a deer, extremely fat, and of

an extraordinary size, saying, " look here, my son,

these are the animals I placed on the earth, when I

created you."

" Now, my children, listen to what I say, and let
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it sink deep in your ears : they are the orders of

the Great Spirit. My children, you must not speak

of this talk to the whites ; it must be holden from

them at the bottom of your hearts. I am now on

the earth, sent by the Great Spirit to instruct you

:

each village must send me two or more principal

chiefs to represent you, that you may be taught.

"The bearer of this talk, will point out to you the

path to my wigwam. I could not come myself to

Arbre Croche, because the world is changed from

what it was : it is broken and leans down ; and ar.

it declines, the Chippewas and all beyond will fall off

and die. Therefore, you must come to me and be

instructed, in order to prevent it. Those villages

which do not listen to this talk and send me the

chiefs shall die, and be hurled forthwith to the re-

gions of the evil spirit."

THE EXD.
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